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The design of computer and communication systems has been based,
for decades, on the fundamental assumption that the objective of all
users is to improve their own performance. However, in recent years
we have witnessed a wave of sophisticated attacks threatening the
welfare of the internet. These are launched by malicious users whose
pure incentive is to degrade the performance of other, innocent, users.
In this work we tackle this challenge from three different angles:
Proposal of the Vulnerability metric
How to measure the vulnerability of a network system and why it should
be an imperative performance metric just like any other (throughput,
delay, and so on).
Exposing vulnerabilities
We analyze various state-of-the-art network algorithms and protocols
(Cellular schedulers, hardware hash tables, multi-resource queuing,
and so on). We evaluate their vulnerabilities, compare them to their
alternatives, and propose solutions.
Practical guidelines to fight vulnerabilities
We provide guidelines for detection and evaluation of vulnerabilities. In
addition, we categorize the causes to different types of vulnerabilities in
different systems in order to understand how to avoid them when
designing new network algorithms and protocols.
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Abstract
The design of computer and communication systems has been based, for
decades, on the fundamental assumption that the objective of all users is to
improve their own performance. In recent years we have witnessed a wave
of DDoS attacks threatening the welfare of the internet. These are launched
by malicious users whose pure incentive is to degrade the performance of
other, innocent, users. The traditional systems turn out to be quite vulnerable
to these attacks.
In this dissertation we address this problem. First we offer a vulnerability metric to address the main reason security is not receiving the attention it
deserves (in the context of performance evaluation) - the lack of metric that
measures it. Then, we expose vulnerabilities in various systems and discuss
them in detail. Finally we offer a high level approach to categorize and understand the causes different types of vulnerabilities in different systems.
In a first contribution, we propose a metric that evaluates the vulnerability of a system. We then evaluate a commonly used data structure in network
mechanisms – the hash data structure – using our vulnerability metric. We
show that a Closed Hash is much more vulnerable to DDoS attacks than an
Open Hash, even though the two systems are considered to be equivalent
in terms of traditional performance evaluation. We also apply the metric to
queueing mechanisms common to computer and communications systems.
Lastly we apply it to the practical case of a hash table whose requests are
controlled by a queue, showing that even after the attack has ended, the regular users still suffer from performance degradation or even a total denial of
service.
In a second contribution, we analyze the vulnerability of the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) scheduler, designed for modern high speed cellular networks. We provide an effective mechanism for utilizing the channel
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data rate for improving throughput performance in wireless data networks
by exploiting channel fluctuations. Considering a single user we show that
no such user can increase his/her channel share by misreporting the channel
capacity. In contrast, considering a group of users, we present a scheme by
which coordination allows them to gain permanent increase in both their time
slots share and in their throughput on the expense of others, by misreporting
their rates. We show that for large populations consisting of regular and coordinated users in equal numbers, the ratio of allocated time slots between a
coordinated and a regular user converges to e − 1 ≈ 1.7. Our scheme targets
the very fundamental principle of the CDF scheduler (as opposed to just attacking implementation aspects), which bases its scheduling decisions on the
CDF of the channel rates reported by users. Finally, we outline a modified
CDF scheduler immune to such attacks.
In a third contribution, we examine the Proportional Fairness Scheduler
(PFS) - a popular scheduler designed for modern high speed cellular networks. However, this time we focus on the retransmission mechanism of the
scheduler. We show that the common straightforward adaptations of PFS to
frame losses expose the system to a malicious attack (which can alternatively
be caused by malfunctioning user equipment) that can drastically degrade the
performance of innocent users. We analyze the factors behind the vulnerability of the system and propose a modification of PFS designed for the frame
loss model which is resilient to such malicious attack while maintaining the
fairness properties of the original PFS scheduler.
In a fourth contribution, we examine DRFQ, a multi-resource scheduler
for middleboxes. Modern networks include an increasing number of middleboxes, designed to perform complex tasks on different types of data flows.
Such tasks include VPN, IDS, firewalling and so on. Processing a packet may
require different amounts of different hardware resources (such as memory,
CPU and bandwidth). The challenge we address in this work is how to fairly
schedule packets with different requirements in a multi-resource system. A
recent work was the first to address this challenge and proposed a scheduler
based on Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF). We show that the proposed solution can favor some flows over others in a way that increases neither the
efficiency of the system nor its fairness. Moreover, we show that by cooperating, selfish flows can increase their resource share on the expense of other
flows. We propose a scheduler that avoids these vulnerabilities by taking into
account the past contribution of flows.
In a fifth contribution, we analyze and compare the vulnerability of Pea-
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cock and Cuckoo hashing schemes – two of the most studied implementations
for hardware network systems (such as NIDS, Firewalls, etc.). We evaluate
their vulnerability to sophisticated Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. We show
that an attacker can use insertion of carefully selected keys to hit the Peacock and Cuckoo hashing schemes at their weakest points. For the Peacock
Hashing, we show that after the attacker fills up only a fraction (typically
5% − 10%) of the buckets, the table completely loses its ability to handle
collisions, causing the discard rate (of new keys) to increase dramatically
(100 − 1, 800 times higher). For the Cuckoo Hashing, we show an attack
that can impose on the system an excessive number of memory accesses and
degrade its performance. We analyze the vulnerability of the system as a function of the critical parameters and provide simulations results as well.
Our objective in the sixth contribution, is to understand how system performance is affected by malicious behavior and how performance evaluation
should account for it. We do so by considering an array of ”classical” systems
taken from the literature and examining their degree of vulnerability. These
can also serve in providing some initial insights into what makes a system
design vulnerable or resilient.
Finally, we conclude this work by providing guidelines for dectectng vulneabilities in existing systems, how to avoid them in the first place and discuss
future work.

Kurzfassung
Die Entwicklung von Computer- und Kommunikationssystemen basierte
während Jahrzehnten auf der zentralen Annahme, dass das Ziel der Nutzer
die Verbesserung ihrer eigenen Leistung sei. In den letzten Jahren erlebten
wir eine Welle von DDoS-Attacken, welche die Errungenschaften des
Internets nachhaltig gefährdeten. Die Angriffe wurden von böswilligen
Nutzern durchgeführt, deren einziges Ziel es war, die Leistung von anderen,
unschuldigen Internetbenutzern einzuschränken. Traditionelle Systeme
stellten sich gegenüber solchen Attacken dabei als verletzlich heraus.
In der vorliegenden Dissertation verfolgen wir das Ziel, einen Weg hin
zur Lösung des skizzierten Problems aufzuzeigen. Dafür entwickeln wir als
Erstes eine Metrik für die Messung der Verwundbarkeit eines Systems. Die
bisherige Inexistenz einer solchen Metrik streicht heraus, dass Sicherheit bis
anhin nicht die Aufmerksamkeit erhalten hat, welche sie verdient. In einem
weiteren Schritt zeigen wir die Verwundbarkeit vieler Systeme auf und besprechen diese detailliert. Abschliessend präsentieren wir einen konzeptionellen/generischen Ansatz, der es erlaubt, die Gründe für die unterschiedlichen
Arten der Verwundbarkeit der verschiedenen Systeme zu kategorisieren und
zu erklären.
In einem ersten Beitrag schlagen wir eine Metrik vor, welche die
Verwundbarkeit eines Systems evaluiert. Sodann untersuchen wir eine in
Netzwerksystemen weit verbreitete Datenstruktur, die Hashtabelle, indem
wir unsere Metrik der Verwundbarkeit anwenden. Wir zeigen, dass geschlossenes Hashing wesentlich verwundbarer ist gegenüber DDoS-Attacken
als ein offenes Hashing, obwohl bis anhin gemeinhin galt, dass bei einer
traditionellen Evaluation ihrer Leistung die beiden Systeme äquivalent
seien. Zusätzlich wenden wir unsere Metrik auf Warteschlangen, einen weit
verbreiteten Mechanismus in Computer- und Kommunikationssystemen,
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an. Schliesslich folgt eine praktische Anwendung: Wir untersuchen, wie
sich eine Hashtabelle bei Anfragen verhält, die in einer Warteschlange
zwischengespeichert werden. Wir zeigen, dass gewöhnliche Nutzer auch
nach Abschluss eines Angriffs noch unter Leistungseinschränkungen oder
einem gänzlichen Ausfall des Systems leiden.
In einem zweiten Beitrag untersuchen wir Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) Scheduler, welcher für die Anwendung in modernen
Mobilfunksystemen entwickelt wurde. Dieser Scheduler verwendet einen
vermeintlich wirksamen Algorithmus für die Optimierung der Allokation
der zur Verfügung stehenden Übertragungskapazität auf die verschiedenen Nutzer, beruhend auf der zeitlichen Variabilität der benötigten
Übertragungsraten. Der Algorithmus verwendet Angaben der einzelnen Nutzer über den von ihnen gemessenen Durchsatz, um eine optimale Allokation
zu erreichen.
Wir zeigen auf, dass ein alleine handelnder Nutzer keinen Vorteil erhalten
kann, indem er falsche Angaben über den erhaltenen Durchsatz macht. Hingegen ist es mehreren, sich absprechenden Nutzern möglich, einen Vorteil aus
Falschangaben zu ziehen. Der daduch erhaltene Vorteil ist nicht nur momentan, sondern verbleibt auch nach dem Abschluss des Angriffs, d.h. dieser hat
eine stabile und permanente Wirkung. Wir zeigen auf, dass die Komplizen
eines koordinierten Angriffs gegenüber den nicht am Angriff teilnehmenden
Nutzern einen um den Faktor 1.7 erhöhten Durchsatz erreichen können.
Unser postulierter Angriff auf den CDF Scheduler setzt bei einem
fundamentalen Prinzim des Schedulers an, d.h. ist nicht abhängig von einer
allfälligen fehlerhaften Implementation de Schedulers.
Wir schliessen unsere Untersuchung ab, indem wir einen modifizierten
Scheduler entwickeln, der auch koordinierten Angriffen widersteht.
In einem dritten Beitrag prüfen wir den Proportional Fairness Scheduler (PFS), der in heutigen 4G-Mobilfunksystemen eingesetzt wird. Wir konzentrieren uns auf den im Scheduler verwendeten Mechanismus, welcher bestimmt, wann fehlerhaft übertragene Daten erneut für die Ubertragung eingeplant werden. Wir zeigen auf, dass die derzeit übliche, “naive” Realisierung
des Schedulers böswilligen Attacken ausgesetzt ist, die zu Störungen im Betrieb führen. Diese können eine drastische Verringerung des Durchsatzes für
unschuldige Nutzer zur Folge haben. Wir analysieren die verschiedenen Faktoren, die hinter der Verwundbarkeit des Systems stehen und schlagen eine
modifizierte Variante von PFS vor, welche fehlerhafte Übertragungen korrekt berücksichtigt und somit derartigen Attacken widerstehen kann, ohne
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die Fairness-Eigenschaften von PFS zu verändern.
In einem vierten Beitrag prüfen wir den DRFW, einen Multi-ResourceScheduler für Middleboxen. Moderne Netzwerke beinhalten eine steigende
Anzahl an Middleboxen, welche komplexe Aufgaben auf verschiedene Arten von Dataströmen verrichten. Dazu zählen unter anderem VPN, IDS sowie Firewalls. Diese Aufgaben können abhängig vom verarbeiteten Datenpaket unterschiedliche Hardwareresourcen (wie z.B. Hauptspeicher, Prozessor,
Bandbreite) beanspruchen. Wir widmen uns der Frage, wie eine Verarbeitung
von Paketen, die verschiedenarige Anforderungen an das Multi-ResourceSystem stellt, geplant werden kann, so dass die geforderte Fairness nach wie
vor garantiert ist. Eine kürzlich erschienene Arbeit hat sich erstmals mit dieser Herausforderung auseinandergesetzt und einen Scheduler vorgeschlagen,
welcher auf Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) basiert. Wir zeigen, dass die
vorgeschlagene Lösung gewisse Datenströme gegenüber anderen bevorzugen
kann, wobei weder die Effizienz des Systems noch die Fairness gesteigert
wird. Zudem zeigen wir, dass durch ”eigennützige” Datenströme mittels einer geeigneten Kooperation zusätzliche Ressourcen auf Kosten anderer Datenströme gewinnen können. Wir schlagen deshalb einen Scheduler vor, welcher solche Verwundbarkeiten vermeidet, indem die früheren Beiträge von
Datenströmen berücksichtigt werden.
In einem fünften Beitrag analysieren und vergleichen wir die Verwundbarkeit von Peacock- und Cuckoo-Hashing, zwei der meist studierten Hashingmechanismen für Netzwerkhardware, wie z.B. NIDS, Firewalls usw.
Wir evaluieren ihre Verwundbarkeit gegenüber Denial of Service (DoS) Attacken, welche auf der inhärenten Komplexität der eingesetzten Algorithmen
beruhen. Wir zeigen, dass ein Angreifer sorgfältig gewählte Schlüssel einschleusen kann, welche Peacock- and Cuckoo-Hashing in ihrem verwundbarsten Punkt treffen. Für das Peacock-Hashing zeigen wir, dass, nachdem
ein Angreifer nur einen Bruchteil (üblicherweise 5% − 10%) der Plätze besetzt hat, die Hashtabelle vollständig ihre Fähigkeit verliert, mit Kollisionen
umzugehen, was eine drastische Erhöhung (100 − 1, 800 Mal höher) der Ausschlussrate (für neue Schlüssel) zur Folge hat. Für das Cuckoo-Hashing zeigen wir, dass eine Attacke dem System eine übermässige Anzahl an Speicherzugriffe aufdrängen und damit die Kapazität beeinträchtigen kann. Wir
analysieren und simulieren die Verwundbarkeit des Systems gegenüber verschiedenen kritischen Parametern.
In einem sechsten Beitrag untersuchen wir, wie das Verhalten eines
Systems (und insbesondere dessen Kapazität) durch böswilliges Verhalten
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der Nutzer beinflusst werden kann. Wir entwickeln eine Methodik für die
Überprüfung komplexer Systeme im Hinblick auf ihre Verwundbarkeit. Wir
erläutern unsere Methodik anhand verschiedener klassischer Systeme aus
der Literatur und bestimmen den Grad der Verwundbarkeit der betrachteten
Systeme. Dies ermöglicht uns, zu verstehen, welche Elemente des Entwurfs
ein System verwundbar oder widerstandsfähig machen können.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In the modern age, computers are almost everywhere, processors keep getting
faster, data storage becomes larger and cheaper and mobile devices become
more and more common. Together with that and the expansion of high-speed
mobile networks, the Internet has become more affordable and accessible than
ever.
Nevertheless, the ever growing demand for faster data transfer, better coverage, tailored QoS and other advanced networking services has been going
strong for decades and does not show any signs of fading away. This demand
fueled the race in the high tech industry to produce improved network hardware such as processors, memory chips, physical media, wireless and cellular
transmission hardware and so on. In some cases, these advancements were
incremental, but many times substantial advancements required a true innovative design approach. An example for that are modern cellular standards
such as LTE [1] which fundamentally changed the way mobile devices use
the wireless spectrum to communicate with cellular base stations.
Naturally, these innovations ignited research efforts in the academy but
especially in the industry to develop new algorithms and protocols that fully
materialize the performance potential these new products hold. For example,
modern cellular technology allows a base station to estimate the channel condition of its clients which allows it to choose the optimal transmission modulation to maximize the expected throughput in each transmission. In addition,
this new architecture paved the way for new scheduling algorithms that utilize this information (each algorithm in its own way) to increase the overall
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throughput of the system.
Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks have been threatening the Internet for the last two decades. Unfortunately, the technological advancement
we witness is not accompanied with a cure for DDoS. On the contrary - algorithms used in modern network mechanisms, such as scheduling, caching,
routing and so on, are rapidly replaced with more complex ones, taking advantage of the latest advancement in the state of the art hardware technology.
Although this increases their capabilities and efficiency, it may also expose
the systems to new vulnerabilities.
When having to decide how to design a new algorithm (or protocol) or
to choose between several alternatives, researchers and designers of network
architectures tend to focus on performance metrics such as user capacity, latency, throughput and so on. With profitability in mind and an urgency to
shorten the time-to-market as much as possible, system designers tend to put
these classic performance goals on the pedestal and too often disregard security. In this dissertation we aim to address this problem in various ways. First
we offer a vulnerability metric to address the main cause security is not given
its proper attention - the lack of metric that measures it. Then, we expose vulnerabilities in various systems and discuss them in detail. Finally we offer a
high level approach to categorize and understand the causes different types of
vulnerabilities in different systems.
The rest of this chapter is divided as follows: First, in 1.1, we outline the
threat posed by sophisticated DDoS attacks. A substantial part of our work focuses on the vulnerability of different schedulers in different systems. Therefore, in 1.2 we outline and demonstrate the general challenges in making a
system scheduler which is fair, efficient and secure - all at the same time.
Then, we describe our research goals in 1.3. Finally, in 8.1, we explain our
approach in increasing the security of network systems and outline our contributions as well as the structure of the rest of this dissertation.

1.1

Sophisticated low-bandwidth DDoS Attacks

The basic form of a DDoS attack is a simple brute force flooding, where the
attacker sends as much traffic as he can to consume the network resources,
namely the bandwidth of the server’s incoming link, without using any knowledge of the system design. This can be achieved by sending a huge amount of
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traffic over a raw socket or by using an army of Zombies1 , each mimicking
the requests of a regular user.
Sophisticated low-bandwidth DDoS attacks use less traffic and increase
their effectiveness by aiming at a weak point in the victim’s system design,
i.e. the attacker sends traffic consisting of complicated requests to the system.
While it requires more sophistication and understanding of the attacked system, a low bandwidth DDoS attack has three major advantages in comparison
to a high bandwidth attack: 1. Lower cost – since it uses less traffic; 2. Smaller
footprint – hence it is harder to detect; 3. Ability to hurt systems which are
protected by flow control mechanisms.
An example of such attacks is an attack against HTTP servers by requesting pages that are rarely requested (forcing the server to search on the disk).
Similar attacks can be conducted on search engines or on database servers by
sending difficult queries that force them to spend much CPU time or disk access time. In fact, an example of such a sophisticated attack can be seen even
in the classic SYN attack [2] which aims hurting the TCP stack mechanism at
a weak point – the three-way-handshake process and its corresponding queue.
In this work we focus on sophisticated low-bandwidth attacks. We define
sophisticated low-bandwidth DDoS attacks as attacks that increase their effectiveness by aiming at hurting a weak point in the victim’s system design.
One way to perform such an attack is to send traffic consisting of complicated requests to the system. This generalized definition covers all the different attack types described in recent papers [3–9] including the two new
major breeds: the Complexity Attack [3] and the Reduction of Quality (RoQ)
attacks [5, 6]. An overview of the different DDoS attack types that fall into
the category of sophisticated attacks can be found in Chapters 2 and 7.

1.2

Fairness in Network Services

Some of our contributions in this work focus on the vulnerability of schedulers to sophisticated attacks. Two of them are channel-aware schedulers for
wireless/cellular networks (but not only) called CS and PFS (see sections
8.1.2 and 8.1.3). The third, DRFQ, is a multi-resource high scheduler in middleboxes such as IDS, Firewall and so on (see section 8.1.4). Therefore, in
this section we outline and demonstrate the general challenges in making a
1 A zombie is a compromised machine that is controlled by a remote hacker. The current
estimate is that there are millions of zombie machines today, in private homes and institutes.
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scheduler which is fair, efficient and secure.
When compared to the dull existence of most of the data stored on a typical computer, the life story of one packet in the Internet is very exciting and
diverse. After all, it can cross half of the world in diverse media from submarine cables to satellite communication. It probably traverses routers, IDSs,
cellular base stations, switches and so on. There it might be hashed, routed,
processed, compressed, wrapped, scanned, retransmitted, cached and sadly,
sometimes even lost. The plot outline of each of these adventures (except
maybe for ”getting lost”) is the same; the packet arrives at the bay of some
hardware device which is intended to process it. However, usually there are
many other packets waiting as well. Therefore, providing fair resource allocation (bandwidth, processor time, and so on) to the packets or data flows is
a crucial property of every network device; and as mentioned before - those
are of very different types and can be found everywhere.
In the following text we demonstrate that fairness is mostly a matter of
point of view rather than an axiom agreed by all system designers. We give
examples of real resource scheduling dilemmas and show how different and
contradicting allocation decisions can be justified as ”fair” at the same time.
For the sake of the fairness discussion, assume a system in which a wireless
router transmits data to two mobile devices. Device A is capable of R1 =
10Kbps transfer speed due to poor channel condition and device B is capable
of R2 = 90Kbps transfer speed. The resource allocation problem can be
simplified as follows: what fraction of the time should the router transmit to
each of the devices?
Should the router enforce Time Share Fairness? In that case, it will transmit 50% of the time to each of the devices, dedicating equal effort and attention to each of them – what can be more fair than that? However, it means
that device A receives a data at 5Kbps while B receives data 9 times faster
(45Kbps). However, enforcing Throughput Fairness means that 90% of the
time will be allocated to device A while B receives only fraction of this attention. It also means that the overall system performance is degraded. The average throughput in the system will decrease to 9 KB/s. If a slow device joins a
system serving many fast devices - is it fair that one slow user can slow down
the entire system? A very popular approach is to enforce Proportional
Fair!
ness in which the scheduler tries to maximize the measure ai , where ai is
the average throughput of the i-th user (or flow) [10] [11]. While Proportional
Fairness obviously aims at high overall throughput, it cannot come at the cost
of starving one of the users since it reduces the value of fairness measure.
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So what is Fairness in the context of resource allocation? How can we
achieve it? Is there such a thing as an optimal fairness? There are no simple
answers to these questions. After all they are in the heart of many philosophical debates and the answers to them are often derived from abstract values
as justice and morals. Even harder than choosing a notion of fairness to follow, is the challenge of designing a system that enforces it while maintaining high system performance at the same time. In some systems, such as
the LTE downlink scheduling, finding the optimal scheduling is proven to be
NP-hard [12]. Most of the schedulers are online schedulers which makes the
problem even harder for two main reasons: 1. Their decisions can be based
only on partial information2 ; 2. They have to use low-complexity algorithms
since they have to make real time decisions in high speed networks.
Tackling these challenges, often ends up in complex algorithms that create new vulnerabilities compared to simpler, less efficient but more resilient
ones. A good example is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) wireless scheduler which maintains time share fairness. Obviously, in order to
maintain time share fairness it is enough to use a Round Robin scheduler.
This way no user can gain larger time share than the others regardless of his
channel condition. However, the CDF scheduler achieves significantly higher
overall throughput (than Round Robin scheduler) since it schedules users for
transmission at time slots in which they experience better channel conditions
than they usually do. The algorithm achieves this by estimating the rarity of
the current channel condition of a user based on his past reports. As we show
in Chapter 3, this opens the door for attackers to gain an increase in their time
share (and throughput) at the expense of others and hence breach the time
share fairness the scheduler is meant to enforce.

1.3

Research Goals

The main goal of this dissertation is to provide a bridge between security and
performance allowing system designers, usually focused on classical performance metrics, to account for security while dealing quantitatively with performance and conducting system design. We aim at increasing the security
aspects of performance in those critical systems as opposed to the natural
tendency to focus on maximizing performance results.
2 for example, a wireless scheduler cannot predict the future channel conditions of the mobile
devices.
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To tackle this challenge, we take both low level and high level approaches.
In the high level approach we provide insights on the general reasons behind security flaws in such systems. This approach includes proposing a vulnerability metric and classifying different known vulnerabilities in various
systems in order to understand how they form and how to prevent them. In
addition we take a low level approach in which we analyze security issues
in various state of the art technologies in different contexts such as cellular
communications and network middle boxes such as routers and IDS. We look
at different systems and their unique vulnerabilities and derive conclusions
regarding their vulnerability and the possibility to improve them. Through
analysis and simulations, for every algorithm we try to answer the following
questions:
• Is it immune to malicious behavior?
• Can selfish user(s) hurt fairness and increase their gain at the expense
of others?
• If an attack is possible, what is the best strategy selfish and malicious
users would adopt?
• What is the Vulnerability measure of the algorithm?
• What system parameters influence the vulnerability of the system and
in what way?
• In case there are two alternative algorithms that can perform the same
job (scheduling, hashing and so on) - how do they compare when it
comes to vulnerability to DDoS attacks?
• Can we propose a modified version of the algorithm that is immune to
attacks while maintaining the same performance and fairness properties
the original algorithm achieves?

1.4

Contributions and Outline

The following six chapters of this dissertation are reprints of peer-reviewed
papers, published in international journals and proceedings.

1.4 Contributions and Outline

1.4.1
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Chapter 2 - Evaluating the Vulnerability of Network
Mechanisms to Sophisticated DDoS Attacks

Having a metric for computer security [13] is an important step for improving
security. As a well known phrase states : “If you cannot measure, you cannot
manage. If you cannot manage, you cannot improve”.
Our main contribution in Chapter 2 is a new metric that evaluates the vulnerability of a system for any kind of sophisticated attack. In addition, in the
case that multiple algorithms/designs are available for the same problem, it
helps in selecting the most resilient one. Our approach is based on proposing
a Vulnerability Metric (Figure 1.1) that accounts for the maximal performance degradation (damage) that sophisticated malicious users can inflict on
the system using a specific amount of resources (cost) normalized by the performance degradation attributed to regular users, using the same amount of
resources.

Performance
Degradation
Scales

Figure 1.1: The Vulnerabiltiy metric of a system equals k if an attacker that
joins the system can cause the system a performance degradation k times
larger than the degradation caused by a single new regular user. In this example k = 4.
In addition to proposing the metric, in this chapter we demonstrate its
use on Open and Closed Hash tables. We show that Closed Hash is much
more vulnerable to DDoS attacks than Open Hash, even though the two systems are considered to be equivalent by traditional performance evaluation.
We also apply the metric to queueing mechanisms common to computer and
communications systems. Furthermore, we apply it to the practical case of a
hash table whose requests are controlled by a queue, showing that even after
the attack has ended, regular users still suffer from performance degradation
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or even a total denial of service.
Note that one of the main objectives of the Vulnerabilty metric is to reveal how different system parameters influence its resilience to DDoS attacks.
For example, the following table summarizes the results of the vulnerability
analysis conducted for Cuckoo hashing in Chapter 6. The arrows mark how
different properties of a Cuckoo hash table are affected when increasing different system parameters W (key-moves limit3 ), d (number of sub-tables)
and M (number of buckets). ⇑, ⇓ and ⇔ mark that a property is increased,
decreased or do not change (respectively).

Table Utilization
Vulnerability
Attack Feasibility

High W
⇑
⇑
⇔

High d
⇑
⇓
⇓

High M
⇓
⇔
⇓

As summarized in the table above, from an efficiency point of view, the system designer has to choose between increasing W and increasing d in order
to increase the table utilization. Note that increasing either d or W decreases
the performance of the system. Our work, shows through vulnerability analysis and simulation results the security implications of setting W and d. The
results show that W is a key factor in the vulnerability of Cuckoo Hashing.
Therefore, from the vulnerability point of view, it is preferred to increase the
number of sub-tables d in order to keep the moves limit W as low as possible.
Increasing d not only decreases the vulnerability but also decrease the feasibility by forcing the attacker to invest more efforts in finding a suitable attack
keys set.
We believe that this example demonstrates how our vulnerability metric
can help to find an ideal balance of security and performance when taken into
account in addition to the traditional performance metrics.

1.4.2

Chapter 3 - On the Exploitation of CDF based
Wireless Scheduling

High-speed wireless networks are becoming increasingly common and along
with that the strategy of scheduling the high-speed data. Since scheduling algorithms are vital to the performance of modern wireless systems they have
3 how many keys an insert operation is allowed to move from one bucket to another during an
Insert operation.
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become the subject of active research. Modern wireless network standard allow new generation of channel aware schedulers such as the Proportional
Fairness [10] [11] and CDF schedulers [14]. Channel aware schedulers improve throughput performance by exploiting channel fluctuations while maintaining their notion of fairness between the users.
The CDF Scheduler (CS) makes scheduling decisions based on the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of every user in such way that in every
time slot the user whose rate is the least probable to become higher is scheduled for transmission. An important property of this scheduler is that it statistically allocates all users an equal number of slots while smartly utilizing
the knowledge of channel capacity to dynamically select at every moment the
more attractive (higher capacity) users.
The objective of this work is to study whether a user, or a group of users,
can mislead the CDF scheduler by providing false channel capacity reports
and use them to increase the amount of resources allocated to them. Considering a single user we show that no such user can increase his/her channel
share by misreporting the channel capacity. In contrast, considering a group
of users, we present a scheme by which coordination allows them to gain
permanent increase in both their time slots share and in their throughput at
the expense of others, by misreporting their rates. We show that for large
populations consisting of regular and coordinated users in equal numbers,
the ratio of allocated time slots between a coordinated user and a regular
user converges to e − 1 ≈ 1.7. Our scheme targets the very fundamental
principle of CS (as opposed to just attacking implementation aspects), which
bases its scheduling decisions on the CDF of the channel rates reported by
the users. Our scheme works both for the continuous channel spectrum and
the discrete channel spectrum versions of the problem. Finally, we outline a
modified CDF scheduler immune to such attacks.

1.4.3 Chapter 4 - On the Vulnerability of the Proportional
Fairness Scheduler to Retransmission Attacks
Proportional Fairness Scheduler (PFS) is a popular scheduler in state of the
art cellular networks. It shares the same goal as the CDF scheduler discussed
previously - improve throughput performance by exploiting channel fluctuations while maintaining fairness among the users. While CS maintains time
share equality, PFS maintains Proportional Fairness as defined earlier.
PFS assigns priority values to every user in each time slot and then the
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user with the highest priority is scheduled for transmission. The priority value
of user i for time slot t is given by Vi (t) = Ri (t)/Ai (t) where Ri (t) is the
bit rate (measured in bits per time slot, bits/slot) in which the system is
able to transmit to the user (based on his channel condition) and Ai (t) is the
throughput average the user received until time t. This means that the value
of Ai (t) has a negative effect on the priority value of the user.
PFS was introduced and vastly investigated in a model where frame losses
do not occur4 , which is of course not the case in practical wireless networks.
As far as we know, in this work we are the first to address the consequences
of PFS in the context of a real system, in which packet losses occur. We show
that the common adaptation of PFS to frame losses exposes the system to a
malicious attack (which can alternatively be caused by malfunctioning user
equipment) that can drastically degrade the performance of innocent users.
When considering retransmissions, a system designer has to decide what
is the meaning of Ai (t). There are two straightforward common approaches
used in the (few) previous studies that dealt with PFS in the context of retransmissions: 1. Ai (t) is the average amount data successfully received by
the user; 2. Ai (t) is the average amount of data transmitted to the user. We
show that the first approach can lead to performance degradation by attackers (or users with malfunctioning device) who excessively report lost packets.
In addition, we show that the second approach breaches the fairness PFS is
meant to enforce. Finally we suggest a new approach which maintains Proportional Fairness while keeping the scheduler immune to attacks. In this approach Ai (t) counts what we call the effective throughput. That is, the expected amount of the data user i should have received successfully given the
efforts the system invested in it. That is, the amount of data a user should
have received per single transmission is calculated based on the transmission
modulation chosen by the base station and the channel condition reported by
the user.

1.4.4 Chapter 5 - Fair and Secure Queueing for
Multi-Resource Packet Processing
Modern networks include an increasing number of middleboxes, required to
perform complex tasks on different types of data flows. Such tasks include
VPN, IDS, firewalling and so on. A packet may require different amounts of
4 probably also due to the hidden assumption that the MAC layer is not the one responsible
for retransmissions.
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different hardware resources (such as memory, CPU and bandwidth). The
challenge we address in this work is how to fairly schedule packets with
different requirements in a multi-resource system. Recent work [15] proposes a multiple resources scheduler called Dominant Resource Fair Queueing (DRFQ). Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) is a fairness approach in
which the share each flow receives in its dominant resource is balanced among
the flows.
In this work we show that DRFQ can (unintentionally) reward inefficiency. That is, in some cases it favors some flows over other, more efficient,
flows in a way that increases neither the efficiency of the system nor any
kind of fairness among flows. Moreover, we show that by cooperation selfish flows can gain additional resource share at the expense of other flows. In
addition, we propose a scheduler called Proportional Compensation DRFQ
(PC-DRFQ) which avoids these vulnerabilities by taking into account the past
scheduling decisions and contribution of flows to the efficiency of the system.
We show that PC-DRFQ does not reward inefficiency and is strategy-proof,
even for cooperating flows. In addition, we show that it decreases the variance in resources share among flows (compared to DRFQ). That is, although
both follow the DRF principles, PC-DRFQ is more fair than DRFQ from the
equal-share fairness perspective.

1.4.5 Chapter 6 - On the Vulnerability of Hardware Hash
Tables to Sophisticated Attacks
Modern high speed networks pose a challenge to routers, Firewalls, NIDS
(Network Intrusion Detection System) or any other network devices that have
to route, measure or monitor a network without slowing it down. Such network hardware elements are highly preferable targets for DDoS (Distributed
Denial of Service) attacks since their failure can severely slow the network
and, in the case of security devices, their failure can allow an attacker to conduct an attack on a critical system these devices are meant to protect.
Hash tables play important roles in the operations of the most important
and time consuming tasks these systems have to perform. Using hashing techniques which allow constant operation complexity is therefore highly desirable. Multiple-choice Hash Tables (MHT), and in particular Peacock [16] and
Cuckoo [17] Hashing, are easy to implement and are currently the most efficient and studied implementations for hardware network systems.
In this work we expose the weak points of the Peacock and Cuckoo Hash-
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ing. We show that Peacock is resilient to damage during the attack (in-attack
damage). Nevertheless, we show that it is highly vulnerable to an attack that
aims at driving the system to high post-attack discard rates5 ; such an attack
can increase these rates by a factor of 100 − 1, 800 in comparison to normal
behavior. For Cuckoo hashing we show that an attacker can slow the system
by inserting keys that require 4 times more memory accesses than regular
keys in a typical settings.

1.4.6 Chapter 7 - Computer and Network Performance:
Graduating from the ”Age of Innocence”
The objective of this chapter is to understand how system performance is affected by malicious behavior and how performance evaluation should account
for it. We present this new malice-based performance analysis and contrast it
with the traditional analysis. In addition, we demonstrate its impact by reviewing a collection of representative cases from the areas of computer and
network performance. The approaches presented in this work can assist system designers in evaluating their design subject to malicious behavior as well
as in understanding how a system should be designed to be resilient to such attacks. In theoretical terms, we would like to provide insights into what makes
a design more or less vulnerable.
We start by enlisting a sample of performance-reduction attacks taken
from the literature and classifying them according to the vulnerabilities they
address. We then describe several methodologies for quantitatively evaluating
the impact of the attacks on performance. We then move into an in-detail
presentation, portraying a representative sample of test cases. For these cases
we review their performance under normal conditions, describe the malicious
behavior, examine the quantitative effect of the malicious behavior on the
system, and propose how to modify the design to diminish the malice impact
on performance and discuss possible solutions.

1.4.7 Chapter 8 - Conclusions
Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions and conclusion of this dissertation.
We outline important guidelines for the vulnerability detection and evaluation
5 the probability that a key-insertion operation ends in discarding the key because all of the
suitable buckets are occupied.
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process and common design mistakes that can cause vulnerabilities when designing a new system. Finally, we present our ideas for future work and outlook.
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Abstract — In recent years we have experienced a wave of DDoS
attacks threatening the welfare of the internet. These are launched by
malicious users whose only incentive is to degrade the performance of
other, innocent, users. The traditional systems turn out to be quite vulnerable to these attacks.
The objective of this work is to take a first step to close this fundamental gap, aiming at laying a foundation that can be used in future
computer/network designs taking into account the malicious users. Our
approach is based on proposing a metric that evaluates the vulnerability of a system. We then use our vulnerability metric to evaluate a data
structure which is commonly used in network mechanisms – the Hash
table data structure. We show that Closed Hash is much more vulnerable to DDoS attacks than Open Hash, even though the two systems
are considered to be equivalent by traditional performance evaluation.
We also apply the metric to queueing mechanisms common to computer
and communications systems. Further more, we apply it to the practical
case of a hash table whose requests are controlled by a queue, showing
that even after the attack has ended, the regular users still suffer from
performance degradation or even a total denial of service.

2.1

Introduction

In recent years the welfare of the Internet has been threatened by malicious
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. DDoS attackers consume the
resources of the victim, a server or a network, causing a performance degradation or even the total failure of the victim. In DDoS attacks, attackers send
a large amount of traffic, consuming the CPU or the bandwidth of the victim.
The ease with which such attacks are generated makes them very popular. According to Labovitz et al. [1], large backbone networks observe DDoS attacks
on a daily basis.
The basic form of a DDoS attack is the simple high-bandwidth DDoS
attack. That is, simple brute force flooding, where the attacker sends as much
traffic as he can to consume the network resources, namely the bandwidth
of the server’s incoming link, without using any knowledge of the system
design. This can be achieved by sending a huge amount of traffic over a raw
socket or by using an army of Zombies2 , each mimicking the requests of a
regular user.
2 A zombie is a compromised machine that is controlled by a remote hacker. The current
estimate is that there are millions of zombie machines today, in private homes and institutes.
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Sophisticated low-bandwidth DDoS attacks use less traffic and increase
their effectiveness by aiming at a weak point in the victim’s system design,
i.e. the attacker sends traffic consisting of complicated requests to the system.
While it requires more sophistication and understanding of the attacked system, a low bandwidth DDoS attack has three major advantages in comparison
to a high bandwidth attack: 1. Lower cost – since it uses less traffic; 2. Smaller
footprint – hence it is harder to detect; 3. Ability to hurt systems which are
protected by flow control mechanisms.
An example of such an attack is an attack against a HTTP server by requesting pages that are rarely requested (forcing the server to search in the
disk). Similar attacks can be conducted on search engines or on database
servers by sending difficult queries that force them to spend much CPU time
or disk access time. In fact, an example of such a sophisticated attack can
be seen even in the classic SYN attack [2] which aims to hurt the TCP stack
mechanism at its weakest point, the three-way-handshake process and its corresponding queue.
In this work we focus on sophisticated low-bandwidth attacks. We define
sophisticated low-bandwidth DDoS attacks as attacks that increase their effectiveness by aiming at hurting a weak point in the victim’s system design,
i.e. the attacker sends traffic consisting of complicated requests to the system. This generalized definition covers all the different attack types described
in recent papers [3–9] including the two new major breeds: the Complexity
Attack [3] and the Reduction of Quality (RoQ) attacks [5, 6]. In Section 2.2
we give a short overview of the different DDoS attack types that fall into the
category of sophisticated attacks.
Our first contribution in this work (Section 2.3) is a new metric that evaluates the vulnerability of a system for any kind of sophisticated attack. Our
approach is based on a Vulnerability Metric that accounts for the maximal
performance degradation (damage) that sophisticated malicious users can inflict on the system using a specific amount of resources (cost) normalized by
the performance degradation attributed to regular users, using the same resources. Having a metric for computer security [10] is an important step for
improving security. As a well known phrase states: “If you cannot measure,
you cannot manage. If you cannot manage, you cannot improve”. Our metric
provides the ability to understand the resilience of systems to DDoS attacks
and, in the case that multiple algorithms/designs are available for the same
problem, helps in selecting the most resilient one.
Vulnerabilities to sophisticated DDoS attacks seem to be an inherent part
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of existing computer and network systems. Traditionally, these systems have
been designed and operated under the underlying fundamental principle that
each user aims to maximize the performance he/she receives from the system. While operational strategies have been divided into social optimization
(optimize operation to the benefit of the overall population) and individual optimization (each user acts to improve his own performance), see e.g. [11], the
basic paradigms were still based on this principle, namely that each user aims
to maximize his own performance. This paradigm does not hold any more in
the new “DDoS environment” where some users do not aim to maximize their
own performance, but rather to degrade the performance of other users. Thus,
there is a major gap between traditional assumptions on user behavior and
practical behavior in modern networks. Due to this gap it is both natural and
inherent that traditional algorithms, protocols and mechanisms will be quite
vulnerable in this environment.
Our second contribution, presented in Section 2.4, is an evaluation of the
Hash data structure, commonly used in network mechanisms, using our vulnerability metric. The sophisticated attack against the Hash data structure was
first introduced in the work of Crosby and Wallach [3]. However, their work
focused only on Open Hash, using only experimental results on real-life Hash
implementations. In contrast, we provide analytic results using our Vulnerability Factor metric on the two Hash types: Open Hash and Closed Hash. An
important finding of this simple analysis, which can affect practical designs,
is that these two common Hash types (which are known to be equivalent according to many performance aspects) drastically differ from each other in
their vulnerability to sophisticated attacks.
Our third contribution, presented in Section 2.5, is an examination of the
vulnerability of some queueing mechanisms, commonly used in computer
networks. We address this subject by considering a very simple example of
the First Come First Served (FCFS) queue. We show that though attackers,
under this mechanism, “must wait like everyone else” and thus have no control of their place in the queue, they can still cause significant damage even if
they use, on average, the same amount of resources that regular users do. The
strategy of the malicious users is simple - just submit large jobs from time to
time. In fact the vulnerability level (using the proposed metric) of this system
can be unbounded.
Our fourth contribution, provided in Section 2.6, shows that in the case of
an attack either on an Open Hash system or on a Closed Hash system, the regular user still suffers from performance degradation or even a total denial of
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service, even after the attack has ended (note that the degradation is not due
to the extra load of the attack but due to its sophistication). Our results show
that even a data structure whose amortized complexity (whether attacked or
not) is O(1), such as Open Hash, is vulnerable to malicious attacks when
the structure is combined with a queue. Although the data structure itself is
immune to complexity attacks (since it still operates with O(1) amortized
complexity), the waiting time in the queue can dramatically increase if an
attacker manages to increase the variance of the request processing time.
As far as we are aware, we are the first to point out post attack performance degradation. We demonstrate this by analyzing a practical and common case that combines the Hash table data structure with a queue preceding
it (post-attack degradation is demonstrated, for Closed Hash, also in Section
2.4). Using this model, we further derive the precise size of the attack that will
“harm” the Hash system in such a way that, even after the attack has ended,
it will make the regular users suffer from complete denial of service (and not
only from performance degradation). In Section 2.7 we compare the vulnerability of Open and Closed Hash. A short paper with preliminary results from
this work has been published in [12].

2.2

Sophisticated Attacks

We define a Sophisticated DDoS attack as an attack where the attacker sends
traffic aiming to hurt a weak point in the system design in order to conduct
denial of service or just to significantly degrade the performance (such as
Reduction of Quality attacks like [5,6]). The sophistication lies in the fact that
the attack is tailored to the system design, aiming to increase the effectiveness
of the attack.
The motivation of the attacker is to minimize the amount of traffic it sends
while achieving similar or even better results. Using a sophisticated attack
the attacker reduces the cost of the attack i.e., reduces the number of required
zombies3 and reduces the sophistication in coordinating the attack. Moreover,
the use of a sophisticated attack increases the likelihood that the attack will
succeed in going unnoticed (going under the radar) by the DDoS mitigation
mechanisms, which are usually based on detecting the fact that the victim
3 Today, there is a market in zombie machines. Attackers can skip the time consuming process
of taking control of new machines and just buy “off the shelf” zombies. Hence the number of
machines required to launch the attack translate directly to the cost of money.
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was subject to higher-than-normal traffic volume. Note that designing a sophisticated attack tool requires only a one-time effort of understanding the
system design in order to find its weak point. However, after such a tool is
constructed, other attackers can use the tool as an “off-the shelf” black box
attack tool without any knowledge of the system. Similar evolutions were
observed in other DDoS attack types such as “SYN-attack” where general
tools such as Trinoo and TFN were designed and distributed over the web
to layman attackers [13]. Due to the complexity of the applications, they are
usually more vulnerable to Sophisticated DDoS attacks. However, sophisticated attacks are not mounted only against applications but also be conducted
against protocols (see, for example, attacks against TCP [7]).
Roughly speaking, we classify the methods of launching sophisticated
attacks into two classes: Malicious Job Content and Malicious Jobs Arrival
Pattern.
1) Malicious Job Content - Attacker exploits the worst-case performance
of the system which differs from the average case that the system was designed for. In [3] Crosby and Wallach demonstrate the phenomenon on Open
Hash table implementations in two versions of Perl, the Squid web proxy,
and the Bro intrusion detection system. They showed that an attacker can
design an attack that achieves worst case complexity of O(n) elementary operations per insert operation instead of the average case complexity of O(1).
It caused, for example, the Bro server to drop 71% of the traffic. Examples
of systems and algorithms that can potentially yield to complexity attacks
are quicksort [14] regular expression matcher [15], Intrusion Detection Systems [9,16] and the Linux route-table cache [17]. Moscibroda and Multu [18]
discuss a sophisticated DDoS attack which degrades the performance of a
Multi-Core System. The attack is conducted by one process (running on one
core) targeting the weakest point in such a system - the shared memory - and
degrades the performance of other processes in the system. Smith et al. [9] describe a low bandwidth sophisticated attack on a Network Intrusion Detection
System (NIDS). This attack disables the NIDS of the network by exploiting
the behavior of the rule matching mechanism by sending packets which require a very long inspection times. Another example is the SSL handshake
dropping DoS attack [19], which abuses the fact that clients can request the
server to perform computationally expensive operations without doing any
work themselves. In the 802.11 standard, malicious users can steal additional
time share by using Network Allocation Vectors to reserve a long period of
time for themselves [20]. Similar attacks can be conducted against cellular
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networks; In [21] the authors show how malicious users can behave according to the worst case scenario of the retransmission algorithm to obtain a
larger time share.
2) Malicious Jobs Arrival Pattern - Attacker exploits the (stochastic)
worst case traffic pattern that can be applied to the system. This case is similar to the first one with the difference that the worst case scenario involves a
specific traffic arrival pattern of requests from multiple users. This type of attack is demonstrated in the Reduction of Quality (RoQ) attacks papers [5,6,9].
RoQ attacks target the adaptation mechanisms by hindering the adaptive component from converging to steady-state. This is done by sending - from time
to time - a very short duration of surge demand imitating many users and thus
pushing the system into an overload condition. Using a similar technique,
Kuzmanovic and Knightly [7] presented the Shrew Attack which is tailored
and designed to exploit TCP’s deterministic retransmission timeout mechanism. In [22] the authors show how a group of malicious users can attack a
scheduler of a cellular network and increase their allocated time share significantly by coordinating their reported channel condition values. The pattern
created by this behavior allows them to consistently obtain exaggerated priority and obtain a larger time share (at the expense of others). Another example
of an attack exploiting the stochastic worst case is given in Bremler-Barr et
al. [4]. There it is shown that Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ), a commonly
deployed mechanism to protect traffic from DDoS attacks, is ineffective in an
environment consisting of bursting applications such as the Web client application.

2.3

The Vulnerability Factor

Our work is based on the observation that the traditional performance analysis
of computer systems and algorithms is not adequate to analyze the vulnerability of a system to sophisticated DDoS attack and a new metric is needed.
Such a vulnerability metric can help a system designer to:
Choose between two equal systems: Such universal vulnerability metric can be used to compare the vulnerability of two alternative systems. For
example, a system designer of a modern cellular base station could use the
vulnerability metric to compare between the CDF [22] and PFS [21] wireless
scheduling algorithms.
Select the values of system operating variables: The analysis (either
analytically or empirically) of the vulnerability value can expose the contri-
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bution of the different system parameters to the system vulnerability and help
the designer to balance trade-offs between the system vulnerability and its
efficiency. For example, in the PFS wireless scheduler [21], increasing the
maximal number of retransmissions increases the base station throughput on
the one hand while increasing its vulnerability on the other hand.
Use vulnerable systems safely: A vulnerability metric assessing the
amount of damage that can be inflicted by malicious sophisticated users can
help to use known vulnerable systems wisely. For example, consider the Bro
intrusion detection systems that can drop up to 71% of the traffic during an
attack [3]. A company that already owns and uses vulnerable Bro systems
can still use them safely by rearranging the servers and the network such that
none of them will have to handle more that 29% of its original traffic (and
hence will not drop traffic even under attack).
It is important to note that the analysis of the worst-case performance of
a system versus that of the average-case is not sufficient in order to comprehend the vulnerability of a system. This is due to three major factors: First, the
worst case analysis does not take into consideration the cost of producing the
worst case scenario. However, in the context of analyzing the vulnerability
of a system, the cost is an important factor, since a scenario that is expensive
to produce, does not really pose a threat to the system. Second, traditionally
the assumption in the worst case analysis of a system is that all the participants follow the protocol rules. However, dealing with a malicious attacker,
the attacker can form his own protocol, mainly designed to damage the system as much as possible. Third, usually the worst case analysis deals with
the most difficult input into the system per user. However in the vulnerability assessment we also need to take into account the most difficult scenario
of interaction between the users of the system. That is, we also need to analyze the system using the “stochastic” worst case scenario (as shown in the
sophisticated attacks [5, 7]).
Our proposal for the definition of the Vulnerability Factor of a system is
to account for the maximal performance degradation (damage) that sophisticated malicious users can inflict on the system using a specific amount of
resources (cost) normalized by the performance degradation attributed to regular users using the same amount of resources. Figure 7.1 demonstrates the
concept of the Vulnerability Factor. Mechanisms that are vulnerable only to
brute force attacks will have a Vulnerability Factor of one, while mechanisms
that are vulnerable to sophisticated attacks will receive a factor of K > 1 indicating that the maximal attacker’s power is equivalent to that of K regular
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Figure 2.1: Vulnerability Factor and Sophisticated DDoS attack.
users4 .
Formally, we define the Vulnerability Factor as follows: Let the
usersType parameter be equal to either regular users (R) or malicious
attackers (Mst ) with strategy st. Note that we use the plural terms since some
of the attack types occur only in specific scenarios of multiple coordinated
access of users to the system [5]. Let the budget be the amount of resources
that the users of usersType spend on producing the additional traffic to
the system, i.e., the cost of producing the attack is limited by the budget
parameter. The budget can be measured differently in the various models,
e.g. as the required bandwidth, or the number of required computers or as the
required amount of CPU and so on. Let ∆Perf (usersType, budget) be the
change in the performance of the system due to being subject to additional
traffic added to the regular traffic of the system, where the traffic is generated
by users from type usersType with resource budget. The performance can
be measured by different means such as the CPU consumption, the delay
experienced by a regular user, the number of users the system can handle,
and so on.
We define the Effectiveness of a strategy st on the system as
Est (budget = b) =

∆Perf (Mst , b)
,
∆Perf (R, b)

(2.1)

and the Vulnerability Factor V of the system as:
V (budget = b) = maxst {Est (b)}.

(2.2)

4 Placing the DoS attack on the same baseline, the DoS attack (exploiting a bug in the application, leading to a total system failure) receives the factor of infinity.
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If the Vulnerability Factor of a system equals the effectiveness of a strategy st, then st is said to be an Optimal Malicious Users Strategy. In practice,
there may be a system in which no strategy can be proved to be the optimal because the effectiveness of all other possible strategies cannot be evaluated or bounded. In this case, the most effective (known) malicious strategy is considered to be a lower bound on the vulnerability of the system.
Note that for the same system there can be more than one Optimal Malicious Users Strategy and that an Optimal Malicious Users Strategy maximizes
∆Perf (Mst , b). Observe that for systems invulnerable to attacks V = 1 since
∆Perf (Mst , b) = ∆Perf (R, b).
Note that we focus on the attacker’s strategy that has the maximum effect
in performance degradation, since the common assumption in the field of
security is that the vulnerability of a system is measured at its weakest point.

2.3.1 Related Work
The first step for measuring system vulnerability, was done by Guirguis
et al. [5]5 , which concentrated only on measuring RoQ attacks. Their
work proposes the attack Potency measure which evaluates the amount of
performance degradation inflicted by an attacker according to his budget.
The reader can observe that this measure is similar to our definition of
∆Perf (Mst , budget = b). However, the difference between the Effectiveness (Est ) and the Potency measures, is that we normalize the performance
degradation the system suffers due to an attacker by the performance
degradation the system suffers due to a regular user. Clearly, Potency can be
generalized to measure any sophisticated attack, however we think that the
Effectiveness is preferable since it allows for deriving meaningful information
based on this (dimensionless) number alone. Consider the case of a system
with a Vulnerability Factor of K. In this case we can deduce that the system
1
of the
can cope with a number of sophisticated attackers, which is only K
number of regular users the system can handle. In contrast, if the potency
level is P it means that the attacker obtains P units of damage per one unit
of cost; this number is meaningless without comparing it to the potency of
other scenarios, such as the potency of a regular user, or the potency of other
attacks. Moreover, the unit used by the potency measure (damage per cost) is
5 The primal work of Gilgor [23] presents a formal specification and verification in order to
prevent denial of service, but did not try to measure the vulnerability of the system. Moreover,
the work concentrates on denial of service of a different type, where some users can lead the
system to a situation where part of the users reach a “deadlock” situation.
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not fully defined and left for the interpretation of whoever uses it. Both the
Potency and Effectiveness measures focus on the power of a specific attack.
In contrast, we propose that a more interesting metric is the Vulnerability
Factor that focuses on the system and provides bounds on its performance
under any type of attack.
In this work we present results relating to the vulnerability of Hash systems. The sophisticated attack against Hash tables was first introduced in [3]
which concentrated only on Open Hash, using only experimental results on
real-life Hash implementations. In contrast, we provide analytic results using our Vulnerability Factor metric on the two Hash types: Open Hash and
Closed Hash. An important finding of this simple analysis, which can affect
practical designs, is that these two common Hash types (which are known to
be equivalent according to many performance aspects) drastically differ from
each other in their vulnerability to sophisticated attacks. Moreover, by analyzing the effect of sophisticated attacks on queueing with Hash, our work
further shows that the regular users suffer from performance degradation even
after the attack has ended.

2.4

Sophisticated Attacks on Hash Tables

Many network applications, such as the Squid Web Proxy and the Bro Intrusion Detection System, use the common Hash data structure. This data
structure supports the dictionary operations of Insert, Search and Delete of
elements according to their keys. Hash tables are used when the number of
keys (elements) actually stored is relatively low compared to the total number
of possible key values. A Hash table is based on an array of size M , where an
entry in the array is called a bucket. The main idea of a Hash table is to transform the key k of an element, using a Hash function h, into an integer that
is used as an index to locate a bucket (corresponding to the element) in the
array. In the event that two or more keys are hashed to the same bucket, a collision occurs and there are two Hash strategies to handle the collision: Open
Hash (a.k.a Closed Addressing) and Closed Hash (a.k.a Open Addressing).
In Open Hash each bucket in the array points to a linked list of the records
that were hashed to that bucket. In Closed Hash all elements are stored in the
array itself as follows; In the Insert operation, the array is repeatedly probed
until an empty bucket is found. The Hash function in this case can be thought
of as being extended to be a two parameter function depending on the key k
and the number of the probe attempts i i.e. h(k, i) (for detailed explanations
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about Open and Closed Hash see [24]). The particular probing mechanism
where h(k, i) = H(k) + i − 1(mod M ) is called linear probing.
In the Hash data structure (Closed or Open), the average complexity of
performing a Hash operation (Insert, Search and Delete) is O(1) elementary
operations6 while the worst case complexity is O(N ) elementary operations
per Hash operation, where N is the number of existing elements in the Hash
table. The Insert operation consists of a search to check whether the element
already exists in the Hash table and in addition, an insertion of the new element (in the case where it does not exist). In both Closed and Open Hash the
Insert operation of a new element is the most time consuming operation.
In [3] it is shown that an attacker, in the common case where the Hash
function is publicly known7 , can drive the system into the worst case performance, and thus dramatically degrade the performance of the server application. Naturally, the Hash example belongs to the class of Malicious Job
Content sophisticated attacks. Note that Universal Hash functions were introduced by Carter and Wegman [25] and are cited as a solution suitable for
adversarial environments. However, it has not been standard practice to follow
this advice (mainly due to the fear of unacceptable performance overheads in
critical regions of code). Moreover, Smith et al. [9] claim that it may be possible to force the worst case scenario even in the case of universal hashing, by
statistically identifying whether two items collide or not, using the detectable
processing latency. Another counter-measure is to randomize the Hash table.
However, Bar-Yosef and Wool [26] show that there is an attack that can overcome this solution.

2.4.1

Model

Consider a Hash system consisting of M buckets and N elements, where the
Hash function is known to the attackers. In this model the resource-budget
of the users is measured by the number of Hash operations (k) they can perform, where Hash operations can be either Insert, Delete or Search. In our
analysis we will use three metrics: i) The number of memory references the
k operations require during attack time (In Attack Resource Consumption),
ii) The complexity of performing an arbitrary Hash operation after the attack
has ended, i.e, after these k Hash-operations are completed (Post Attack Operation Complexity). iii) The waiting time of a regular user while performing
6 The
7 Due

precise complexity is a function of the load in the table.
to the Open Source paradigm.
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an arbitrary Hash operation after the attack has ended, i.e., after the k Hashoperations are completed (Post Attack Waiting Time). Note that both metrics,
(i) and (ii), are measured by the number of memory references8 . In addition,
note that the post attack damage endures while the keys inserted by the malicious user are held in the table. For example, in a hash table used as cache
the post attack damage lasts until the keys inserted by the malicious user are
flushed out. Hence, when evaluating the vulnerability of a designed system,
the vulnerability of the system to post attack damage should be considered in
the context of the duration in which the post attack damage lasts.
The analysis of the first two metrics is given in this section while the
results of the analysis and their practical implications are discussed in Section
2.7 and depicted in Figure 2.2. The analysis of the third metric is given in
Section 2.6. In order to carry out the analysis one needs to decide on what
type of operations of regular users to base the computation of the denominator
of (7.1), that is ∆Perf (R, b). In analyzing the Vulnerability Factor, we take
the conservative approach and assume that the regular users effect the system
by conducting the most time consuming operation types. In both Closed and
Open Hash, this is the Insert operation. Thus we receive a lower bound on the
actual Vulnerability Factor. Note that as opposed to the traditional elementary
operation complexity analysis, in the Vulnerability Factor analysis we are also
interested in the specific constant and not only in the order of magnitude.

M
N
L
k

2.4.2

Table of Variables
# of buckets in the table
# of existing keys in the table
Load in the table (L = N/M )
# of additional keys inserted by a malicious/regular user (budget)

The Insert Strategy

Let the Insert Strategy (INS ) be the malicious users’ strategy of performing
k insert operations of new elements so that all the inserted elements hash into
the same bucket.
Note that in order to create DDoS attacks using the Insert Strategy, multiple attackers only need to share one bit of information - the bucket into which
8 It is common practice to count memory references in network algorithms since memory is
defacto the bottleneck in most of the systems.
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Figure 2.2: The performance degradation due to k operations by regular
versus malicious users, in Open and Closed Hash under the metrics: (a) In
Attack Resource Consumption (b) Post Attack Operation Complexity . The
curves are log scaled and as a function of the number of existing elements N ,
where k = N . The ”Ideal System” curves depict the results in an hypothetic
ideal invulnerable system where every operation requires exactly one memory
access.
they insert the elements.
Theorem 1 In Open Hash and Closed Hash systems, the Insert Strategy is an
Optimal Malicious Users Strategy under the In Attack Resource Consumption
metric and Post Attack Operation Complexity metric.
Theorem 1 is proved separately for Open and Closed Hash in the Appendix.
Remark 1 (The effort of finding the keys) In this work we discuss the case
where the selection of elements is done prior to the attack, hence is not included in the attack’s budget. If finding the keys can be done only during the
attack then the ”price” of this effort should be included in the budget and
have a realistic proportion (which depends on the system and the capabilities
of the attacker) to the “price” of performing an insertion. Note that in Closed
Hash, the effort of searching for the right elements can be significantly reduced if the attacker aims at a range of buckets instead of a single bucket. For
example, it will be two times faster to find 100 elements which hash into a
range of two adjacent buckets than into a specific single bucket. Such bucketrange approach can be effective since the reduction in the damage (caused to
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the system) when aiming at two buckets instead of one is negligible compared
to the search effort saved.

2.4.3 Open Hash
In this subsection we analyze the vulnerability of the Open Hash table (denoted by OH ). We define the load factor9 L of the Open Hash to be equal
N
, which is the average number of elements in a bucket. We assume each
to M
bucket is maintained as a linked list. The Insert operation of a new element,
which is the most time consuming operation in Hash, requires an expected
number of memory references of L + 1 [24].
In Attack Resource Consumption Metric
The use of the Insert Strategy by malicious users on an Open Hash system
creates a growing list of elements in one bucket. Every inserted key (of the k
keys inserted by the malicious user) has to be compared against all the keys
that already exist in the target bucket. Hence, the i-th key inserted has to be
compared against the i−1 keys previously inserted by the malicious user (and
maybe against other already existing keys). Therefore, every insertion by the
malicious user suffers an average O(k) complexity (instead of the average
case of O(1)) thus leading to high in-attack resource consumption.
Theorem 2 Under the In Attack Resource Consumption metric the Vulnerability Factor of Open Hash is
VOH (k) =

k + 2L + 1
k+1
M

+ 2L + 2

.

(2.3)

Proof: First we prove that ∆Perf OH (R, k) = k(1 + L + k+1
2M ). After i − 1
regular insertions by regular users the load of the table is L + i−1
M , therefore
memory
references,
the i-th insertion is expected to require 1 + L + i−1
M
)
memory
references
over
k
insertions.
Next
resulting in total of k(1+L+ k+1
2M
k(k+1)
we prove that ∆Perf OH (MINS , k) = kL + 2 . The expected number
of memory references required by the i-th insertion of malicious users is L +
9 This is the load factor as defined in the literature for data structures [24]; it is different from
the traffic load.
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i, summing up to kL +
sequence.

k(k+1)
2

memory references for the entire insertions

Remark 2 Simplifying (2.3), we may deduce that the parameter k, the magnitude of the attack, is the most dominant parameter that influences the Vulnerability.
Effect of the Simplifying Population Assumption
5%
R.E. of Complexity of a single insertion
R.E. of Vul. of In Attack Resource Consumption
R.E. of Complexity of k=N insertions − Reg. Users
R.E. of Complexity of k=N insertions − Mal. Users
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Figure 2.3: The effect of using the simplifying population assumption on various performance measures. The plot depicts the relative error of using the
simplifying assumption as a function of the number of existing values. This
graph is derived from simulation results of a Closed Hash table with 1000
buckets.

Remark 3 (Simplifying population assumption) In order to simplify the
already complex analysis, we assume that the existing elements are uniformly
distributed in the table. In a real life scenario the elements tend to gather in
clusters (due to the nature of linear probing) which increases the average
insertion complexity. Using simulations, we confirmed that the impact of
this assumption on the final results is insignificant. We measured various
performance measures - complexity of a single element insertion, complexity
of k insertions by regular/malicious users and the vulnerability of the In
Attack resource Consumption metric. Each was measured in two scenarios:
Scenario A – the existing elements are uniformly distributed in the table;
Scenario B – the elements are ”naturally” distributed in the table (namely,
they were placed according to hashing with linear probing). For each of
the performance measures, Figure 2.3 depicts the deviation of the results
in Scenario A from the results in Scenario B. We can see that the relative
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errors of the complexity of both a single insertion and of k regular insertions
are very close and do not exceed −4.5% while the relative error of the
complexity of k malicious insertions is almost zero10 (−0.02%). That is, the
negative deviation of ∆Perf (R, b) is larger than that of ∆Perf (Mst , b)
when the assumption is used. Therefore, according to Eq. 7.1 (Section 2.3),
the relative error of the vulnerability is positive and does not exceed +4.5%
(as depicted in Figure 2.3).

Post Attack Operation Complexity Metric
Theorem 3 Under the Post Attack Operation Complexity metric, VOH (k) =
1.

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that the expected length of an arbitrarily selected linked list in the Hash table, after the insertion of the k elements,
is always L + k/M . This holds regardless of their distribution in the buckets
(and therefore regardless of the malicious strategy used).
Remark 4 This characteristic of Open Hash, whereby the expected damage
caused by malicious users equals that of regular users, is an important advantage in terms of vulnerability. As Theorem 3 shows, this advantage is well
expressed by the Vulnerability Factor.

2.4.4 Closed Hash
In this subsection we analyze the vulnerability of Closed Hash (denoted by
N
CH ). Recall that L = M
is the fraction of occupied buckets. In practice,
11
L is kept low to keep the Hash table efficient (by decreasing the expected
number of rehashing operations needed during a user’s request).
For the analysis we assume that collision resolution is done via linear
probing; nonetheless, we will explain later that the result derived for the In
Attack Resource Consumption metric also holds for more sophisticated collision resolution schemes, such as the commonly used double hashing probing.
10 The distribution of the elements in the table has a small weight in the operation complexity
of a malicious attack.
11 By increasing the number of buckets when the number of elements increases.
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Figure 2.4: The vulnerability of the In Attack Resource Consumption for different values of N . An ideal invulnerable system has a V = 1 curve.

Recalling from Remark 3 that we assume that the existing elements are distributed uniformly over the buckets.
As in Open Hash, in Closed Hash the most time consuming operation
is the insertion of a new element. Each such insertion requires on average
1
approximately 1−L
elementary operations where L is the current load in the
Hash table (see [24]).
The Vulnerability Factor under both metrics in Closed Hash is influenced
by the clustering effect (which also complicates the analysis). In Closed Hash
long runs of occupied buckets build up [24]. For example, consider the case
of an linear probing Hash function, where the buckets B1 , B2 , B4 and B5
are occupied, and an insert operation is made to an element that is hashed to
bucket B1 (where B1 , B2 , ..., BM are the buckets of the table). The result will
be that the element will be inserted into B3 , thus the two clusters {B1 , B2 }
and {B4 , B5 } will be combined into one cluster consisting of 5 elements.
These clusters of occupied buckets increase the average insertion time.
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- Free bucket
- Malicious key

Malicious Cluster (C=13)

- Existing regular key

Linear Probing direction
Insertion

Figure 2.5: A toy example of a cluster created by a malicious attack (M = 20,
N = 6, k = 3). The “Malicious insertions” arrow points to the bucket where
all the malicious keys are initially hashed into.
In Attack Resource Consumption Metric
The sophisticated attacker’s optimal strategy is the Insert Strategy, i.e., insert
different keys that hash into the same bucket and thus create a long cluster of
occupied buckets. The attack creates a cluster which contains the k inserted
elements plus the union of multiple clusters that existed before the attack as
demonstrated in Figure 2.5.
Note that under this metric we can avoid making the assumption that a
linear probing technique is used. Formally, the attackers search for a pool of
keys, such that for every two keys k1 and k2 in the pool h(k1 , i) = h(k2 , i)
for all i where h(k, i) is the Closed Hash function. A commonly used open
addressing Hash function is the double hashing: h(k, i) = h(k) + ih′ (k). It
is easy to see that even with this double hashing function the attackers can
easily find12 such k1 and k2 since they know h and h′ .
In Theorem 4, we compute the expected resource consumption and the
vulnerability when applying the Insert Strategy, but first we derive (the distribution of) the resource consumption of the i-th insertion during a malicious
attack in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 Let Xi be a the number of memory references used to insert the
12 Given k , the expected amount of off-line simple hash calculations the attacker needs to
j
conduct to find kj+1 is M (2) .
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i-th element into the table, then:
P (Xi = t) =

" N #"M −N #
t−i

"M # i
t

i
· .
t

(2.4)

Proof: The i-th insertion of the malicious user always traverses the previous
i−1 elements which were already inserted into the table, but the number of the
regular elements it traverses depends on the layout of the elements in the table
before the attack takes place. Let B1 , B2 , ..., BM be the buckets of the table
(as defined above), and w.l.o.g let B1 be the bucket where all the insertions
are hashed to when following the Insert Strategy. First observe that Xi = t
means that B1 , B2 , ..., Bt−1 were occupied before the i-th insertion while Bt
is the free bucket where the inserted element is finally placed. Namely, Xi = t
if and only if before the attack has started, there were exactly t − i regular
elements in B1 , ..., Bt (which none of them is in Bt ). Let Yt be the number
of the regular elements residing in B1 , ..Bt , then
P (Xi = t) = P (Yt = t − i) · P (Bt is empty |Yt = t − i).

(2.5)

Yt follows the hypergeometric distribution with parameters M , N
( N )(M −N )
and t and thus, for i ≤ t: P (Yt = t − i) = t−i M i . In addition,
(t)
P (Bt is empty |Yt = t − i) = ti , and according to these equalities and (2.5)
we get (2.4).
Theorem 4 Under the In Attack Resource Consumption metric the Vulnerability Factor of the Closed Hash is
!k

i=1

rClVCH (k) =

!i+N
t=i

!k

!

N
t−i

"!
!

M −N
"i
M
t

"

·i
(2.6)

1
i=1 1−(L+ i−1 )
M

Proof: From the complexity of an insert operation of a new element,
we get that the resource consumption of k insertions by regular users is
$k
1
∆Perf CH (R, k) = i=1 1−(L+
i−1 . Next we prove the numerator in (2.6):
)
M

∆Perf CH (MINS , k) =

k i+N
%
%
i=1 t=i

" N #"M −N #
t−i

"M # i
t

· i.

(2.7)
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Let Xi be as defined in Lemma 1, then the expected total complexity of the malicious users, ∆Perf CH (MINS , k), is given by
$k
$k
$i+N
(1)
E( i=1 Xi ) =
where Xi (1) =
i=1 Xi
t=i P (Xi = t) · t.
Using (2.4) we get (2.7).
Remark 5 Simplifying the Vulnerability Factor expression, we obtain the result, similarly to the Open Hash case, that the parameter k is the dominant
parameter influencing the Vulnerability.

Post Attack Operation Complexity Metric
In Closed Hash the cluster that was created due to the attack, has a negative
effect on the complexity of a user operation even after the attack has ended.
Every inserted element which is mapped into a bucket in the cluster (not only
to the bucket the attacker used) will require a search that starts at its mapped
position and ends at the cluster end13 . The effect of this on the performance
of a user operation will be quite significant. When a key is hashed into a
cluster of size C, the expected number of buckets to be probed during the
search is approximately C/2. In a table with M buckets, the probability to
hit this cluster is C/M . That is, the larger the cluster is, the longer the search
and, in addition, the higher the probability to hit the cluster in the first place.
Therefore, the average search time is approximately
the sum of
$ proportional
1
2
the squares of the cluster sizes in the table ( 2M
i Ci ). This property highly
resembles the waiting time in a single-server FIFO queuing system, which
is proportional to the ”residual life” of the customer service time, namely
proportional to the second moment of the service times. Therefore, unlike the
case of the Open Hash, the Vulnerability Factor of the Closed Hash will be
(significantly) greater than 1 under this metric, as we will rigorously show in
Theorem 5.
First, in Lemma 2 we calculate the complexity of an insertion after a malicious attack has ended. Let us look at a Closed Hash table consisting of M
buckets, k ≥ 1 elements inserted by an attacker (using the Insert Strategy)
and N elements existing in the table before the attack. Let the random variable QM , 1 ≤ QM ≤ N + k + 1, denote the complexity of one regular
13 This high vulnerability property of Closed Hash may seem to be unique only to a linear probing Closed Hash model due to its primary clustering problem, but it is very hard to implement a
simple Hash function which does not cause a clustering problem of some degree.
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insertion into the table after the malicious insertions. In Section 2.6 we use
the second moment of QM , so in the following lemma we present a general
expression where d is the order of the moment.
Lemma 2 Let QM , as defined above, be the complexity of an insertion after
a malicious attack has ended, then:

d

rClE[(QM ) ]

=

N+
k+1
#

$

c=k+1

·

N %$M −N %
c−k−1
k+2
$M %
c+1

c
k+2 c # 1 d
c
[
s −(1−
)
c + 1 M s=1 c
M

(2.8)

N +K −c−i+2 M −N −K −1 d
)
s ].
M −c−i+1
M −c−s+1
i=1

(2.9)

N−k−(c−1) s−1
#
&

(

s=1

Proof: All the malicious elements concentrate in one large chain of occupied
buckets which may contain some or all of the exiting elements. If an element
is hashed into this chain, it will eventually be rehashed into one of the two
empty buckets trimming the chain. Define the malicious cluster as the chain
of consecutive occupied buckets14 (consisting of the malicious insertions) and
the empty bucket that follows them (in the linear probing direction)as seem
in Figure 2.5. Let r.v k + 1 ≤ C ≤ N + k + 1 be the length of the malicious
cluster (the number of elements in the chain is C − 1). Given that C = c, an
insertion can be hashed into either the cluster area (AreaA) with probability
c
c
M or outside the cluster (AreaB ) with probability 1 − M . Since there is
an empty bucket at the end of both areas, it is impossible for an element to
be hashed into one area and then rehashed into the other, therefore we are
looking for an expression of the following form:

d

rClE[(QM ) ]

=

N +k+1
#

P (C = c)[

+ (1 −

c
)
M

c=k+1

c
c #
d
P (QM = s|C = c, AreaA)s
M s=1

N +k−c+2
#

d

P (QM = s|C = c, AreaB )s ].

(2.10)

(2.11)

s=1

The value of QM for an insertion into AreaA depends on the distance
between the first bucket where the element was hashed and the empty bucket
at the end of the cluster, therefore
P (QM = s|AreaA, C = c) =

1
, (1 ≤ s ≤ c).
c

(2.12)

14 Note that it is possible for a chain to start before the bucket which was targeted by the attack.
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An insertion into AreaB is equivalent to an insertion into a regular Closed
Hash table with the same number of buckets and elements as in AreaB , therefore according to [24]:
rClP (QM = s|AreaB , C = c)

=

M −N −k−1
M − c − (s − 1)
·(

s−1
"
i=1

(2.13)

N + k − (c − 1) − (i − 1)
). (2.14)
M − c − (i − 1)

M −N −k−1
)
M −c

(note that P (QM = 1|AreaB ) =
The length of the chain created by k (malicious) insertions plus both of
the free buckets trimming it equals to Xk+2 where Xi is the complexity of the
i-th malicious insertion as defined in Section 2.4.4 (This will not be proved
here). According to that and the definition of C we get that C ∼ Xk+2 − 1.
Therefore, the probability function of the cluster size is given by:
P (C = c) = P (Xk+2 = c + 1) =

#

N $#M −N $
c−k−1
k+2
#M$
c+1

k+2
.
c+1

(2.15)

Combining (2.10), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.15) results in (2.8).
Theorem 5 Under the Post Attack Operation Complexity metric the Vulnerability Factor of Closed Hash is:
rCl∆VCH (k)

=

%
/

E[QM ] −

%

1
1 − N/M

&

1
1
−
1 − (k + N )/M
1 − N/M

(2.16)
&

,

(2.17)

where E[QM ] is as given in (2.8).

Proof: As already mentioned, the expected complexity of an insertion to a
1
normal Closed Hash table consisting of R elements is given by 1−R/M
.
Therefore, the expected complexity of insertion when there are only the (N )
1
, and after adding k regular insertions it equals
existing elements is 1−N/M
1
.
The
expected
insertion
complexity after k malicious insertions
1−(N +k)/M
(E[QM ]) is extracted from Lemma 2 using d = 1 and the proof is completed.
$N +k−c+2
In our case (d = 1), the value of s=1
P (Qm = s|AreaB )sd in the
1
in order to produce a
proof of Lemma 2 can be replaced [24] by 1− N +k−c+1
M −c
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clearer expression, as we used along the text15 . By doing so, we get the above
expression of E[QM ].

2.5

Sophisticated Attacks on Queueing
Mechanisms

Queues are major mechanisms used in a variety of computer and communications systems. Their major objective is to control the system operation when
it is under a heavy traffic load in order to provide good and fair performance
to the various users. For this reason it is natural that they become the target of
attacks and their vulnerability should be examined.
To demonstrate the vulnerability of queueing mechanisms to attacks, if
not designed properly, we consider a simple case study consisting of a single
server (with a single queue) system that operates under the First-Come-FirstServed (FCFS) scheduling. This analysis of FCFS is also an important step
for us in order to evaluate the vulnerability of practical applications that use
Hash (combined with a queue) in the Internet (see Section 2.6). Consider
the M/G/1 queue model with arrival rate λ and service times distributed as
a random variable X with first two moments x(1) and x(2) and where the
(1)
system utilization is ρ = λx(1) . Let Wscenario be the expected waiting time
of an arbitrary arrival where scenario can be either of C, R or M , denoting respectively the cases of i) The queue is subject only to normal load by
regular arrivals (“clean”), ii) The queue is subject to additional load due to
additional regular arrivals, or iii) The queue is subject to additional load due
to malicious arrivals. The performance of the system can be evaluated via the
mean waiting time experienced by the jobs in equilibrium, which is given by
(1)
WC = λx(2) /(2(1 − ρ)).
One way to attack a FCFS queue is to send large jobs. Consider attackers who behave like regular users who pose additional arrival rate λ1 and
whose job size is also distributed like X. Adding these users to the sys(1)
tem changes the mean waiting time to WR = (λ + λ1 )x(2) /(2(1 − ρ −
λ1 x(1) ), and we have ∆Perf FCFS (R, λ1 x(1) ) =

(λ+λ1 )x(2)
2(1−ρ−λ1 x(1) )
(1)

−

λx(2)
2(1−ρ) .

Now Consider attackers A who send jobs of size x = Kx at rate λ2 =
λ1 /K, that is the additional traffic load they pose is identical to the additional
load of the regular users, and thus the attack cost from this perspective is
15 The

related plots were drawn according to the exact expression.
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the same (identical budget). The delay in the system, nonetheless, now be(1)
comes WM = (λx(2) + λ1 K(x(1) )2 )/(2(1 − ρ − λ1 x(1) ). Thus, we have
∆Perf FCFS (M, b = λ1 x(1) ) =
chosen to be large enough, (K(x
(1)

λx(2) +λ1 K(x(1) )2
2(1−ρ−λ1 x(1) )
(1) 2
(2)

)

>> x

−

λx(2)
2(1−ρ) .

Thus if K is

) the Vulnerability Factor

∆Perf FCFS (M,b=λ1 x(1) )
∆Perf FCFS (R,b=λ1 x(1) )

VFCFS (b = λ1 x ) =
can be made as large as one
wants, if the system allows arbitrarily large jobs. Thus, if job sizes are not
limited, the simple FCFS mechanism is highly vulnerable. We therefore may
conclude that queueing mechanisms can be quite sensitive to attacks, if not
designed properly. The Vulnerability Factor allows a system designer to evaluate the relationship between the maximal job size allowed in the system and
the vulnerability of the system to malicious attack and choose the desired
balance between the two.

2.6

Combining Hash With Queueing

In practical network systems, one would be interested in the combined effect
of a Hash table and a queue. This is the case where the requests to the Hash
table get queued up in a queue and then be served by the Hash table.
To this end, the queueing analysis given above reveals that the mean waiting time of a request is affected not only by the mean processing time of
the other requests but also by their second moment. Under the Post Attack
Waiting Time metric one should revisit the analysis of Open Hash using the
Post Attack Operation Complexity metric (Theorem 3). Under that analysis
the Vulnerability Factor of Open Hash was determined to be 1 since the mean
length of the linked lists depends only on the load of the table and not on the
distribution of the elements in the buckets. Nonetheless, since in the Insert
Strategy, the malicious users force all items into the same list they can drastically increase the second moment of the length of an arbitrary list. As a result,
we show in this section that they increase the waiting time to pursue a regular
user operation even in Open Hash.
Lemma 3 In Open Hash and Closed Hash systems, the Insert Strategy is an
Optimal Malicious Users Strategy under the Post Attack Waiting Time metric.
Sketch of Proof: In the Post Attack Waiting Time metric, the attacker aims
at increasing the mean waiting time of a regular user operation after the attack has ended. This is achieved by maximizing the variance of regular user
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operations: by inserting all the elements into the same bucket (i.e. the Insert
Strategy) thus creating in Open Hash one large linked list, and in Closed Hash
one large cluster. The detailed proof is carried out using induction on the k
malicious user operations.
Theorem 6 Under the Post Attack Waiting Time metric
VOH (k) ≥ 1 +

(1 − λL)(k − 1)(1 −

1
M

)

1
(1 − λL)(k − 1)( M
) + 2L + 1 − λL(L +

1
M

(2.18)

).

(1)

Proof: Assume an Open Hash table of size M with load factor L. Let Wstate
be the expected waiting time of a table operation according to the state of the
Hash table. Where state can be either of C, R or M , denoting respectively
the cases of i) no insertions were made by additional users (“clean”), ii) k
elements were inserted by regular users, or iii) k elements were inserted by
malicious users.
In addition, assume an M/G/1 queueing model where one processor handles insertion requests to an Open Hash table at rate λ. The Vulnerability is
given as:
VOH (k) ≥

∆Perf OH (MINS , k)
WM (1) − WC (1)
=
.
∆P erfOH (R, k)
WR (1) − WC (1)

(2.19)

Let Ystate be a random variable denoting the number of elements in an
arbitrary Hash bucket. We will use YC , YR and YM to derive WC , WR and
WM , respectively. We assume that the service time for each operation equals
the number of the elements in a bucket related to the operation, so according
λYstate (2)
to the M/G/1 waiting time formula we get: Wstate (1) = 2(1−λY
(1) ) , which
state
together with (2.19) yields:
rClVOH (k)

≥

1

1 + (1 − λ(QC ) )((1 − λYC
/[(1 −

(1)
(2)
λYC )(YR

− YC

(1)

(2)

)(YM

(2)

) + λ(YR

− YR

(1)

(2)

− YC

))

(1)

(2.20)
)YC

(2)

]

(2.21)

For the individual models we get YC (1) = L, YC (2) = L2 + MM−1 L,
k
k k−1
YR (1) − YC (1) = M
, YR (2) − YC (2) = M
( M + 2L + 1), YM (2) − YR (2) =
1
k
M (k − 1)(1 − M ), which now lead to (2.18).
Remark 6 Simplifying (2.18) we may deduce that the Vulnerability Factor is
roughly proportional to k, namely attackers can be very effective. The term
(1 − λL) should be considered as a finite non-small number since in common
system λL is kept, for stability purposes, below 0.8.
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Figure 2.6: Vulnerability comparison of Open and Closed Hash as a function
of N , the number of existing elements and where k equals N in Metric (a) In
Attack Resource Consumption (b) Post Attack Operation Complexity (c) Post
Attack Waiting Time . An ideal invulnerable system has a V = 1 curve (as
the curve for Open Hash in (b)).
Lemma 4 Let the random variable Qreg(r) , 1 ≤ Qreg(r) ≤ r + 1, denote
the complexity of one regular element insertion into a table of size M with r
elements. Then its d-th moment is given by:
Qreg(r) (d) =

r+1
' s−1
"

(

s=1 i=1

r − (i − 1)
M −r
)·
sd .
M − (i − 1) M − r − (s − 1)

Proof: The expression results directly from P (Qreg(r)
!s−1 r−(i−1)
M −r
( i=1 M
−(i−1) ) · M −r−(s−1) which is proved in [24].

(2.22)

=

s)

=

Theorem 7 Under the Post Attack Waiting Time metric
rClVCH (k)

≥

1 + (1 − λ(QC )1 )((QM )2 − (QR )2 )/[(1 − λ(QC )1 ) (2.23)
·(QR (2) − (QC )2 ) + λ((QR )1 − (QC )1 )(QC )2 ],

(d)

where QM
follows (2.8), QC
Qreg(N +k) (d) as given in (2.22).

(d)

= Qreg(N )

(d)

and QR

(2.24)
(d)

=

Proof: Let the random variables QC , QR , and QM denote the complexity
of one insertion to a closed hash table in the different states (similar to the
definition of Ystate in the proof of Theorem 6). The queueing model has not
changed, and in the same way (2.20) was proved for Ystate we get (2.23) for
Qstate .
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These results for Open Hash emphasize a general observation that can
be made regarding any combination a data structure with O(1) amortized
complexity and a queue. Although a data structure with O(1) amortized complexity is immune to complexity attacks, when it is combined with a queue it
is possible to hurt the system by increasing the variance of the request processing time by the data structure. This leads, as we showed, to an increased
waiting time in the queue.

2.7

Open and Closed Hash: Vulnerability
Comparison

We use the results derived above to compare the vulnerability of the Open and
Closed Hash models. To conduct the comparison we will adopt the common
approach that an Open Hash table with M buckets is performance-wise equivalent to a Closed Hash table with 2M buckets16 . Unless otherwise stated, we
use the parameters M = 500 and k = N , meaning that the additional user
always doubles the number of the existing values (k = N ) in the table.
Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) and 2.6(c) depict the vulnerability of Open and
Closed Hash as a function of the number of existing elements (N ) under the
different metrics. The figures demonstrate a striking and very significant difference between Open and Closed Hash: Closed Hash is much more vulnerable to attacks than Open Hash. Regarding the resource consumption during an
attack, we can see in Figure 2.6(a) that Closed Hash is more vulnerable than
Open Hash, but both are vulnerable. Nevertheless, Figure 2.6(b) depicts that
Open Hash is invulnerable (V = 1) for the post attack operation complexity
while Closed Hash is vulnerable due to the clustering created by the attack.
The performance of the open and closed Hash for the regular users waiting
time metric is provided in Figure 2.6(c). The figure reveals two interesting
and important properties of the system. First, under this metric Open Hash is
much more vulnerable than under the Post Attack Operation Complexity metric. This is due to the fact that the delay is proportional to the second moment
of chain length (and not to the first moment as in Figure 2.6(b)). Second,
Closed Hash is drastically more vulnerable (the y-axis scale is logarithmic,
reaching values of 104 , the queue is no longer stable for N > 237) resulting from the compounded effects of the tendency of requests to address large
16 It is common to consider them equivalent with respect to the space they require due to the
pointers required by Open Hash.
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clusters and of the mean queueing delay to depend on the second moment of
the hash operation times. Hence this performance degradation may reach the
level of a total denial of service.
In Figure 2.4 we study in more detail the vulnerability of Hash using the
In Attack Resource Consumption metric, as a function of the attack size (k)
and the number of existing elements in the table (N ), which defines the load
before the attack (while in all other figures we used N = k). The figure
demonstrates that when the table is lightly populated (upper figures) the Vulnerability Factors of both Open and Closed are quite similar; the similarity
stems from the fact that in Closed Hash, with high likelihood, a simple chain,
consisting only of the k elements of the attack, will be formed (and thus will
be similar in performance to Open Hash). The more common/realistic cases
are depicted in the lower figures, representing medium to high Hash population (load). In these cases the vulnerability of Closed Hash becomes much
larger due to the clustering effect17 .
In order to show that the Vulnerability Factor expresses well the difference in the performance of the system under attack, we show in Figures 2.2(a)
and 2.2(b) the performance degradation due to k operations queried by malicious users and by regular ones in the first two metrics. In Figure 2.2(a) we
show that in the In Attack Resource Consumption metric, for regular users up
to the point of N = 313, the Closed Hash system handles the k additional
elements better and only after this point Open Hash becomes superior, the
performance of both is not far from that of the “Ideal System” where every
insertion requires exactly one memory access. Nonetheless, when the additional users are malicious the Open Hash system is, by far, more efficient for
the whole range of parameters. In Figure 2.2(b) we show that in the Post Attack Operation Complexity metric the difference between the performance of
the two types of Hash is even more significant. When the additional users are
malicious, the Open Hash system is by far more efficient for the whole range
of the parameters and stays. Note that in both figures the vertical axis is depicted in log scale, namely, the gap between the consumption of regular and
malicious users is very large in both models.
Practical Implications: The analysis above demonstrates the importance of
the vulnerability metric since it exposes major performance gaps between
17 In Figure 2.4, one might question why at high load (N = 700, k = 250) the vulnerability
metric of Closed Hash starts decreasing and approaches that of the Open-Hash. The reason is
that at this load, the Closed Hash table is almost full and probably contains big clusters, thus
the insertion complexity for a regular user becomes close to that of a malicious user, causing the
Vulnerability to decrease.
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Open and Closed Hash. This is in contrast to the traditional performance
measures that cannot identify these gaps and thus identify the two systems
as performance-wise equivalent. Another implication is that in hostile environments one can no longer follow the simple approach of relying only on
complexity based rules of operations in order to comply with the performance
requirements of a system. For example, based on traditional performance one
would double the size of the Closed Hash table (rehashing) when the table
reaches 70% − 80% load. However, in a hostile environment the rehashing
must be done much earlier. For a specific Hash state we can calculate the
maximum magnitude of an attack so that the queue remains stable after the
attack has ended. Above this stability point, the status of the Hash table is
such that the arrival rate of regular user operations, times their expected processing time, is greater than one. Therefore the system cannot cope with the
users requests, and hence the users suffer from a total denial of service and
not just partial performance degradation. For example consider Figure 2.6(c)
where the state of the Hash table is M = 1000 and k = N . In this system the
stability point is N = 237 (the plot ends at this point). Namely, with less than
48% (N + k = 474) of buckets occupied, the queue is no longer stable. The
attackers can destabilize the queueing system even if the expected cluster size
is not too large, since the waiting delay is proportional to the second moment
of the cluster size.

2.8

Conclusion and Future work

The performance of today’s networks and computers is highly affected by
DDoS attacks launched by malicious users. This work originated in the recognition that in order to properly evaluate the performance and qualities of these
systems one must bridge between the world of security and that of quality of
service, and add to the traditional performance measures a metric that accounts for the resilience of the system to malicious users. We proposed such
a Vulnerability Factor that measures the relative effect of a malicious user
on the system. Using the Vulnerability measure we made interesting observations regarding the vulnerability of Hash systems: 1) The Closed Hash system is much more vulnerable to DDoS attacks than the Open Hash system. 2)
After an attack has ended, regular users still suffer from performance degradation. 3) This performance degradation may reach the level of a total denial
of service; We can calculate the exact magnitude of attack that can cause it.
4) An application which uses a Hash table in the Internet, where there is a
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queue in front of the Hash Table, is highly vulnerable. In this case the waiting
time the regular users suffer is proportional to the second moment, and hence
the attack size has a duplicate effect on the Vulnerability. This study has only
just begun and we believe that much more work is needed in order to evaluate
many other traditional systems and examine their vulnerability.
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3 On the Exploitation of CDF based Wireless Scheduling
Abstract — Channel-aware scheduling strategies - such as the CDF
scheduler (CS) algorithm - provide an effective mechanism for utilizing
the channel data rate for improving throughput performance in wireless data networks by exploiting channel fluctuations. A highly desired
property of such a scheduling strategy is that its algorithm is stable, in
the sense that no user has incentive ”cheating” the algorithm in order to
increase his/hers channel share (on the account of others). Considering
a single user we show that no such user can increase his/hers channel
share by misreporting the channel capacity. In contrast, considering a
group of users, we present a scheme by which coordination allows them
to gain permanent increase in both their time slots share and in their
throughput on the expense of others, by misreporting their rates. We
show that for large populations consisting of regular and coordinated
users in equal numbers, the ratio of allocated time slots between a coordinated and a regular user converges to e − 1 ≈ 1.7. Our scheme
targets the very fundamental principle of CS (as opposed to just attacking implementation aspects), which bases its scheduling decisions on the
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the channel rates reported
by users. Our scheme works both for the continuous channel spectrum
and the discrete channel spectrum versions of the problem. Finally, we
outline a modified CDF scheduler immune to such attacks.

3.1

Introduction

High-speed wireless networks are becoming increasingly common and along
with that the strategy of scheduling the high-speed data - which is vital to the
performance of moderns wireless systems - has become the subject of active
research. The modern wireless networks standards such as HSPDA [1] and
EV-DO [2] [3] allow new generation of channel aware schedulers - such as
the Proportional Fairness [4] [5] and the CDF scheduler [6] - which improve
throughput performance by exploiting channel fluctuations while maintaining
fairness between the users.
The CDF Scheduler (CS) makes scheduling decisions based on the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) functions of the users in such way that
every time slot the user whose rate is the least probable to become higher is
scheduled for transmission. An important property of this scheduler is that it
statistically allocates all users an equal number of slots while smartly utilizing the knowledge of channel capacity to dynamically select at every moment
the more attractive (higher capacity) users. A distinctive feature of this algo-
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rithm is that it allows to predict the exact throughput for each user based on
his/hers2 CDF alone, regardless of changes in the channel rate distribution
of other users. These features and its simple notion of fairness (equal time
share) make CS an attractive alternative to the Proportional Fairness Scheduler (PFS) [4]. Recent studies [7] [8] revealed the vulnerability of PFS to delays/jitter and loss of throughput caused by malicious users by providing false
channel capacity reports. In this paper the vulnerability of the CDF scheduler
to threats of non-conforming opportunistic users as well as malicious users is
investigated for the first time.
One of the main roles of a resource allocation mechanism is to ensure fairness of the allocation under the assumption that every user aims at increasing
his own allocation. Furthermore, it is highly important that the scheduler will
be resilient to users who may try to increase the resources allocated to them
by not fully conforming with the protocol rules.
The objective of this work is to study this problem. Namely, whether a
user, or a group of users, can mislead the CDF scheduler by providing false
channel capacity reports and use it to increase the amount of resources allocated to them. Every modern channel-aware scheduler must allow a temporary state of unfairness in order to utilize a temporary exceptionally good
channel condition of one of the users. Nevertheless, it is still expected that
in the long run - that is, in the steady state - fairness is enforced. For example, in [7] the authors presented an attack on PFS in which a starved user can
suddenly report an exceptionally good channel condition and temporarily be
granted high priority, which cause other users to experience jitter. However,
in the long run, the fairness that PFS is meant to ensure, is kept. In this work,
we show that the CDF scheduler can be attacked by malicious and selfish
users who gain a permanent advantage over users. That is, the time share fairness that the CDF scheduler is meant to ensure is not kept even in the steady
state. We show that this is a fundamental weak point of the CDF scheduler
regardless of its exact implementation.
To this end we show that the CDF algorithm is resilient against ”attacks”
produced by a single user. That is, a single user can increase neither the number of slots nor the bandwidth allocated to him by providing misleading information about his channel capacity. We then show, that nonetheless, a group
of coordinated users which collaborate with each other can increase both the
number of slots and the bandwidth allocated to each of them. That is, while
2 From now on we use ”he” and ”his” to mean ”she/he” and ”hers/his” for the sake of reading
flow.
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the scheduler is designed to counter an independent selfish behavior of a single user, its design does not take into account the possibility of a coordinated
group of users. The capacity announcement strategy used by the coordinated
users is very simple and requires only knowledge of each other’s capacity.
We conduct the analysis of this strategy and derive its performance gains.
The analysis is carried out both for the the continuous rate distribution model
(Section 3.3) and the discrete rate distribution model (Section 3.4). Our results show that the gain that such non-conforming users can achieve may be
as high as 28% in a typical system configuration (30 users). Furthermore, the
ratio between the slot allocation of a coordinated user and a regular user can
reach e − 1 ≈ 1.7. We further consider coordinated malicious users. These
aim at reducing the performance the regular users, not caring about their own
performance. We show that the channel share loss that the regular innocent
users suffer can be as high as 48% in a typical system configuration.
The attack algorithm we show exploits the stochastic worst case traffic
pattern of multiple users that can be applied to the system. This type of attack is demonstrated in the Reduction of Quality (RoQ) attacks papers [9–11].
RoQ attacks target the adaptation mechanisms by hindering the adaptive component from converging to steady-state. This is done by sending - from time
to time - a very short burst of surge demand imitating many users and thus
pushing the system into an overload condition. Using a similar technique,
Kuzmanovic and Knightly [12] presented the Shrew Attack which is tailored
and designed to exploit TCP’s deterministic retransmission timeout mechanism. Another example of an attack exploiting the stochastic worst case is
given in [13, 14]. There it is shown that Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ), a
commonly deployed mechanism to protect traffic from DDoS attacks, is ineffective in an environment consisting of bursting applications such as the
Web client application. The paper [15] shows attack on the SSL handshake,
by requesting again and again hard SSL requests.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: After model and preliminaries given in Section 3.2, Section 3.3 analyzes non-conformist users under the
continuous rate distribution, and Section 3.4 does it under the discrete rate
distribution. In Section 3.5 we analyze the loss for regular users by coordinated and malicious users in the practical discrete model. Finally, in Section
3.6 we outline a modified CDF Scheduler immune to selfish or malicious
behavior. Note that a short abstract of this work has been presented at [16].

3.2 Assumptions, Model and Preliminaries

3.2
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Assumptions, Model and Preliminaries

In the scheduling models discussed in this work, time is slotted to slots t =
1, 2, ... and the possible channel rates are arbitrary and non negative. The
rate at which user k can transmit at time slot t is given by Rk (t). Rk (t)
is distributed according to random variable Rk associated with user k, and
whose CDF is FRk (r) = P r[Rk ≤ r]. Rk (t) is a stationary random process
assumed to be independent of Rk (t′ ) for any t ̸= t′ and of Rj (t′ ) for any
j ̸= k and any t′ .
At each slot t, each user k announces to the scheduler his actual value
Rk (t). The scheduler may compute the distribution FRk (r) from the past
reports of user k. Note that we demonstrate the vulnerability of CS without
targeting a weak point in the inferring mechanism, therefore throughout the
paper we assume the schedular has the precise CDF functions of the channel
rates reported by users. At time t, the scheduler can use both the studied
FRk (r), k = 1, ..., K and the current user rates Rk (t), k = 1, ..., K to decide
to which user to transmit at slot t. The rate at which the server will transmit
to the selected user, say k, is Rk (t).

3.3

The Basic Problem: Dealing with
Continuous Rate Distributions

In this section we assume that all the channel rate distributions are continuous,
that is the distribution functions do not contain mass values (i.e. FRk (r) is
differentiable and P r[Rk = x] equals zero for every x). Later, in Section 3.4,
we will deal with discrete (and mixed) probability functions.

3.3.1 Scheduling Algorithm
The basic CDF Scheduler (CS), aiming at dealing with continuous distributions, was introduced in [6] and operates as follows. Recall that Rk (t) is the
actual channel capacity of User k at time slot (TS) t and let k ∗ (t) be the user
selected for data transmission. The scheduler selects k ∗ (t) to be the user for
which P [Rk > Rk (t)] is the smallest among all users. That is, the user whose
rate is the least probable to become higher, namely:
k ∗ (t) = argmaxk {FRk (Rk (t))},
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where FRk (r) = P [Rk ≤ r]. The original scheduler definition [6] includes the option to assign each user a special weight wk according to
1
k ∗ (t) = argmaxk {FRk (Rk (t)) wk } but for the sake of simplicity we
omit the weight factor and assume the Base Station (BS) serves the users
equally. For notational simplicity we define Vk (t) = FRk (Rk (t)) and since
k ∗ (t) = argmaxk {Vk (t)} we will refer to Vk (t) as the priority value
assigned to User k at TS t.
The CDF scheduler relies on a well-known property of CDF functions
to ensure time share fairness: The CDF function of every continuous random
variable X is distributed uniformly, FX ∼ Uniform(0, 1). That is, the priority
value of every user k is distributed uniformly, Vk ∼ Uniform(0, 1), regardless
of the distribution of Rk . Therefore, all users have equal chance to obtain the
highest priority value and hence time-share fairness is maintained.

3.3.2

Misreporting of channel rates cannot benefit a single
user

The idea of users reporting fake channel rate to exploit the properties of channel aware scheduler was already introduced in [8]. The users can fake channel
rate by modifying their laptop’ 3G PC cards, by either through the accompanying software development kit or the device firmware. And the providers
cannot detect it, even if they attempt tamper-proof technique [8]. Nevertheless, we prove that under the CDF scheduler, it is impossible for one user
to benefit from an additional time share or throughput by misreporting his
channel condition. We show that this result stems from the fundamental characteristics of the CDF scheduler which are common to both the continuous
and the discrete models (Section 3.4).
Theorem 8 If a user has no knowledge on the reports of others, then no strategy can benefit him with long-run additional time share.

Proof: The CDF function of every continuous random variable X is distributed uniformly, FX ∼ Uniform(0, 1), regardless of its distribution. Therefore, since the channel condition reports issued by the users are independent
of each other, the priority value of every user is a random number between
zero and one. Hence, every user has an equal probability to win a time slot.
Therefore, all users receive (in the steady state) the same amount of time share
1
N where N is the number of users in the system.
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In addition to Theorem 8, under both continuous and discrete models,
there is no misreporting strategy that allows a user to achieve higher throughput than what he would get by always reporting his real rate. Due to its length,
the formal proof of this claim (under the discrete model, which is the model
used in practice) is placed at the Appendix (Section 3.8). Nevertheless, we
give here an intuitive explanation for the validity of this claim (under both
continuous and discrete models). A false reports strategy can involve reporting a fake high rate when the real rate is lower and vice versa. Reporting a
fake high channel rate might increase the priority values in some of the time
slots in which the real rate is low. However, it makes the high rates reported by
the user less exceptional than they really are and hence decrease the priority
value when the user truly experiences and reports a high rate. Such behavior
is not beneficial since increasing the priority value of some low-rate time slots
on the expense of the priority value of high-rate time slots, never benefits the
user. Reporting a rate lower than the real rate has also both negative and positive effects. The positive effect is that such behavior makes other time slots
in which the user report the truth about his high rate look more exceptional.
Hence, the user will have an increased priority value in these time slots. The
negative effect is that in the time slots in which he fakes a low rate, the user
has a lower priority value than if he reported the truth. In addition, even if
he is assigned for transmission, the transmission rate will fit his report and
will be lower than what his real channel condition can support. In the formal
proof we show that this negative effect shadows the positive effect. Hence,
if to summarize it in one sentence, scarifying some of the high rate slots to
increase the priority value in the rest never pays off. Finally we can conclude
that since no strategy can benefit the user with either additional throughput or
time share – the best strategy for one user is to always report his real rate.

3.3.3 Coordinated Users Strategy
We next deal with a group of non-conforming opportunistic users who coordinate their action and reporting in order to increase their time and throughput
shares.
In the previous section we explained that the negative effects of a misreporting strategy exceed its benefit when one user acts on his own. In this
section we describe a cooperation scheme in which a group of users can gain
additional time share and throughput while avoiding the negative effects that
reporting a false channel condition may cause.
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Let C be a group of |C| = L coordinated users and N is the number
of additional regular users in the network. Each one of the coordinated users
knows if his rate is the least probable to be higher (and therefore will get
the highest scheduling priority) in C before reporting to the BS. Let c∗ (t)
be the user with the highest CDF value in the group in time t. Formally,
c∗ (t) = argmaxc {FRc (Rc (t))} where c ∈ C. The reporting strategy is simple: at time slot t user c∗ will be the only one acting normal (reporting his real
channel rate Rc∗ (t)) while all others report zero.
The users share their CDF value, so each user knows if he is c∗ or not.
The coordinated users strategy can be implemented using a low bandwidth
medium/side-channel that allows the users to share this small amount of information. For example, a big factory using a designated private (low rate and
cost) wireless network to coordinate the access points used by its employees
in order to gain more throughput to its users. Note that in Section 3.5 we describe a malicious strategy that does not require any communication between
the users during the attack and causes even greater damage to the system than
the coordinated strategy described here.

3.3.4 Analysis of the Coordinated Users Share
Let Rc′ be the R.V. of the reported channel rate by user c when he follows the
coordination strategy. Recall that Rc (t) is the real channel rate of user c at TS
t, therefore Rc′ = Rc if the user behaves normally.
Lemma 5
FRc′ (r) = G(FRc (r))
where G(x) =

L−1
L

+

1 L
Lx

(3.1)

and c ∈ C.

Proof: Let Er be the event where user c ∈ C reports to the BS channel rate
less than r (Rc (t) < r). Let W IN be the event where user c is the chosen
user in C to report his real channel rate, therefore:
FRc′ (r) = (1 − P [W IN ])P [Er |¬W IN ] + P [W IN ]P [Er |W IN ]

(3.2)

Every time slot each coordinated user has equal probability to be the one
reporting his real channel rate, therefore P [W IN ] = L1 . If c is not chosen to
report his real rate, then he reports minimal channel rate, therefore for every
r, P [Er |¬W IN ] = 1. Now all is left is compute P [Er |W IN ].
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Let R.V. Y be Y (t) = maxj {FRj (Rj (t))|j ∈ C}, since FRj is CDF
then P [FRj < x] = x and we get P [Y < y] = y L , this is true regardless of the ID of j for whom FRj (Rj (t)) = Y (t), therefore P [Y < y] =
P [Y < y|W IN ] = y L . According to
& the strategy, if c reports less than r
and he is the chosen user (Event Er W IN ) then his real channel rate –
Rc (t) – must be less than r which means that FRc (Rc (t)) < FRc (r). Given
W IN , then FRc (Rc (t)) = maxj {FRj (R&
j (t))|j ∈ C} = Y (t) and according to what we just showed we get (Er W IN ) ⇐⇒ FRc (Rc (t)) <
FRc (r) ⇐⇒ (Y (t) < FRc (r)) and we get P [Er |W IN ] = P [Y (t) <
FRc (r)] = (FRc (r))L since P [Y < y|W IN ] = y L as we showed earlier. According to Equation 3.2 and the conditional results we showed we get
Equation 3.1.
Recall that Vc (r) = FRc (r) is the priority value of user c for reporting
channel rate r to the BS when he behaves normally (always reporting his real
channel rate). Now let Vc′ (r) = FRc′ (r) be the priority value he gets for r
when following the coordination strategy, then according to Lemma 5 we get
that:
Vc′ (r) = G(Vc (r))

(3.3)

Before we analyze the benefit from coordination, we first prove that it can
only benefit the coordinating users.
Theorem 9 User following the coordination strategy will still win every time
slot that he would win when behaving normally, therefore his throughput and
time share can only be improved when following the coordination strategy.

Proof: Assume user c0 obtains the highest priority value when all behaving
normally, therefore c0 = k ∗ (t) = argmaxk {Vk (Rk (t))} then since also
c0 = c∗ (t) when following the strategy he will be the user from C reporting
his real rate in this time slot. Simple function analysis shows that G(x) > x
for x ∈ (0, 1), therefore according to Lemma 5 the priority value he gets
Vc′0 (r) = G(Vc0 (r)) = is greater than Vc0 (r) which is greater than the priority values of all regular users therefore he still obtains this time slot when
following the strategy.
Fig. 3.1 depicts the gain from following the coordination scheme based
on Eq. 3.1. For example, let r0 be a rate with a corresponding CDF value of
FRc (r0 ) = 0.4. That is, in reality, 40% of the time the channel rate of the
user is r0 or lower. For normal users, who always report their real rates, the
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Figure 3.1: The Y-axis is the CDF value evaluated by the base station
(FRc′ (r)) as a function of the real CDF values that would have been evaluated without coordinating with other users (FRc (r)).
scheduler evaluates their real CDF value FRc′ (r) = 0.4 as the solid curve
(labeled No Coordination) shows. If the user coordinates with another user,
L = 2, then, as the dotted curve show, the scheduler evaluates a CDF value
of 0.58 instead of 0.4. As seen in the dashed curve, L = 5, when he cooperates with four other users, his priority value will be 0.802 instead of
0.4. As explained in the proof of Lemma 5, when a user coordinates with
L − 1 other users, he is expected to report a zero channel rate L − 1/L
of the time. Therefore, when he finally reports a non-zero rate r > 0, then
FRc′ (r) = P rob(Rc′ < r) > L − 1/L. This explains why the values of the
non-solid curves in Fig. 3.1 are greater than L − 1/L. For example, assume
a system with three users, U1 , U2 and U3 . If U1 , who always report his true
rate, has a CDF value of 0.4, what is the probability that he will be assigned
with the time slot? In the case where U2 and U3 are regular (non-coordinated)
users, the probability that both of them have priority value that does not exceed 0.4 is 0.42 = 16%. However, if U2 and U3 are coordinated, then one of
them is going to report his real rate, which will be given with a CDF value
higher than 0.5 regardless of the rate he reports. Therefore, the probability of
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U1 to win the time slot with a CDF value of 0.4 is 0% instead of 16% if U2
and U3 are coordinated. To conclude, the above results show how users in a
coordinated group systematically increase their priority values. In the following theorems we show how this advantage translates into a larger time share
and more throughput.

Theorem 10 In a network consisting L + N users of which L are coordinated, the time share fraction dedicated to the L coordinated users (jointly)
depends only on L and N (regardless of the channel rate distributions of any
of users) and is given by:

L
N +1

'

1−

(

L−1
L

)N +1 *

.

(3.4)

Proof: First we make few definitions and short calculations to be used later.
Let R.V. W be the maximal priority W (t) = maxc {Vc (Rc (t))}, since
P [Vc < x] = x we get P [W < w] = wL therefore the probability density
function (PDF) of W is fW (w) = (P [W < w])′ = L · wL−1 .
Let R.V. B(t) = maxn {Vn (Rn (t))} where n is one of the regular users, be the highest priority among the regular users and R.V.
A = maxn {Vn′ (Rn (t))} be the highest priority among the coordinated users,
then from Equation 3.3 A = maxn {G(Vn (Rn (t)))} and since G is monotonically increasing then maxn {G(Vn (Rn (t)))} = G(maxn {Vn (Rn (t))})
and we get A = G(W ).
According to that we get:

P [B < A]

=
=

+

1

fW (w) · P [B < A|W = w]dw

w=0
+ 1
w=0

L · wL−1 · P [B < G(w)]dw.
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The probability that all regular users will have priority less than a is P [B <
a] = aN , then P [B < G(w)] = (G(w))N and we get:
)N
(
+ 1
1 L
L−1
L−1
+ w
dw
Lw
P [B < A] =
L
L
w=0
+ 1
N ( )
%
N (L − 1)N −i Li
L−1
Lw
·
=
w dw
i
LN
w=0
i=0
+
N ( )
%
N
(L − 1)N −i 1
w(i+1)L−1 dw
=
·
N −1
L
i
w=0
i=0
and since

,1

w=0

w(i+1)L−1 dw = ((i + 1)L)−1 we get:

P [B < A] =

N ( )
%
N (L − 1)N −i
i=0

Hence, we receive that
L
P [B < A] =
N +1

'

i

LN (i + 1)

1−

(

L−1
L

.

)N +1 *

(3.5)

This result now allows us to evaluate the ”inequality” in time slot allocation between a coordinated user and a regular user. This ”inequality” can be
evaluated by the ratio between the slot shares of these users, which as shown
next, can be very high:
Corollary 11 Let C share and Rshare be the time share of the coordinated users and regular users respectively. When N = L − 1, then
limL→∞ C share = 1 − e−1 and limL→∞ Rshare = e−1 . This means
share
that limL→∞ C
= e − 1 ≈ 171% although this ratio - which equals
Rshare
L/N = L/(L − 1) under normal conditions - should converge to 100%.
Theorem 12 In a network consisting L + N (in the continuous model) users
of which L are coordinated, the average throughput (per time slot) of a coordinated user c is given by:
+
N ( )
%
(L − 1)N −i 1
N
w(i+1)L−1 · FR−1
(w)dw,
·
c
N
L
i
w=0
i=0

(3.6)
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where FR−1
(w) is the inverse function of FRc , the CDF of the real channel
c
rate distribution.

Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 10, we will skip the
identical parts in the proof. Assume A, B and W as defined in the proof of
Theorem 10. Let R.V. D be the rate that user c receives (at some time slot
t). If W = w then user c gets throughput from the BS only if B > A (this
is a time slot which is obtained by a user from C) and in addition, c has to
be the user chosen among the coordinated users to transmit his real channel
rate (happens with probability L1 ). When W = w and c is the chosen user,
then FRc (r) = w therefore his the rate in this time slot is given by FR−1
(w),
c
therefore we get:
+

1

fW (w) · P [B < A|W = w] ·
w=0

1 −1
F (w)dw.
L Rc

Continuing the calculations in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 10 until the last equation which consisting the integral, will give us
Equation 3.6.

3.3.5

Evaluation and Discussion

In Figure 3.2 we evaluate the relative benefit in time slots a coordinated user
gains from the coordination strategy; this is relatively to what he would get
1
) if he did not coordinate. The figure depicts this relative benefit as a
( N +L
function of the number of coordinated users L (given that the total number
of users is fixed N + L = 30). One may observe that the relative benefit is
maximized at L = 11, implying that a coalition of 11 coordinated users has
little incentive adding more users to the coalition. The relative benefit per user
obtained is 28%.
When L = N + 1 - which happens approximately at L = 15 in Figure 3.2
L
- the time share of the L users when behaving normally is given by 2L+1
and
1
converges to 2 . Corollary 11 pointed out that when L = N + 1 the time share
obtained by the coordinated users converges to 1 − e−1 instead of 21 , means a
coordinated user benefits from an additional time share of (1−e−1 )/( 12 )−1 =
26.4% which is close to the result at L = 15 which equals 25.3%. Recall that
according to Theorem 10 these results are valid for every system with 30 users
regardless of the channel rate distributions of the users.
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Permanent Time−share Benefit − Continuous model
Additional time share for a coordinating user (%)
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Figure 3.2: Y-axis is the additional time share (in percents) that a coordinated
user gains when he takes part in a coordinated group of size L (X-Axis). The
results show that when there are 30 users in the system, participating in a
coordinated group of 11 users is the most beneficial and increases the time
share of the user by 28%.

In Figure 3.3 we evaluate this maximal benefit as a function of the population size (N + L varies). One may see that this maximal benefit per user
(of the coalition) monotonically increases with the population size and approaches 30% at large populations.
According to Theorem 9 the throughput of the coordinated users can only
be increased. The throughput result for each user can be calculated according to Theorem 12 and depends on the user’s specific distribution of channel
rates and can be different for different users in the coordinated group. The
throughput gain for a coordinated group is given in the evaluation for the
discrete model.

3.4 CS with Discrete Channel Rates Range
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Maximal time benefit by coordination − Continuous Model
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Figure 3.3: Maximal time share (percents) that one user benefits from following the coordination strategy as a function of the total population in the
system (X-Axis).

3.4

CS with Discrete Channel Rates Range

3.4.1 Scheduling Algorithm
The original version of the CS algorithm ( [6]) assumed continuous channel rate values even though practical systems use discrete values. We now
summarize the extension of the CS algorithm to the case of discrete channel
rate values which appears in [17]. Again, to keep the calculations simple, we
assume all users have the same weight and exclude the weight factor.
In the discrete model Rk (t) ∈ {r1 , r2 , ..., rM } where r1 < r2 < ... <
rM . At TS #t user k feeds back mk (t) ∈ {1,$
..., M } the index of his chanm
nel rate value. Denote qk,m ≡ FRk (rm ) =
i=1 P [Rk = ri ] where qk,0
is set to 0 for notational convenience. Instead of simply taking qk,mk (t) to
be the priority value of user k, the CDF scheduler generates for each user a
random priority given by a R.V. Uk (t) uniformly distributed in the interval
[qk,mk (t)−1 , qk,mk (t) )] , then the scheduler selects the user with the highest
priority k ∗ (t) = argmaxk {Uk (t)}. The priority value of the discrete range
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algorithm (Uk ) preserves the fundamental characteristic of the priority value
of the continuous range algorithm (Vk ) which is that for every user k we get
P [Uk (t) ≤ x] = P [Vk (t) ≤ x] = x. More precisely, as in the continuous
model, the priority value of every user is distributed uniformly in [0, 1] (regardless of his channel rate distribution) and hence time share fairness maintained by the scheduler also under the discrete model.

3.4.2

Misreporting of channel rates cannot benefit a single
user

Section 3.8 explains why a single user cannot benefit neither additional time
share nor throughput by misreporting his channel rate on his own. Both under
the discrete and the continuous model, the priority values of all users are
distributed uniformly in [0, 1]. Therefore, Theorem 8 which proves that one
user cannot gain additional time share is valid also under the discrete model.
To complete the proof, we provide at the Appendix (Section 3.8) a formal
proof under the discrete model for the claim that no strategy can benefit a
single user who acts alone with additional throughput.

3.4.3 Coordinated Users Strategy
Assume a coordinated group of users C (|C| = L) with the same channel
rate probability (but independent from each other), means ∀c1 ,c2 ∈C qc1 ,i =
qc2 ,i . Let m∗c (t) = argmaxi {ri |∃c.Rc (t) = ri } where c are users from the
coordinated group. Every time slot, only the users with channel rate rm∗c (t)
will report their real channel rate while all other report the lowest channel
rate possible r1 (they have no chance getting the highest priority).
Let pc,i be the probability that a coordinated user experiences channel
rate ri and p′c,i be the probability that he reports channel rate ri . Then by
following the strategy we get:
Corollary 13 From the point of view of the BS (Base Station), the channel
rate probability of coordinated user c is given by p’ as follows:
M
%

p′c,i

p′c,1

=

1−

p′c,i

=

pc,i · (qc,i )L−1

i=2

(i≥2)
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Then when a coordinated user c reports mc (t) = i then the scheduler
′
′
′
generates a uniform priority value in the interval [qc,i
, qc,i−1
] where qc,i
is
$
i
′
′
the CDF of the reported channel rates of user c - qc,i = j=1 pc,j .
For example, assume a user c1 in a network with pc1 ,1 = pc1 ,2 = pc1 ,3 =
1
to
have one of the three possible channel rates r1 , r2 , r3 . In a normal sit3
uation, if user c1 reports channel rate r1 , then the CS generates a priority
value Uc1 in [0, 13 ], if he reports r2 then the range is [ 31 , 23 ] and finally if he
reports r3 the range will be [ 23 , 1]. Now assume this user is part of a coordinated group (where all users share the same channel rate distribution) which
follows the coordinated users’ strategy and we want to find p′c1 ,i which is the
probability for him to actually report rate ri . When he experiences r3 then
he will always report r3 because there is no other coordinated user who will
surely have higher. If he coordinates with two more users who have the same
rate probabilities then according to Corollary 13 we get that when c1 reports
14 2
, 3 ] and this increases the his
r2 the CS will generate Uc1 in the interval [ 27
expected U value and therefore the expected time slots where he obtains the
highest priority.

3.4.4 Analysis of Coordinated Users Share
Lemma 6 Let M AXj, i be the event where rm∗c (t) = ri is reported by exactly j of the coordinated users.
P [M AXj,1 ]

=

0

P [M AXL,1 ]

=

P [M AXj,i ]

=

(pc,1 )L
( )
L
(pc,i )j · (qc,i−1 )L−j
j

(∀j<L)

(∀i≥2)

Proof: rm∗c (t) = ri means that ri is the highest rate of the users in C, therefore
i = 1 only when all the users in C have r1 which happens with probability of
(pc,1 )L . It is impossible that j < L coordinated users will report r1 since it
means that at least one user reports higher channel rate than r1 which
" # contradicts rm∗c (t) = r1 and therefore P [M AXj<L,1 ] = 0. There are Lj possible
combination of j users in C and each such combination reports rm∗c (t) = ri ,
j
(i≥2) only when their actual channel rate is ri (with probability (pc,i ) ) and
L−j
the channel rate of all others is ri−1 or less (with probability (qc,i−1 )
).
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Lemma 7 Let CW IN be the event where some coordinated user wins a time
slot, then
P [CW IN |M AXj,1 ]

=

′
(qc,1
)N ·

P [CW IN |M AXj,i ]

=

N ( )
'
N

s=0

s

j
j+N
′
(p′c,i )s (qc,i−1
)N −s ·

j
j+s

(i≥2)

Proof: According to P [Uk (t) ≤ u] = u, the probability for regular users to
get a priority value u is uniform in [0, 1]. When m∗c (t) = i ≥ 2, a coordinated
user can obtain the highest priority value
all N users has priority
" # only when
′
′
values in [0, qc,i
]. With probability of Ns (p′c,i )s (qc,i−1
)N −s exactly s regular
′
′
users have priority values in [qc,i−1 , qc,i ] while all the other N − s regular
users have no chance getting the highest priority. Given that event, the priority
values - Us of each of the s regular users and Uc of the coordinated users with
′
′
ri is uniform in [qc,i−1
, qc,i
], therefore the probability for a coordinated user
j
to have the highest U-value is j+s
where j is the number of the coordinated
users with channel rate ri . The proof for P [CW IN |M AXj,1 ] is similar.
Theorem 14
P [CW IN ] =

M %
L
%

P [M AXj,i ] · P [CW IN |M AXj,i ]

i=1 j=1

Where P [M AXj,i ] and P [COR|M AXj,i ] are given in Lemmas 6 and 7.

Proof: Immediate result from Bayes rule and the correctness of Lemmas 6
and 7.
Theorem 15 In a network consisting L + N users (in the discrete model) of
which L are coordinated, the average throughput (per time slot) of a coordinated user c is given by:
N ( )
'
N
i=0

i

·

M L
1 ''
P [M AXj,i ] · P [CW IN |M AXj,i ] · ri
L i=1 j=1

(3.7)

where P [M AXj,i ] and P [COR|M AXj,i ] are given in Lemmas 6 and 7.
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Proof: Let c be a coordinated user, the probability$that some coordiL
nated user obtains ri at some time slot is given by
j=1 P [M AXj,i ] ·
1
P [CW IN |M AXj,i ]. The probability this user was c is L and we get the
$L
probability he gets ri is given by j=1 P [M AXj,i ] · P [CW IN |M AXj,i ] · L1
and when summing it up over all possible rates we get Equation 3.7.

3.4.5

Evaluation and Discussion

Additional time share for a coordinating user (%)
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Figure 3.4: Y-axis is the additional time share (in percents) that a coordinated
user (experiencing Rayleigh fading channel in CDMA2000 1xEV-DO) gains
when he takes part in a coordinated group of size L (X-Axis). The results show
that when there are 30 users in the system, participating in a coordinated
group of 13 users is the most beneficial and increases the time share of the
user by 13%.
While the share of a coordinated user in the continuous model depends
only on the size of the coordinated group (L) and the number of regular users
(N), the users’ share in the discrete model depends also on the number of the
possible channel rates (M) and their probabilities among the coordinated users
{pc,i }M
i=1 (while still independent from the channel rate distributions of the
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regular users). The values of {pc,i }M
i=1 in the system configuration considered
in figure 3.4 were set according to Rayleigh distribution on the 11 channel
rates of the CDMA2000 1xEV-DO system in the same way which is already
described in [17] (where the CDF scheduler for discrete channel rates was
presented).
As in Figure 3.2, Figure 3.4 shows that the scheduler’s notion of fairness
is violated, we can see how the additional time share (Y-axis) for one coordinated user changes according to the number of users in the coordinated group
(L) in the same manner as for the continuous model (Figure 3.2) and for the
same reasons that were already mentioned in Section 3.3.5. A remarkable
difference between the models is that the time share benefit in the continuous
model is greater than the benefit in the discrete model. By investigating the
nature of the strategy effects in each model, we will be able to understand the
reason for the differences and the effects of the strategy in different system
configurations.
In both continuous and discrete models, when a coordinated user reports
the minimal channel rate instead of his real channel rate then he widens the
gap between the CDF of the distributions of his real (Fc ) and reported (Fc′ )
channel rate distributions (Fc′ (r) > Fc (r)). This gap defines the increase in
the priority values the user gets for different rates, therefore an important observation is that the more the user gets to report a fake channel rates (according to the strategy conditions) - the more time slots he gets. In the continuous
model, the shared information between the coordinated users allows them to
identify in each time slot exactly L − 1 users who have no chance winning
while in the discrete model their number varies from 0 to L − 1 (depending
of how many coordinated users obtained the maximal channel rate rm∗c (t) ),
therefore there will always be more fake channel rate reports in the continuous model and the time share benefit in the continuous model will always be
better than in the discrete model. As the number of the possible channel rates
(M) grows the coordinated users’ behavior in the discrete model will become
more like their behavior in the continuous model where the probability that
two different users will get the same rate is zero. When M grows the probability that two users will get the same channel rate decreases and therefore
less users obtain rm∗c (t) and more users can report the minimal channel rate,
means that the benefit from the strategy will grow. Bigger sets of channel
rates are expected in future physical standards for wireless communication to
allow better utilization of channel fluctuations and/or to cover bigger channel
range, so while it is expected to allow better system performance it will make
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the system more vulnerable to such coordination strategy as we showed here.

Permanent Throughput Benefit − Discrete model
Additional throughput for a coordinated user (%)
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Number of coordinating users (L) (Total users=30)

Figure 3.5: Y-axis is the additional throughput (in percents) that a coordinated user (in the same settings as in Figure 3.4) gains when he takes part in
a coordinated group of size L (X-Axis). Like for time share, the results show
that participating in a coordinated group of 13 users is the most beneficial, it
increases the throughput of each user by 11.6%.

Figure 3.5 shows the throughput benefit for the same settings as in Figure
3.4. In order to compute the throughput, channel rate probabilities {pc,i }M
i=1
were associated with actual rates in the CDMA2000 1xEV-DO as in [17]. For
different sets of rates, we will get different results in Figure 3.5, while Figure
3.4 stays the same since it depends only on the set of probabilities {pc,i }M
i=1
regardless of the actual rates associated with them.
The throughput of a coordinated user was computed according to Theorem 15 and it was compared to the throughput that he gets under normal behavior which is a given in [17]. Unsurprisingly, the throughput benefit demonstrates similar behavior to (as a function of L) the time share benefit.
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System Loss by Malicious Strategy (Discrete
Model)

In the previous section we focused on non-conformist opportunistic coordinated users whose objective is to increase their own share of the network
resources. This increase was, of course, accompanied by performance degradation to the regular innocent users. This degradation can be easily computed
from our results in Sections 3.3.5 and 3.4.5.
Our interest in this section is in malicious users whose objective is only
to damage the other regular users, disregarding their own performance. So
the malicious users are willing to degrade their own performance if it helps
degrading that of the innocent users. Of course – the malicious users can
damage the innocent users at least as much as opportunistic coordinated users
can do. So the major question addressed in this section is whether they can
inflict greater damage and how much.
Our focus in this analysis will be on the discrete distribution model which,
due to its practicality, is of higher interest (than the continuous model) to
system designers.
In Section 3.5.1 we present a new strategy, the malicious strategy which
allows malicious users to cause time share loss to the innocent users significantly higher than the loss caused by the coordination strategy (in the discrete
model, Section 3.4). In fact, we prove that the damage caused by the malicious
strategy under the discrete model is exactly identical to the damage caused by
the coordination strategy under the continuous model.

3.5.1

The Malicious Strategy

Malicious users intend to harm rather than increase their own throughput as
other users in a coordinated group do. Hence, as we explain now, a malicious
group has two advantages over a coordinated group of selfish users: 1. They
gain a larger time share; 2. They need only to synchronize before starting the
attack rather than exchanging information before every time slot as a selfish
coordinated group does.
A coordinated user, aiming at increasing his own throughput, never reports a channel condition better than what he really experiences (if he does,
it will decrease his expected throughput). Therefore, there may be some time
slots where all the users in a coordinated group have exceptionally poor channel conditions and even the user (among them) with the best chances to be
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scheduled with the next time slot - has a very slim chance to get it. However,
a malicious user, for whom his expected throughput is irrelevant, can report
a channel condition independent of his real channel rate. This allows a malicious group to present in every time slot a user with an exceptionally good
channel condition. For the same reason (irrelevancy of their throughput), the
malicious users do not need to share any information on their real channel
condition before every time slot and hence synchronizing once at the beginning of the attack is suffice, as demonstrated in the following description of
the malicious strategy.
Assume a group of malicious users M AL = {1, 2, .., S} (for simplicity
we assume their indices are 1, 2, ..., S). The basic idea followed by the malicious users is to take turns, in a round-robin fashion, in trying to obtain time
slots. This means that at TS t, malicious user number (t mod S) will attempt
to obtain the time slot. Consider malicious user s: In all times slots that he
tries to obtain he always reports the same channel rate - which we denote by
rhs (h ≥ 2), while in all other slots he reports other rates which are all lower
than rhs . Each user s chooses his rhs value independently of other users. This
flexibility in choosing channel rates makes the malicious pattern very hard to
detect.

3.5.2

Analysis of the Malicious Strategy

Theorem 16 In a network consisting S + N users of which S are malicious
which use the malicious strategy, the time share fraction dedicated to the S
malicious users (jointly) depends only on S and N and equals:
S
N +1

'

1−

(

S−1
S

)N +1 *

.

(3.8)

Proof: Consider a malicious user s with chosen maximal channel rate rhs .
Since rhs is the highest channel rate he reports, then qs,hs = 1. Since in all
other time slots - which are S−1
S of the time - he reports rhs −1 or lower, then
we get qs,hs −1 = S−1
.
Therefore,
in every time slot t there will be exactly
S
one malicious user, say s, with priority value Us ∼ U nif orm( S−1
S , 1).
Assume there are N regular users in the network. As stated in [17], the
discrete scheduler preserves the fundamental character of the continuous
model Un ∼ U nif orm(0, 1) for every (regular) user n.
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Let Zi be the event where exactly i users get priority values in the
range( S−1
S , 1). Given Zi , the probability that the malicious user will be the
1
one to get the highest value in this range is i+1
since, given Zi , the priority
values of the malicious user and the regular users are uniformly distributed
in ( S−1
S , 1). Unconditional on Zi we get that the probability that a time slot
is obtained by a malicious user is given by
N
%
i=0

P [Zi ] ·

1
.
i+1

(3.9)

Now, P [Zi ] is the probability that exactly N − i users get priority value less than S−1
S , so according to P [Un < u] = u we get
" #
N −i 1 i
)
(
P [Zi ] = Ni ( S−1
S
S ) . Thus, the probability that a malicious user wins
a TS is:
)N −i ( )i
N ( )(
%
1
N
S−1
i=0

i

S

S

·

1
.
i+1

(3.10)

Noting that Equation 3.10 is identical to Equation 3.5 (substitute S for L)
we can use the analysis of Lemma 10 to obtain Equation 3.8.
Remark 7 It is easy to see that the damage inflicted by this strategy on the
innocent users (under the discrete model) is identical to the damage inflicted
by coordinated users strategy under the continuous model.

3.5.3

Evaluation and Discussion

The effect of the malicious strategy is depicted in Figure 3.6. We consider a
system consisting of 30 users in total and evaluate the (relative, percent-wise)
time share loss experienced by each of the innocent users (compared to what
he would get – 1/30 – in a normal system) as a function of the number of
malicious users (x-Axis). This is done for both the coordinated user strategy
(dotted line) and the malicious strategy (solid line). Both are evaluated for the
discrete model. The channel distribution used is the Rayleigh distribution in
CDMA2000 as in Figure 3.4. As one can observe, the loss caused by malicious users is significantly higher (by approximately a factor of 2) than that
inflicted by the coordinated user strategy (for the discrete model). Note that
according to Remark 7 we can use Corollary 11 to get an estimation for the
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Figure 3.6: Time Slot loss of innocent users: Malicious vs. Coordination
strategy. The network’s population is 30 users.
time share loss of regular users. When S = N − 1 the time share of the regular users converges to e−1 instead of 0.5 means the loss of the regular users
converges to 26% which is not far from the loss when S = N = 15 which
equals 25% according to Figure 3.6.
Note that all the results in our work regarding malicious and coordinated
users are independent of the channel rate distributions of regular users. While
the throughput loss of of a regular user depends on his distribution, the case
where some regular user experiences constant channel rate shows that the
throughput loss can be high as the time share loss.

3.6

Solution Outline

The CDF scheduler is a unique scheduler. Almost magically, it maintains time
share fairness without keeping track of past scheduling decisions. Unfortunately, while elegant, the CDF scheduler algorithm is too fragile. As we show
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in this work, the CDF scheduler fails to maintain fairness in the presence of
selfish or malicious users. Hence, it has to be modified to take past scheduling decisions into account when making scheduling decisions. Such scheduler should record, for every user, the expected time share he should have got
since he joined the system. For example, if a user has spent so far 200 time
slots in the system with N = 10 users, it is expected that he should have
received 1/N = 10% of the time slots so far (20 time slots). The proportion between the expected time share so far of user k, denoted with Ske (t),
and the time share a user received in reality so far, denoted with Skr (t), can
be used to construct a weight that will influence his priority value positively
or negatively - depends if the user is below or above his expected share. A
simple example for such modified scheduler can be as follows: Every user
is assigned with a priority value as usual. Then, the priority value of every
user k is multiplied with wk (t) = (Ske (t)/Skr (t))α , where α > 1 is constant
decided by the system designer. It defines the balance between strict fairness
enforcement and the overall throughput of the system. For example, when α
is extremely high, then wk (t) is very close to zero if the user received more
than he deserved Skr (t) > Ske (t). In the same manner, wk (t) is very high for
users who received less than they were expected (Skr (t) < Ske (t)). Observe
that as the number of users in the system (N ) increases, the expected fluctuation range of Ske (t)/Skr (t) increases. Hence, a further refinement of such
modified scheduler would be to use different α values for different values of
N . That is, replace α with α(N ). Note that the above is a very rough solution
mainly meant to outline a possible solution. In our future work we aim at designing an optimal modified CDF scheduler which is immune to such attacks
while maintaining an overall throughput in the system as close as possible to
the original vulnerable CDF scheduler.

3.7

Conclusion

In this paper, based on scheme which targets the very fundamental principle of
the CDF scheduler, we showed that non-conforming opportunistic users have
the motivation to misreport their channel rates and destabilize the scheduler’s
notion of fairness. In addition we studied the loss for regular users inflicted
by malicious users focused on degrading the system performance. We showed
that for large populations consisting of regular and coordinated users in equal
numbers, the ratio of allocated time slots between a coordinated and a regular
user converges to e − 1 ≈ 1.7. After researches proved the vulnerability of
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the Proportional Fairness scheduler, our work demonstrates the vulnerability
of its alternative – the CDF scheduler. We recommend that this vulnerability, together with the solution we outlined should be taken into consideration
by system designers when choosing and deploying a scheduler for modern
wireless networks.

3.8

Appendix: Misreporting of channel rates
cannot benefit a single user

As promised, we provide a formal proof for this claim under the discrete
model. Note that a similar proof can be constructed under the continuous
model. Such proof will mainly differ in the throughput expressions and will
use rates-ranges where single rates are used in the proof under the discrete
model.
Lemma 8 Let D1 and D2 be the following expressions
D1

=

D2

=

(a − b)X + (b − c)Y N
(a − cN )
a−c
X(aN − bN ) + Y (bN − cN )

where a > b > c ≥ 0 and N ≥ 1 is a natural number. Then, there exists a
constant d > 0 such that D1 − D2 = d(X − Y ).
Lemma 8 can be easily proved using the identity AN − B N = (A −
$N
B) i=1 AN −i B i−1 . The full proof is provided in a technical report [18].

Theorem 17 Under the discrete model, a user with no knowledge of the rates
of other users cannot benefit from reporting fake channel rates.

Proof: Both under the discrete and the continuous model, the priority values
of all users are distributed uniformly in [0, 1]. Therefore, Theorem 8 is valid
also under the discrete model. In order to complete the proof of the claim, we
now prove that a user also cannot gain additional throughput by following a
misreporting strategy. A user following a false-reports strategy sometimes report a certain channel rate which is different than his real channel rate. Let pi,j
be the probability that$
in a random
time slot the user reports ri although his
M $M
real rate is rj . That is, i=1 j=1 pi,j = 1. In order to evaluate the throughput a user gains when following a false-reports strategy, we first examine the
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outcome of winning a time slot with a fake report. When the user wins a time
slot for which he reported to have a channel rate of ri , the system tries to
send him data at the rate he reported. If ri > rj , it means the real channel
condition of the user can support data transfer only up to rj . We assume, in
favor3 of false-reports strategies, that in such case the user receives rj of the
ri the system sends him. If ri ≤ rj , that is, the real channel rate of the user
is good enough for the rate in which the system transmits (ri ). Formally, the
expected rate received by a user if he wins a time slot for which he reported
a channel condition of ri while his real channel condition is rj is given by
hi,j = min{rj , ri }. Note that since we always discuss the same user k, for
the sake of notational simplicity when we use qi instead of qk,i until the end
$M
of the proof. The probability that a user reports ri is qi − qi−1 = j=1 pi,j .
Therefore, given that the user won a time slot at which he reported ri , the
expected rate he receives is
Hi =

M
%

hi,j pi,j /(qi − qi−1 ).

(3.11)

j=1

Note that Eq. 3.11 is valid only if qi − qi−1 > 0. If qi − qi−1 = 0 it means
that the user never reports rate ri . Hence, for the sake of completeness, we
trivially define that Hi = 0 in this case. As explained earlier, in discrete CDF
scheduling, when the user reports ri he is assigned with a random number in
N
[qi−1 , qi ]. In [17] the authors proved that (qiN −qi−1
)/N (where N is the total
number of users in the system) is the probability for a random slot to be: 1. A
slot in which the user reports ri and 2. a slot at which the user was assigned
for transmission. Therefore, the expected throughput of a user is given by
T =

M
%

N
Hi (qiN − qi−1
)/N.

(3.12)

i=1

Observe that Hi = ri for a user who always report his real channel condition.
We now define a Deviation Measurement (DM) which evaluates (for
a given strategy and user) how far from the truth are the reports of the
user when he follows the
strategy.
$M
$M The measure is given as follows:
DM (strategy, user) =
i=1
j=1 pi,j |i − j|. Observe that if the user
never fake his reports then DM = 0.
3 The user might receive less than r since the transmission modulation might not be the
j
optimal one for his real channel condition.
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Assume by contradiction there exists some false-reports strategy that allows some user k (with some channel rate distribution) to achieve an expected throughput Thigh higher than what he would achieve by always reporting his real rate. Let strategy STf ake ∈ minst {DM (st, k)|Tst = Thigh }
be a strategy with the minimal deviation among the strategies that achieve
throughput Thigh . We now prove that if STf ake involves reporting a fake
channel condition (DM (f ake, k) > 0), there exists an alternative strategy
STalt such that 1. Talt = Thigh ; 2. DM (STalt , k) < DM (STf ake , k).
This contradicts the definition of STf ake and the assumption that throughput of Thigh cannot be achieved by simply reporting the real channel condition. Let {p̄i,j |i, j ∈ [1, M ]} be the reporting probabilities of STf ake . Since
DM (STf ake , k) > 0, at least one of the following claims has to be true: 1.
There are i > j such that p̄i,j > 0; 2. there are i < j such that p̄i,j > 0.
We first prove the existence of STalt , as described above, assuming claim
1. Let w = mini {∃j < i.p̄i,j > 0} and let z = minj {p̄w,j > 0} (observe that j < w). Define an alternative strategy STalt as follows: STalt is
identical to STf ake with only one difference: At time slots in which STf ake
would instruct the user to report rw instead of rz , STalt instructs the user to
report rw−1 instead. Note that by its definition, w ≥ 2, hence rw−1 exists.
Let {p̃i,j |i, j ∈ [1, M ]} be the reporting probabilities when the user follows
STalt . Then,
⎧
⎪
0
⎨i = w, j = z
p̃i,j = i = w − 1, j = z, p̄w−1,z + p̄w,z
(3.13)
⎪
⎩
o/w
p̄i,j
Therefore, DM (STf ake , k) > DM (STalt , k). What is left to prove is
that Talt ≥ Tf ake . Let H̄i (H̃i ) and q̄i (q̃i ) be the expected received rates and
the CDF values of STf ake (STalt ), Respectively. In Salt the user sometimes
reports rw−1 instead of rw . Therefore:
1
i = w − 1 q̄w−1 + p̄w,z
q̃i =
(3.14)
o/w
q̄w
We now want to prove that T alt − T f ake ≥ 0. From Eq. 3.12 we get that
T alt − T f ake =

M
%
i=1

N
N
[H̃i (q̃iN − q̃i−1
) − H̄i (q̄iN − q̄i−1
)]

(3.15)
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Both strategies are similar when it comes to reports of rates different than
rw and rw−1 . Therefore, ∀i ̸= w, w − 1.H̃i = H̄i (Formally, that can be
concluded from equations 3.11, 3.13 and 3.14). Considering also Eq. 3.14,
we can contract Eq. 3.15 to:
T alt − T f ake =

(3.16)

N
N
N
N
H̃w (q̃w
− q̃w−1
) − H̄w (q̄w
− q̄w−1
)+
N
N
N
N
H̃w−1 (q̃w−1
− q̃w−2
) − H̄w−1 (q̄w−1
− q̄w−2
)

Using equations 3.13, 3.14 and 3.11 Eq. 3.16 can be written as follows4 :
N
T alt − T f ake = H̃w (q̄w
− (q̄w−1 + p̄w,z )N )

H̃w (q̄w − (q̄w−1 + p̄w,z )) + rz p̄w,z N
N
(q̄w − q̄w−1
)
(3.17)
q̄w − q̄w−1
H̄w−1 (q̄w−1 − q̄w−2 ) + rz p̄w,z
N
+
((q̄w−1 + p̄w,z )N − q̄w−2
)
q̄w−1 + p̄w,z − q̄w−2
−

N
N
−H̄w−1 (q̄w−1
− q̄w−2
)

Note that since p̄w,z > 0 the denominators in Eq. 3.17 must be greater
than zero. In addition, note that is it possible that both or one of H̃w and
H̄w−1 is zero. We now examine Eq. 3.17 and prove that:
H̄w−1 (q̄w−1 − q̄w−2 ) + rz p̄w,z
((q̄w−1 + p̄w,z )N − (q̄w−2 )N )
q̄w−1 + p̄w,z − q̄w−2
−H̄w−1 ((q̄w−1 )N − (q̄w−2 )N )
≥ rz ((q̄w−1 + p̄w,z )

N

(3.18)
N

− (q̄w−1 ) )

If H̄w−1 = 0 (and therefore q̄w−1 = q̄w−2 ) then Eq. 3.18 is true. If
H̄w−1 > 0, then Eq. 3.18 is a result of Lemma 8 as follows. Let a = q̄w−1 +
p̄w,z , b = q̄w−1 and c = q̄w−2 . Note that p̄w,z > 0 hence a > b. In addition,
b > c since H̄w−1 > 0. Define X = rz and Y = H̄w−1 . Recall that rw is the
lowest channel rate the user reports (in STf ake ) while his real channel rate is
lower. Therefore, when the user reports rw−1 in STf ake , his real rate has to be
equal or higher than rw−1 . Therefore, ∀j. p̄w−1,j ̸= 0 → hw−1,j = rw−1
4A

detailed explanation can be found in the technical report [18].
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and we get that Y = H̄w−1 = rw−1 . In addition, recall that z < w and hence,
Y = rw−1 ≥ rz = X.
Therefore, in the context of Lemma 8 we get that D1 ≥ D2 and therefore
(a−b)X+(b−c)Y
(aN − cN ) − Y (bN − cN ) ≥ X(aN − bN ), which is identical
a−c
to Eq. 3.18 if replacing a, b, c, X and Y with the values with which they were
defined.
From equations 3.18 and 3.17 we get that
T alt − T f ake ≥

(3.19)

H̃w ((qw )N − (qw−1 + pw,z )N )
−

H̃w (qw − (qw−1 + pw,z )) + rz pw,z
((qw )N − (qw−1 )N )
qw − qw−1

+rz ((qw−1 + pw,z )N − (qw−1 )N )

If H̃w = 0 we immediately get that T alt − T f ake ≥ 0. Otherwise, we
use Lemma 8 to prove this claim. This time, in the context of Lemma 8, we
define a = qw , b = qw−1 + pw,z , c = qw−1 , X = H̃w and Y = rz . Note that
b > c since pw,z > 0 and a > b since H̃w > 0.
Observe that in the context of Lemma 8 we can write equation 3.19as
follows:
T alt − T f ake ≥ D2 − D1
(3.20)
Recall the way z was chosen. In strategy STf ake , rz is the lowest possible
rate the user experiences if he reports rw . Therefore, in strategy STalt , the
lowest real rate of the user when he reports rw cannot be lower than rz+1 .
Therefore, X = H̃w > rz = Y and we get that D2 − D1 > 0 and hence
proved that T alt ≥ T f ake .
Recall that we explained that since DM (STf ake , k) > 0, at least
one of the following claims has to be true: 1. There are i > j such that
p̄i,j > 0; 2. there are i < j such that p̄i,j > 0. We have just proved that
if claim 1 is true then there is a strategy STalt such that T alt ≥ T f ake
and DM (STf ake , k) > DM (STalt , k) which contradicts the definition of
STf ake . Now all is left to prove is that if claim 2 is true, there exists strategy
STalt2 such that T alt2 ≥ T f ake and DM (STf ake , k) > DM (STalt2 , k).
Let w′ = maxi {∃j > i.p̄i,j > 0} and let z ′ = maxj {p̄w′ ,j > 0} (observe
that j > w′ ). Define an alternative strategy STalt2 as follows: STalt2 is
identical to STf ake with only one difference: At time slots in which STf ake
would instruct the user to report rw′ instead of rz′ j , STalt2 instructs the user
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to report rw′ +1 instead. (Note that by its definition, w′ ≤ M − 1, hence
rw′ +1 exists.). The strategy STalt2 and the proofs for the above claims are
completely symmetrical to STalt and the proofs of its properties. Hence, due
to luck of space we exclude from this article the complete proof. It can be
found in a technical report [18].
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4 On the Vulnerability of the PFS to Retransmission Attacks
Abstract — Channel aware schedulers of modern wireless networks – such as the popular Proportional Fairness Scheduler (PFS) – improve throughput performance by exploiting channel fluctuations while
maintaining fairness among the users. In order to simplify the analysis, PFS was introduced and vastly investigated in a model where frame
losses do not occur, which is of course not the case in practical wireless
networks. Recent studies focused on the efficiency of various implementations of PFS in a realistic model where frame losses can occur.
In this work we show that the common straight forward adaptation of
PFS to frame losses exposes the system to a malicious attack (which
can alternatively be caused by malfunctioning user equipment) that can
drastically degrade the performance of innocent users. We analyze the
factors behind the vulnerability of the system and propose a modification of PFS designed for the frame loss model which is resilient to such
malicious attack while maintaining the fairness properties of original
PFS.

4.1

Introduction

The objective of a base-station scheduler in a wireless network is to schedule
the downlink transmission of data frames to the various users in a fair and
efficient way. Suppose at time slot t the scheduler transmits to user Ui . What
should the scheduler do at slot t + 1 if Ui told him that the frame of slot t did
not arrive properly (NACK)? On the one hand, if the loss is due to the network
fault, it would be fair to prioritize Ui at t + 1 and retransmit to it. On the other
hand, if Ui is malicious and just announced a fake NACK (or simply has a
very bad handset) it would be both fair and efficient not to retransmit to it at
t + 1. But how one can distinguish between ”real” and ”fake” NACKs? The
dilemma and problem will of course be drastically magnified if Ui repeatedly
(as many times as it wishes) announces NACKs as response to retransmissions. This problem of efficiently and fairly scheduling frame transmission
subject to the inherent challenge of having to distinguish between ”real” and
”fake” NACK’s is the subject addressed in this paper.
High-speed wireless networks are becoming increasingly common. Along
with that, the strategy of scheduling the high-speed data - which is vital to the
network performance - has become the subject of active research. The modern
wireless networks standards allow new generation of channel aware schedulers. One of the most popular such schedulers is the Proportional Fairness
Scheduler (PFS) [1] [2] which improves throughput performance by exploit-
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ing channel fluctuations while maintaining fairness among the users. PFS was
introduced and vastly investigated in a simple model where frame losses do
not occur - referred to as Lossless Model in this work - which is of course not
a realistic model for wireless networks. A more practical model does allow
frame losses – referred to as Loss Model in this work – and leaves the implementation details of retransmission as an open question. Extensive work has
been focused on the efficiency of retransmissions in channel aware schedulers
in general, and specifically in PFS [3], [4] and [5]. As far as we know, no
work has been conducted on examining the vulnerabilities of retransmissions
in PFS to malicious attacks and this is the subject of this paper.
Attacks on channel aware schedulers were investigated in recent studies
in other contexts. In [6] it was shown that a coordinated malicious attack
on the CDF scheduler [7] can lead to loss of throughput and time share for
other users in the system and [8] and [9] revealed the vulnerability of PFS to
delays/jitter and loss of throughput and time share caused to regular users by
malicious users providing false channel capacity reports.
In this work we study PFS and its frame loss handling using retransmission strategies. We focus on the vulnerability of PFS and its frame-loss handling variants to attacks on the retransmission mechanism.
We start (Section 4.2) with laying out the definition of PFS in the Lossless
Model and the common ways to make it handle losses. We describe two such
treatment approaches – PFS with Slow Retransmissions (PFS-SR) and PFS
with Fast Retransmissions (PFS-FR).
We start the analysis (Section 4.3) by showing that in the Loss Model the
original PFS scheme can suffer significantly from a DDoS attack directed on
the retransmission mechanism. The throughput allocated to innocent users
drastically drops in the presence of malicious users who simply react with
negative acknowledgments (NACK’s) to transmissions sent to them. For example, we show loss of 40% in time share for regular users when 10% of the
users are malicious. A by product of this analysis is a new result stating that
under the assumption of constant rates the priority values of PFS all converge
to the same value.
In Section 4.4 we propose the Transmissions Average approach to counter
this attack and examine its properties. We show that while this solution cures
the vulnerability to malicious attack, it distorts the fairness of the scheduler.
In Section 4.5 we propose a second solution – the Effective Average approach
– and show that it maintains Proportional Fairness (as defined by Kelly [10])
as well is being resistent to malicious retransmission attacks. The result is
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shown to hold for general rate conditions.
Finally, in Section 4.6 we investigate PFS-FR. We show that PFS-FR is
subject to the same vulnerability as PFS-SR is. Then we show that both of
the solutions that we proposed for PFS-SR (Transmissions Average and Effective Average) do not work for PFS-FR. We propose a third solution (Initial
Effective Average) which cures the vulnerability and maintains fairness as the
original PFS-FR.

4.2

Background

In this section we describe the Proportional Fairness Scheduler (PFS) and the
different environments in which it is analyzed in this work. We start with the
definition of PFS in the Lossless Model - in which frame losses never occur
- where it was originally defined and vastly investigated. Next we describe
PFS in the Loss Model - in which frame losses can occur. Lastly, we define
the Constant Rate Assumption (CRA) where each user experiences a constant
channel condition.

4.2.1

The Proportional Fairness Scheduler (PFS)

The wireless communication system discussed in this work consists of a base
station which serves its users with down-link data. The time is divided into
time slots and the base station is able to send data to exactly one user in each
time slot. The role of the scheduler (of the base station) is to decide which of
the users will be the next to receive data. PFS does that by assigning priority
values to all users for every time slot, then the user with the highest priority
is scheduled for transmission. Denote user i with Ui and his priority value for
the scheduling decision of time t by Vi (t). Then
Vi (t) = Ri (t)/Ai (t),

(4.1)

where Ri (t) is the bit rate (measured in bits per time slot bits/slot) in which
the system sends data to Ui if he is assigned with time slot t. The value of
Ri (t) is decided by the scheduler according to the channel condition of the
user as expressed by the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) reported by the user for
every time slot. Ai (t) is the throughput average of Ui until time slot t (not
including) measured in bits/slot. The throughput average is updated after
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every time slot. One method of updating the average is:
Ai (t + 1) =

1
t−1
Ai (t) + Ri (t)1rcv
i (t).
t
t

(4.2)

Another method of averaging is ”discount averaging” which gives less weight
to the data received in the past:
Ai (t + 1) = (1 − ϵ)Ai (t) + ϵRi (t)1rcv
i (t),

(4.3)

rcv
where 1rcv
i (t) = 1 if Ui received data on slot t, 1i (t) = 0 otherwise. In
this work we refer to such averaging methods (Eq. 4.2 or 4.3) as Admitted
Average since in the Loss Model (where frame loss are possible) 1rcv
i (t) = 1
only if the user admitted to receive the transmission successfully by reporting
ACK. We do so in order to differ it from new averaging methods we suggest
later in this work. According to the above equations, the throughput average
of the user assigned for transmission is not decreased like the averages of all
the other users. It means that in the next time slot it is harder for him to obtain
the highest priority value (Eq. 4.1). Therefore, throughout the work we refer
to the value multiplied with 1rcv
i (t) (in both methods) as the ”price” that the
user ”pays” for ”winning” the time slot. The higher the price is, the higher his
updated throughput average will be and this lower his potential priority value
in the following time slots (Eq. 4.1).
Note that in practice it is hard to differ between both averaging methods
(Eq. 4.2 and Eq. 4.3) especially when the common recommended value ϵ =
0.001 is used [1]. In order to simplify the analysis, throughout this work we
choose to use the throughput average updating method as described in Eq.
4.2. In addition, it was proved in [11] that regardless of the method used, PFS
complies with the Proportional Fairness criterion given by Kelly [10], [12]
which maximizes the utility function θ given in Eq. 4.4.

θ=

N
%

log(Ai ),

(4.4)

i=1

where N is the number of users in the system and Ai is the throughput average
of Ui under the steady state.

4.2.2

Frame Loss Handling Mechanisms

PFS as described in the previous section was introduced and defined in the
Lossless Model. When implementing PFS for the Loss Model, that is, an en-
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vironment where frame losses can occur, two major issues have to addressed:
1) Effective Rate evaluation; 2) Frame loss handling.
Effective Rate Evaluation: In PFS for the Lossless Model the numerator
of the priority value is Ri (t) - the data rate in which the SNR reported by
the user was mapped to. If frame losses can occur then the rate Ri in which
we send data to the user does not represent the actual bit-rate the user receives successfully. Therefore, in the Loss Model, Ri (t) at the numerator of
the priority value (Eq. 4.1) is replaced with an Effective Rate value, denoted
by Rie (t), which is the rate that the user is expected receive successfully (also
measured with bits/slot). The common way to calculate the effective rate is
by Rie (t) = Gi (t)Ri (t) where Gi (t) is the probability of successful transmission when sending data in rate Ri (t) given the SNR value he reported for that
time slot. Eq. 4.5 concludes the calculation of the priority value in the Loss
Model:
Gi (t)Ri (t)
Re (t)
=
.
(4.5)
Vi (t) = i
Ai (t)
Ai (t)
For example, if the actual rate that will be transmitted to the user is Ri (t) =
100 bits/slot and the probability that the user will receive it correctly is
Gi (t) = 0.8, then the effective rate is Rie (t) = 80 bits/slot. More about
the calculation of error probability and the effective rate for PFS in the Loss
Model can be found in [4].
Frame Loss Handling: The second issue that has to be addressed is
how to handle cases of lost frames, that is, how to handle a frame waiting
to be retransmitted after its previous transmission failed (the user replied with
NACK). There are two approaches to address it:
• Fast Retransmission (PFS-FR) - The frame will be immediately retransmitted to the user in the next time slot whether he obtains the
highest priority value or not.
• Slow Retransmission (PFS-SR) - The frame will be retransmitted only
in the earliest time slot the user obtains the highest priority value.
Unless stated otherwise, throughout the work we discuss PFS-SR. PFS-FR is
discussed separately in Section 4.6. Note that (for both PFS-SR and PFS-FR)
the throughput average (Ai ) of a user is the Admitted Average as defined in
4.2.1 since it represents the average of the actual data he received also in the
Loss Model. Formally, Eq. 4.2 (or 4.3) is used as is, and 1rcv
i (t) = 1 only
if the user received the frame on time t, that is, his feedback for the frame
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is ACK. As mentioned in Section 4.2, we refer to this throughput average
method as Admitted Average. Note that in order to prevent an abuse of the
system, the system limits the number of possible retransmissions to a fixed
value - Lmax . If the limit is reached then the throughput average is updated
as if he received the frame successfully even if his reported NACK.

4.2.3 Constant Rate Assumption (CRA)
The Constant Rate Assumption (CRA) is a special case where each user experiences a constant channel condition ∀i,t. Ri (t + 1) = Ri (t) (simply denoted
by Ri under CRA). Note that it is still possible that Ri ̸= Rj for different
users i and j. In our work, CRA is used to prove claims that a scheduler is
vulnerable or unfair2 . We do so since analyzing the behavior of PFS under
CRA allows clearer understanding of PFS by preserving the influence of the
changing throughput average of the users on their priority values and hence
on the scheduling decisions. Note that in order to prove such negative claims,
it is enough to prove them in a limited family of scenarios such as CRA. We
also give an intuitive explanation (backed up by numerical results) why these
claims hold also when the rates are not constant. In addition, it is important
to note that CRA is not used in the proofs of positive claims for the immunity
and fairness of a scheduler, that is, the immunity and fairness of the schedulers we recommend are proved without any limiting assumption. Note that
since we focus on the behavior of PFS under the steady state, throughout the
work we simplify the analysis by assuming that all users arrive at the same
time (t=0), no users are arriving or leaving the system and that each user has
an infinite backlog of data.

4.3

Retransmission Attacks And Their Analysis

In this section we show that PFS-SR is vulnerable to a malicious Retransmission Attack which causes loss of time share to the regular users in the system.
In Section 4.6 we will show that PFS-FR is vulnerable to such attacks as well.
As far as we know, this work is the first to raise this vulnerability of PFS with
retransmissions. First we describe the attack and give an intuitive explanation
why in PFS-SR it allows a malicious user to gain more time share (on the
expense of others) than he should. Then in theorems 21 and 22 we show the
2 CRA

is also used in [9] to analyze a malicious attack on PFS.
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impact of a malicious attack under CRA. Lastly, we give numerical results of
the time share created by such an attack in a system where the channel conditions of the users change over time (not under CRA) which shows that the
vulnerability to retransmission attacks is not limited to CRA.
PFS-SR is vulnerable to a Retransmission Attack in which a malicious
user reports NACK even when he receives the frame correctly. To carry the
attack the malicious user does not have to persistently report NACK, just
report NACKs more frequently than what the system expects. This kind of
behavior results in an increased time share for the malicious user(s) on the
expense of the regular users served by the scheduler. The vulnerability of
the scheduler to such attacks is explained in the following way: In the Loss
Model, if Ui reported NACK, then 1rcv
i (t) = 0 and his average decreases
Ai (t)
Ai (t+1)
. That is, the fact that the
exactly as for the other users ∀j̸=i. Aj (t+1) = A
j (t)
scheduler has put efforts in transmitting data to Ui at time t does not count
against him in future time slots (unlike the Lossless Model where if a frame
transmitted to a user it means he received it). A malicious user can abuse
this insensitivity property of the Admitted Average and report NACK in every
opportunity he has3 . As explained earlier, if NACK was reported for time
t then the proportion between the throughput averages of all users stay the
same. Moreover, the following lemma shows that under CRA the proportion
between the priority values of the users stay the same.
Lemma 1 For PFS-SR under CRA, if Ri (t) = Ri (t + 1), Rj (t) = Rj (t + 1)
Vi (t0 )
Vi (t0 +1)
rcv
and 1rcv
i (t0 ) = 1j (t0 ) = 0 then Vj (t0 +1) = Vj (t0 ) .
$t−1 rcv
Proof: Let Ti (t) =
s=1 1i (s) be the number of frames Ui rercv
ceived during time slots [1, t − 1]. Since 1rcv
i (t0 ) = 1j (t0 ) = 0 then
Ti(j) (t0 +1) = Ti(j) (t0 ). Therefore, According to Lemma 4 (at the Appendix)
+1
+1
)/(Gj Ttj0(t
) = (Gi Tit(t0 0 ) )/(Gj Tjt(t0 0 ) ) =
Vi (t0 + 1)/Vj (t0 + 1) = (Gi Tti0(t
0)
0)
Vi (t0 )/Vj (t0 ).
Corollary 18 If Ui obtained the highest priority value at time t and reported
NACK, then he will obtain the highest priority value at time t + 1 as well
Lemma 1. Hence, a malicious user reporting NACK over and over again will
win consecutive time slots and when he finally reports ACK his throughput
average is updated with the size of the frame regardless of how many times it
was transmitted.
3 As

long as the retransmissions limit (Lmax ) is not reached.
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In the following analysis we investigate PFS-SR (under CRA) in order to
understand and quantify the damage a retransmission attack causes for other
users in the system. While Corollary 20 concludes that in the long run in the
absence of malicious users all users should get equal time share, Theorem
21 shows that a malicious user can get a larger time share than a regular
user. Theorem 22 shows how the time share of a regular user shrinks as a
function of the number of malicious users and their behavior. In order to reach
these results, we analyze the scheduling decisions of PFS-SR under CRA in
the long run. In order to do so, we start with Theorem 19 which shows a
strong property of PFS-SR under CRA. It shows the priority values of all users
(malicious or not) converge to the same value under the steady state. Note that
the numerical results show that this property also holds in the general model
(not only under CRA). Note that for the sake of the reading flow, some of the
lemmas supporting the theorems of this section are located at the appendix.
Theorem 19 For PFS-SR with Admitted Average under CRA, for every two
1
≤ VVji (t)
users Ui , Uj and ϵ > 0 there is a time slot t′ such that ∀t>t′ . 1+ϵ
(t) ≤
1 + ϵ. Hence, under the steady state, the priority values of all users converge
to the same value.
1
1
′
Proof: Let us choose t′ such that4 if 1rcv
i (t ) = 1, Ti (t′ ) ≤ ϵ, Tj (t′ ) ≤ ϵ and
Vj (t′ + 1) > Vi (t′ + 1). We prove the claim by induction. First we prove the
′
′
′
claim for t = t′ + 1. Since 1rcv
i (t ) = 1 and Vj (t + 1) ≥ Vi (t + 1) then
Vj (t′ +1)
1
1
according to Lemma 6, 1 ≤ Vi (t′ +1) ≤ 1 + Tj (t′ ) . Since Ti (t′ ) ≤ ϵ then
V (t′ +1)

1 ≤ Vji (t′ +1) ≤ 1 + ϵ and the claim holds. Now we assume the claim holds
for t = t0 − 1 > t and prove by induction the claim for t = t0 . There are five
rcv
rcv
possible cases: 1. 1rcv
i (t0 − 1) = 1j (t0 − 1) = 0; 2. 1i (t0 − 1) = 1 and
rcv
Vj (t0 ) ≥ Vi (t0 ); 3. 1i (t0 −1) = 1 and Vj (t0 ) < Vi (t0 ); 4. 1rcv
j (t0 −1) = 1
and Vi (t0 ) ≥ Vj (t0 ); 5. 1rcv
(t
−1)
=
1
and
V
(t
)
<
V
(t
).
We exclude the
0
i
0
j
0
j
proofs for cases 4 and 5 as they are symmetric to cases 3 and 4 respectively.
Vi (t0 )
rcv
If 1rcv
i (t0 − 1) = 1j (t0 − 1) = 0 then according to Lemma 1 Vj (t0 ) =
Vi (t0 +1)
Vj (t0 +1)

and the claim holds by the induction assumption. If 1rcv
i (t0 −1) = 1
and Vj (t0 ) ≥ Vi (t0 ) then the claim is proved in the same way we proved
for t = t′ + 1 (Lemma 6). If 1rcv
i (t0 − 1) = 1 but Vj (t0 ) < Vi (t0 ) then
according to Lemma 5 Vi (t0 ) < Vi (t0 −1) and Vj (t0 ) > Vj (t0 −1), therefore
4 Such t′ must exists, otherwise it can be proved that ∃*
t. ∀t > *
t. : Vi (t) > Vj (t) which is
impossible since no user can be starved forever.
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Vi (t0 −1)
Vi (t0 )
Vj (t0 ) < Vj (t0 −1) . According to the induction assumption for t = t0 − 1 that
Vi (t0 −1)
Vi (t0 )
Vj (t0 −1) ≤ 1 + ϵ we get that Vj (t0 ) ≤ 1 + ϵ. Lastly, since Vj (t0 ) < Vi (t0 )
0)
then 1 ≤ VVji (t
(t0 ) therefore the claim holds and we conclude that in all cases

the claim holds for t0 .
Corollary 20 Observe that for regular users qi (t) = Gi pi (t) where pi (t) =
Ti (t)
is the time share of Ui during time slots [0, t − 1] (that is, the probability
t
for a time slot to be assigned to Ui so far), therefore, since according to
i
converges to the same value in the long run,
Lemma 7 the proportion qG
i (t)
then also therefore the time share pi (t) of all users converges to the same
value, that is, the scheduler enforces time share fairness among regular users
under CRA5 .
Theorem 21 Let Ur be a regular user and Um be a malicious one with
Grep
m < Gm where Gm is the probability for a successful transmission (to
the malicious user) as predicted by the scheduler and Grep
m is the probability
for the malicious user to reply on a transmission with ACK in reality. Then
m
pm (t) and αm pr (t) – where αm = GGrep
> 1 – converge to the same value,
m
that is in the long run Um has larger time share.

Proof: According to Lemma 7

Gm
qm (t)

converges to the same value as

Gr
qr (t) .

m (t)
Since Ur is a regular user then qr (t) = Gr pr (t) we get that qG
converges to
m
1
rep
m
the same value as pr (t) . Since qm (t) = Gm pm (t) we get pm (t) = GGrep
pr (t)
m

Theorem 22 Let pr be the time share of a regular user in the long run in a
system with N users where M of them are malicious. Then
pr = 1/(N +

M
%

(αi − 1)).

(4.6)

i=1

Proof: As proved in Corollary 20 the time share of all regular users is converging to the same value6 , so we simply denote it by pr . Then, according to Lemma 21, the time share of a malicious user Um ∈ {Um }M
m=1 is
5 The result of time share fairness was observed in [9] for regular users in PFS under CRA but
in a model assuming no frame loss.
6 Note that Corollary 20 also holds in the presence of malicious users.
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p
to exactly one user then
m = αm pr . Since every time slot is
$
$assigned
N
M
p
=
1,
hence
(N
−
M
)p
+
α
p
i
r
m
r = 1 and we conclude
i=1
m=1
the above theorem.

For example, in a system with N = 50, if M = 20 of them are malicious
users with αm = 3.5, then the time share of a regular user drops from 1/N =
1/50 to 1/100, that is the malicious users cause a 50% loss of time share
for all the regular users in the system. Observe that there are two factors that
increase the damage of the attack. The first is the number of malicious users
in the system (M ) which is a factor of the resources (network subscriptions,
physical devices etc.) available to the attacker. The second is the αm ratio.
Note that the maximal αm value derives directly from the system parameters,
hence the system administrator can predict (and reduce) the vulnerability of
his system. The minimal Grep
m value a malicious user can obtain is when he
replies with NACK as much as he can for every frame that is sent to him.
Since the session length is limited to Lmax , the minimal value of Grep
m is
1/Lmax , hence according to our analysis the system is more vulnerable as
either Lmax or the share of the malicious users in the system increases.
Corollary 23 In PFS-SR under CRA with N users where M of them are malicious and all malicious users report the same channel rate Rm with corresponding predicted transmission success Gm and always report NACK until
they reach the Lmax limit, then
p2r /pr = 1 + (M/N )(Gm Lmax − 1),

(4.7)

where p2r is the time share a regular gets if there were no malicious users in
the system, and pr is what he gets in the presence of the M malicious users.

Proof: According to the behavior of the malicious users Grep
m = 1/Lmax ,
hence αm = Lmax Gm for every malicious user. Then, according to Theorem
22 we get that pr = 1/(N + M (Lmax Gm − 1)). In a system with N users
where non of them is malicious the time share of every user is p2r = 1/N as
(derives from Theorem 22 where M = 0), hence we get Eq. 4.7.

Figure 4.1 depicts simulations results in a system where all users experience variable channel condition (according to the commonly used Rayleigh
fading model). The malicious users reported NACK over and over again until
reached the Lmax limit. Note that the value of Gm (t) is constant only under CRA and not in the realistic model in which these tests have been done.
Therefore, in the comparison between the tests and our analytical results we
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Retransmission attack impact
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Figure 4.1: Results of time share loss under the steady state for a regular
user. These results were derived from simulations of PFS-SR with 50 users
experiencing random channel conditions according to the Rayleigh fading
model.

concentrate on the trends and not on the exact loss values. We can see that as
in Eq. 4.7, the time share loss of a user increases with Lmax and the fraction
of malicious users in the system increases, and see that the time share loss is
already very high in a modest presence of malicious users in the system. For
example, when Lmax = 10 and 10% of the users are malicious, every regular
user loses 40% of his time share. The results in Figure 4.1 are of simulations
of systems with 50 users, but additional tests showed that the time share loss
was identical in systems with different number of users as long as the fraction
of malicious users and the value of Lmax are similar. This result fits Eq. 4.7
which shows that the damage to the system does not depend on the number
of the users in the system, but on the fraction of the malicious users in the
system - M/N . These analytical and simulations results emphasize the need
in a better variation of PFS for the Loss Model that will be immune to such
attacks, which is the subject of the rest of this work.
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First Solution - Transmissions Average

The problem in Section 4.3 was created because the user ”pays” according to
the amount of resources the system expects him to use, and not according to
what he actually uses in reality. Therefore, the motivation behind this solution
is to ”charge” all the users with the efforts the system invests in them instead
of charging them with what they admit they got. This way, the ACK/NACK
feedbacks of the users cannot influence the scheduling decisions (through the
average throughput). In this solution, after every time slot in which the system
transmitted Ri (t) to the user, Ai (t) is updated with Ri (t) regardless of his
feedback for this transmission (ACK/NACK). Formally, Eq. 4.2 is replaced
with
Ai (t + 1) =

1
t−1
Ai (t) + Ri (t)1snd
(t),
i
t
t

(4.8)

snd
where 1snd
(t) = 1 ⇐⇒ Vi (t) = max{Vj (t)}N
(t) = 1 if the
i
j=1 , that is 1i
scheduler sent Ui a frame at time slot t regardless of the ACK/NACK feedback (otherwise 1snd
(t) = 0). We refer to this averaging method as Transi
missions Average since it measures the average of the transmissions instead
of what the user received. The following theorem, which holds for users with
general channel conditions and not only under CRA, shows that using transmissions average solves the vulnerability to retransmission attacks:

Theorem 24 When using PFS-SR with transmissions average, a malicious
user cannot affect scheduling decisions by performing a retransmission attack. Therefore, this attack cannot harm other users in the system.

Proof: The priority value Vi (t) depends only on Rie (t) and Ai (t) (4.5). Obviously, Rie (t) depends only on the SNR reported by the user (and not on his
ACK/NACK feedback). In addition, since Transmissions Average is used –
the value of Ai (t) is also independent of the NACK/ACK feedbacks of the
Ui . Hence performing a retransmission attack cannot influence any of the
scheduling decisions.
Using transmissions average makes the user pay per transmission and not
per unique frame they receive but it may seem that since all regular users
will now have to multiply the ”price” they ”pay” per bit they receive, then
this modified scheduler preserve the proportional fairness among them, while
malicious users have to pay more per bit than regular users under this scheduler. It can be proved that this reasoning is true as long as all regular users
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require the same number of transmissions per frame ∀i,j,t. Gi (t) = Gj (t).
But when one user is expected to require more transmissions per frame than
the others, it means that he pays for every bit he receives more than others and
this results in a distorted fairness as shown in Theorem 26. In order to prove
that, we first prove that the priority values of PFS-SR with transmissions average also converge to the same value in the long run.
Theorem 25 Theorem 19 holds also for PFS-SR with transmissions average
under CRA.

Proof: Observe that PFS-SR with transmissions average is identical to PFSSR with Admitted Average when Lmax = 1. Since the proof of Theorem
19 holds for any Lmax value, it holds also when Lmax = 1, hence also for
PFS-SR with transmissions average.
Theorem 26 Even in the presence of only regular users, PFS-SR with transmissions average can distort the fairness severely in a way that its scheduling
decisions do not comply with Proportional Fairness or any other notion of
fairness.

Proof: We prove the claim by showing an example for such fairness distortion. We show that PFS-SR with transmissions average can lead to a situation
where in a system with two regular users, the one with the better channel
condition will get less time share and less throughput than the other, and this
is of course does not comply with any notion of fairness. Assume a system
with two regular users U1 and U2 where U1 has a better channel condition
than U2 . For the sake of notational simplicity we refer to Ai and pi as the
Transmissions Average and the time share (respectively) of Ui in the long
run. That is, R1e = R1 G1 > R2e = R2 G2 . In addition we assume G2 > G1 .
It is possible as long as R1 /R2 > G3
2 /G1 . Since G2 > G1 , then obviously
R1 /R2 > 1 and therefore R1 /R2 > R1 /R2 .3
We will now prove the claim
for G1 and G2 such that R1 /R2 > G2 /G1 > R1 /R2 . According to Theorem 25 the priority values of the users converge to the same values in the
1 G1
2 G2
long run, that is R1e /A1 = R2e /A2 , then RA
= RA
. Let Arcv
be the avi
1
2
erage of throughput Ui actually received in the long run. Then Arcv
= Gi Ai ,
i
R2 (G2 )2
R1 (G1 )2
R2 G2 2 rcv
rcv
and therefore Arcv = Arcv , and we get A2 = R1 ( G1 ) A1 . When
1
2
4
R1
G2
rcv
> Arcv
1 , hence U2 receives more throughput.
G1 >
R2 we get that A2
rcv
e
Lastly, since also Ai = pi Ri then p1 R1e < p2 R2e and since R1e > R2e we
get that p2 > p1 , that is, the time share of user U2 is larger than that of U1 .

4.5 Second Solution - Effective Average
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The reason that the transmissions average distorts the fairness is that it
i
converge to the same value for all the users (demakes the proportion pG
i (t)
rives from Theorem 25 and the definition of the effective rate Rie = Gi Ri ).
Then, a user with relatively (to others) high frame error rate (that is, his Gi
is low) requires more retransmissions per frame than the others, that is, he
will have to ”pay” more for every bit he actually receives unlike in the Admitted Average (where the ”payment” per bit is equal among all users). In order
to solve this flaw, in the following section we suggest the Effective Average
where the proportion that converges is independent of Gi .

4.5

Second Solution - Effective Average

In this section we propose a different averaging method – Effective Average
– which is free of the flaw of the Transmissions Average and hence can be
proved to maintain Proportional Fairness in addition to being invulnerable
to retransmission attacks. In this solution the throughput average Ai (t) is the
expected throughput Ui should have gotten so far, given the efforts the system
has put into him. Formally, Eq. 4.2 is replaced with
Ai (t + 1) =

t−1
1
Ai (t) + Rie (t)1snd
(t),
i
t
t

(4.9)

where 1snd
(t) is as defined in Section 4.4 and Rie (t) in Section 4.2.2.
i
Remark 8 PFS-SR with Effective Average is invulnerable to retransmission
attacks. The proof of Theorem 24 holds for PFS-SR with Effective Average.
While maintaining the resilience to retransmission attacks as PFS-SR with
transmissions average, the Effective Average also truly relates to the throughput the user actually received as proved in the following theorem:
Theorem 27 When Effective Average is used, the value of Ai (t) is the expected throughput of Ui until time t, given the values of 1i (s) for s ∈ [1, t−1].
$
snd
Proof: In Effective Average, Ai (t) = t−1
(s)Rie (s) (drives from Eq.
s=1 1i
snd
4.9). If given that 1i (s) = 1 then, by definition, Rie (t) = Gi (t)Ri (t) is
the expected throughput Ui receives in that time slot. Otherwise, if given that
(s) = 0 then the throughput at time s is 0. Hence the claim is proved.
1snd
i
In the following Lemma we show a reduction of PFS-SR to the original
PFS that was originally defined in the Lossless Model, then in Theorem 28 we
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use it together with Theorem 27 to prove that PFS-SR with Effective Average
maintains the Proportional Fairness criterion as appears at the end of Section
4.2.1, that is, maximizing the utility function in Eq. 4.4.
Lemma 2 Let system A be a system serving N users {Ui }N
i=1 with PFS-SR
using Effective Average in the Loss Model, with the set of all possible effective rates {rke }K
k=1 .
2i }N with
We will construct a system B such that it serves N users {U
i=1
the original PFS in the Lossless Model (As described in Section 4.2) with the
set of all possible rates {2
rk }K
2k = rke . The initial throughput
k=1 such that r
2
2i (t) = r2k
averages is ∀i. Ai (1) = Ai (1). In addition, ∀i. Rie (t) = rke ⇐⇒ R
2i (t); 2. Vi (t) =
at time t. Then the following claims holds: 1. ∀i,t. Ai (t) = A
N
N
2
2
max{Vj (t)}j=1 ⇐⇒ Vi (t) = max{Vj (t)}j=1 where Vi and V2i are the
2i respectively.
priority values of users Ui and U

Proof: We prove by induction the two claims. For t = 1 it is given that
2i (1) hence claim 1 holds. Since that ∀i. Re (t) = re ⇐⇒ R
2i (t) =
Ai (1) = A
i
k
2
2
r2k and Ai (1) = Ai (1) then ∀i. Vi (1) = Vi (1) hence claim 2 also holds. Now
assume that claims 1 and 2 hold for t = t0 and we prove them for t0 + 1.
Ai (t0 ) + t10 1snd
(t0 )Rie (t)
Let i be some user index, then Ai (t0 + 1) = t0t−1
i
0
t
−1
1
2i (t0 + 1) = 0 A
2i (t0 ) + 1rcv (t0 )R
2i (t). It is given that ∀i. Re (t) =
and A
t0

t0 i

i

2i (t) = r2k . In addition, according to claim 2 of the induction asrke ⇐⇒ R
2
sumption 1snd
(t0 ) = 1rcv
i
i (t0 ). Lastly according to claim 1 Ai (t0 ) = Ai (t0 )
2
hence Ai (t0 + 1) = Ai (t0 + 1) and claim 1 holds for t0 + 1 as well. Lastly,
2i (t) =
since claim 1 holds for every i in t0 + 1 and ∀i,t. Rie (t) = rke ⇐⇒ R
2
r2k , then ∀i. Vi (t0 + 1) = Vi (t0 + 1), therefore claim 2 holds as well.

Theorem 28 PFS-SR with Effective Average maintains Proportional Fairness. That is, maximizing the utility function (Eq. 4.4).

Proof: According to Lemma 2, for every system A using PFS-SR with effective throughput, there is an original PFS scheduler in the Lossless Model
in a parallel system B that takes parallel scheduling decisions and maintains
the same Ai values for the users. The original PFS algorithm in the Lossless
Model was proved to maximize the utility function in 4.4 (see [11]), hence
PFS-SR with Effective Average maximizes these utility function as well, the
only difference is the meaning of Ai in the different schedulers. While in
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scheduler B Ai (t) represents the bit rate the user admitted to receive until time
slot t, in scheduler A, Ai (t) represents the average throughput the scheduler
expects the user to receive considering the efforts invested in him, that is, the
expected bit rate of the user. Therefore, if the effective rate predicted by the
scheduler is correct, then the value of Ai in the long run represents the real
throughput average of a user in the long run, and the sum of effective rates
maximizes the utility function in Eq. 4.4.
Note that this proof holds for a general channel rate conditions of the
users. Hence PFS-SR with Effective Average is proved to be resilient to
retransmission attacks while maintaining the original proportional fairness. Hence this is a safe and fair way to implement PFS in a frame loss
environment.

4.6

PFS with Fast Retransmissions Scheduler
(PFS-FR)

In PFS with Fast Retransmissions (PFS-FR), if a user replies with a NACK for
a frame, then it will be immediately retransmitted to him in the next time slot
whether he has the highest priority value or not. PFS-FR persists on a retransmission even if it predicts it will fail in high probability (since the receiver experiences a sudden drop in his channel condition). Therefore, PFS-SR offers
better efficiency and fairness since it utilizes the channel fluctuations better
than PFS-FR. However, PFS-FR offers better latency7 and simpler implementation than PFS-SR and might be preferred over PFS-SR for some systems.
Note that the efficiency differences between them diminish as the retransmissions limit Lmax is smaller.
The rest of this section is arranged as follows: In the first subsection we
show that PFS-FR with Admitted Average (the original averaging method)
is vulnerable to retransmission attacks as PFS-SR with Admitted Average is.
Then we disqualify the use of PFS-FR with Transmissions Average for the
same reason we did with PFS-SR - it distorts the fairness severely. Then we
show that in contrary to PFS-SR, PFS-FR with Effective Average is vulnerable. We show it creates a new vulnerability that can be abused by both selfish
users who seek only their own benefit (on the expense of others) and malicious users who try to maximize the time share loss of other users. Finally,
7 The time passed since the first transmission of a frame to when it is received successfully is
minimal.
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we propose a third averaging method called Initial Effective Average which
makes PFS-FR immune to such an abuse. In addition, when the channel condition of the users can be assumed to be constant during retransmissions,
PFS-FR with Initial Effective Average take similar scheduling decisions as
PFS-FR with Admitted Average. This assumption can be made in a system
where the transmission limit Lmax is small and/or the channel rate of the
users does not change significantly in the short term. Note that this is usually
the case in systems where PFS-FR is preferred (over PFS-SR).

4.6.1 Vulnerability of PFS-FR to Retransmission Attacks
In Corollary 30 we use CRA to show that PFS-FR with Admitted Average is
vulnerable to retransmission attacks. We use the following theorem to infer
the vulnerability of PFS-FR directly from the vulnerability of PFS-SR (that
was already proved in Section 4.3):
Theorem 29 Under CRA, both PFS-SR and PFS-FR take the same scheduling decisions when Admitted Average is used.

Proof: By definition, the only difference between PFS-SR and PFS-FR (when
both use the same average method) is the handling of NACK reports. In Corollary 18 it is shown that for PFS-SR under CRA, when a user reports NACK
he is immediately assigned for transmission in the next time slot. Hence both
PFS-SR and PFS-FR perform the same scheduling decisions under CRA.
Corollary 30 Under CRA, PFS-FR with Admitted Average is vulnerable to
retransmission attacks.

Proof: Immediate from Theorem 21 and Theorem 29.

4.6.2 PFS-FR with Transmissions Average
As for PFS-SR, using PFS-FR with Transmissions Average can prevent malicious users from damaging the system by performing a retransmission attack.
However, for PFS-SR it was proved in Theorem 26 that using Transmissions
Average can lead to a severely distorted fairness, and this is also true for PFSFR as stated in the following corollary:
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Corollary 31 Theorem 26 also holds for PFS-FR. As for PFS-SR with Transmissions Average - it can be proved that also for PFS-FR with Transmissions
Average the priority values of the users converge to the same value. Therefore, the analysis of the example given in the proof for Theorem 26 also holds
for PFS-FR with Transmissions Average.

4.6.3

PFS-FR with Effective Average

Corollary 31 concludes that using Transmissions Average distorts the fairness
of PFS-FR as it does for PFS-SR. Now we investigate whether using Effective
Average (as defined in Eq. 4.9) will be good solution for PFS-FR as it is for
PFS-SR (Section 4.5) and conclude that while using PFS-FR with Effective
Average makes it immune to retransmission attacks, it exposes the scheduler
to a different more dangerous kind of attacks.
Generally, the goal of a malicious user is to maximize the loss to other
users in the system, regardless of the impact of his behavior on his own
throughput. By performing a retransmissions attack, the malicious user delays
the transmission of new frames to all users, including himself. Therefore, it
can be proved that while gaining more time share, his throughput decreases.
Therefore, while vulnerable to malicious users, PFS-FR (and PFS-SR) with
Admitted Average is invulnerable to selfish users aiming at maximizing their
throughput. Now we show that while PFS-FR with Effective Average is immune to malicious retransmission attack (for the same reasons as PFS-SR), it
creates a new vulnerability in the scheduler. This vulnerability can be used by
both malicious and selfish users to increase their time share and throughput
on the expense of others. In PFS-SR with Effective Average, low effective rate
can cause a user not to win a time slot8 . In PFS-FR, if a user has a pending
retransmission then he is assigned for transmission regardless of his effective
rate. That is, a selfish user in PFS-FR with Effective Average, can pay less for
the retransmissions he receives by reporting a fake9 low SNR that is mapped
to a low effective rate, pay a low price for his retransmissions and hence get
larger time share and throughput.
This vulnerability is demonstrated in the following toy example: Assume
PFS-FR with Effective Average in a system with only two users - a regular
8 Reporting fake high SNR might allow a user to win a few slots, but since it increases his
throughput average it will not benefit him in the long run. Such an attack was already proved to
be ineffective in [9].
9 The idea of users reporting fake channel rate to exploit the properties of channel aware
scheduler was already introduced in [6] and [9].
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user Ur and a selfish user Us such that in reality both users experience a
constant SNR value which is mapped to a rate of 3X bits/slot and a corresponding effective rate of X bits/slot. That is, the expected number of
transmission per frame is 3 for both users but in order to keep the example
simple also assume it always takes exactly 3 times. Assume they both joined
the system at the same time, their throughput average value was initialized to
the same value and that whenever they have an identical priority values the
scheduler chooses to transmit to Ur . Ur is a regular user who always reports
his real SNR, therefore ∀t. Rre (t) = X. The selfish user reports his real SNR
value (which is mapped to Rre (t) = X) only if at time slot t when he does
not have a pending retransmission. At time slot t′ where he has a pending
retransmission, he reports a fake low SNR which is mapped to Rre (t′ ) = X4 .
Lemma 3 If at t = t0 there is no pending retransmission in the system and
Ar (t0 ) = As (t0 ) then: 1. In [t0 , t0 + 8] Ur receives one frame successfully
while Uj receives two; 2. In t = t0 + 9 there is no pending retransmission in
the system and Ar (t0 + 9) = As (t0 + 9).

Proof: Since Ar (t0 ) = As (t0 ) = a and Rr (t0 ) = Rs (t0 ) = X then
Vr (t0 ) = Vs (t0 ) hence as assumed earlier, Ur is assigned with time slot
t0 . Since it takes 3 transmissions until Ur receives his frame successfully,
PFS-FR retransmits his frame also in t0 + 1 and t0 + 2. At time t0 + 3,
according to the definition of Effective Average (Eq. 4.9) their throughput
t0 −1
3
is as follows: Ar (t0 + 3) = tt00 −1
+2 a + t0 +2 X, As (t0 + 3) = t0 +2 a - that
is, Ar (t0 + 3) > As (t0 + 3) and since Rr (t0 + 3) = Rs (t0 + 3) = X
(Us has no pending retransmission), then Vs (t0 + 3) > Vr (t0 + 3) and Us
is assigned with t0 + 3. Since it takes 3 retransmissions for Us to receive
the frame he is assigned with t0 + 4 and t0 + 5 as well. As described, the
selfish user has different effective rate values when he has pending retransmission. That is, Rse (t0 + 3) = X, Rse (t0 + 4) = X4 , Rse (t0 + 5) = X4 .
1
2
X
Therefore As (t0 + 6) = tt00 −1
+5 a + t0 +5 X + t0 +5 ( 4 ) which is smaller than
3
Ar (t0 + 5) = tt00 −1
+5 a + t0 +5 X. Therefore, as for time slot t0 + 3, since
Us still has smaller average in t = t0 + 6, he is assigned for transmission in [t0 + 6, t0 + 8] where he receives another frame successfully. Lastly,
t0 −1
1
2
X
1
2
X
As (t0 + 9) = tt00 −1
+8 a + t0 +8 X + t0 +8 ( 4 ) + t0 +8 X + t0 +8 ( 4 ) = t0 +8 a +
3
Lemma 3 shows the selfish
t0 +8 X = Ar (t0 + 9).
user receives a double time share and throughput than what the regular user
gets. That is, the time share of the regular user is 13 instead of 21 in the case
where the selfish user was reporting his real channel condition (can be proved
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in a similar way). A malicious user can create even larger loss by faking low
SNR value during retransmissions. Unlike the selfish user, he keeps reporting
NACK even when the frame sent to him was received successfully. Hence
while Effective Average is good for PFS-SR, it leaves PFS-FR vulnerable by
allowing also selfish users to harm the system.

4.6.4

PFS-FR with Initial Effective Average

The problem in combining PFS-FR with effective rate is that the payment
for a frame is based also on the effective rates the user reported during his
retransmissions. That is, time slots that he wins regardless of what he report.
Therefore, there is no incentive for the user to report his real rate. In the
following equation we suggest an averaging method called Initial Effective
Average which avoids this problem:
Ai (t + 1) =

1
t−1
Ai (t) + Rie (F (t))1snd
(t),
i
t
t

(4.10)

where F (t) is the time slot in which the frame (sent at time t) was sent for
the first time. That is, in this average method, when the system transmits a
frame to a user for the first time at time t - it updates his average with Rie (t).
If the system is required to retransmit the frame at time t′ > t then the average of the user will be updated again with Rie (t) (and not with Rie (t′ ) as
in the Effective Average). This method prevents malicious and selfish users
from benefiting a ”reduce payment” by making fake reports during the retransmissions of their frames. The problem with this solution is that it can
cause the system to ”overcharge” regular users who always experience bad
channel rate during retransmissions, and hence their Ai (t) value might not
represent the expected throughput average they actually receive. As explained
at the beginning of this section, PFS-FR is typically used in a system where
the transmission limit Lmax is small and/or the channel rate of the users does
not change significantly in the short term. Then the Ai (t) value calculated
by PFS-FR with Average by Initial Transmission – equals the one calculated
by PFS-FR with Effective Average. According to Theorem 27, this average
represents the expected throughput of the user, just like the average in PFSFR with the original averaging method (Admitted Average). Hence, it can be
proved10 that users under PFS-FR with Initial Effective Average are expected
to get the same time share and the same throughput as he would have gotten
10 For

lack of space the formal proof is not provided here. It can be found in [13].
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under PFS-FR with Admitted Average. Therefore, we conclude that PFS-FR
with Initial Effective Average is a fair, immune variation of the PFS-FR in
systems where fast retransmissions are preferred.

4.7

Summary

We showed that in practical networks where frame loss are considered
standard Proportional Fairness is vulnerable to malicious attacks. We aimed
at devising a policy that is immune to such attacks while maintaining fairness.
We proposed and analyzed a number of approaches whose derived properties
are summarized in the following table:
PFS-FR
Fair

Immune

Fair

Immune

Standard PFS (Admitted Avg.)

✔
✘
✔
✔

✘
✔
✘
✔

✔
✘
✔

✘
✔
✔

Transmission Avg.
Effective Avg.
Initial Effective Avg.

4.8

PFS-SR

Average Method

Appendix

Lemma 4 For PFS-SR with Admitted Average under CRA, Vi (t) is independent of the value of Ri and is given by Vi (t) = Gi Tit(t) where Ti (t) =
$t−1 rcv
s=1 1i (s) is the number of frames Ui received during time slots [1, t − 1].

Proof: The rate of Ui is Ri hence his throughput average is Ai (t) =
i Ri
Since Vi (t) = G
Ai (t) (Eq. 4.5) we get the claimed result.

Ti (t)
t Ri .

Lemma 5 For PFS-SR with Admitted Average under CRA, If Ui successfully
received a frame on time slot t (1rcv
i (t) = 1) then his priority value cannot
increase in the next time slot (Vi (t) ≥ Vi (t + 1)). Otherwise (1rcv
i (t) = 0)
Vi (t) < Vi (t + 1).

Proof: From Lemma 4 we get that Vi (t) = Gi Tit(t) . If 1rcv
i (t) = 1 then
t+1
Ti (t + 1) = Ti (t) + 1, therefore Vi (t + 1) = Gi Ti (t)+1 . Since ∀t. t ≥ Ti (t)
then Vi (t) ≥ Vi (t + 1). If 1rcv
i (t) = 0 then Ti (t + 1) = Ti (t), therefore
Vi (t + 1) = Gi Tt+1
,
hence
V
i (t) < Vi (t + 1)
i (t)
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Lemma 6 Let Ui and Uj be two users in PFS-SR with Admitted Average
under CRA. If 1rcv
i (t0 ) = 1 and then in the next time slot Vj (t0 + 1) ≥
Vi (t0 + 1) – then the proportion between their priority values is limited as
V (t +1)
1
.
follows: 1 ≤ Vji (t00+1) ≤ 1 + Ti (t
0)

Proof: Since Ui received a frame successfully at time slot t0 , then Ti (t0 +1) =
Ti (t0 ) + 1 and hence Vi (t0 + 1) = Gi Tit(t0 +1
(Lemma 4). In addition, since
0 )+1
1
1
≥ Gj Tj (t
. Therefore
Vi (t0 ) ≥ Vj (t0 ) then according to Lemma 4 Gi Ti (t
0)
0)
t0 +1
+1
t0 +1
≥
Gi Ti (t0 ) ≥ Gj Tj (t0 ) . And since Tj (t0 ) = Tj (t0 + 1) we get that Gi Tti0(t
0)
t0 +1
Gj Tj (t0 +1) = Vj (t0 +1). Using the expression for Vi (t0 +1) together with the
inequality for Vj (t0 + 1) we get that

Vj (t0 +1)
Vi (t0 +1)

+1
≤ (Gi Tti0(t
)/(Gi Tit(t0 +1
)=
0)
0 )+1

1
1 + Ti (t
. Lastly, since Vj (t0 + 1) ≥ Vi (t0 + 1) then obviously 1 ≤
0)

Vj (t0 +1)
Vi (t0 +1) .

Lemma 7 Under the steady state of PFS-SR under CRA, the proportion Gi /qi (t) of all users converges to the same value where
$t−1
qi (t) = ( s=1 1rcv
i (s))/(t − 1) is the fraction of time slots [0, t − 1]
which were assigned to Ui and in which he reported to receive them
successfully.

Proof: The value of Ai (t) is updated with Ri after every time slot in which Ui
receives a frame successfully. Therefore, Ai (t) = qi (t)Ri . Since Rie = Gi Ri ,
we get that Vi (t) = Gi /qi (t). Then, under the steady state the proportion
Gi /qi (t) of every user converges to the same value (Theorem 19).
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Abstract — Modern networks include an increasing number of
middleboxes, required to perform complex tasks on different types of
data flows. Such tasks include VPN, IDS, firewalling and so on. A
packet may require different amounts of different hardware resources
(such as memory, CPU and bandwidth). The challenge we address in
this work is how to fairly schedule packets with different requirements
in a multi-resource system. A recent work was the first to address
this challenge and proposed a scheduler based on Dominant Resource
Fairness. In this work we show that the proposed solution can reward
inefficiency, that is, favor some flows over others in a way that increases
neither the efficiency of the system nor its fairness. Moreover, we show
that by colluding, selfish flows can increase their resource share at the
expense of other flows. We propose a scheduler that avoids inefficiency
rewarding and resilient to such collusions by taking into account past
contributions of flows.

5.1

Introduction

In current and future computer networks, middleboxes play and will continue
to play a crucial role [1]. Among the common tasks they are required to fulfill
are NAT, VPN, IDS, Proxy, network and application level firewalling, transparent caching, and so on. The market of smart mobile devices is growing
rapidly and so is the demand for Internet bandwidth and availability. This creates demands for new services, such as video streaming, that further expand
the traffic and functions for which middleboxes are responsible. According to
a forecast by ABI research, the middlebox market is set to exceed $10 billion
by 2016 [2].
Traditional packet scheduling research focuses on bandwidth allocation.
However, the complex and diverse functions middleboxes perform can cause
congestion not only in bandwidth, but also in different types of resources. For
example, Dreger et al. [3] show that CPU can become the bottleneck resource
in Bro IDS, while Argyraki et al. [4] found that memory can be the bottleneck in software routers. The possibility for congestion in different resources
complicates the scheduling problem in middleboxes. This becomes a greater
challenge as the number of different hardware resource types increases with
specialized hardware accelerations [5–7].
In a recent work [8], Ghodsi, Sekar, Zaharia, and Stoica recognized
the need in a multi-resource scheduler for packet processing. The authors
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propose a multiple resource scheduler called Dominant Resource Fair
Queueing (DRFQ). Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) is a fairness
approach in which the share each flow receives in its dominant resource
is balanced among the flows. They show that DRFQ retains two desired
properties that single-resource sharing algorithms ensure share guarantees
and strategy-proofness. Share guarantees means ensuring the amount of
resources each flow gets while strategy-proofness means that flows cannot
increase their resource share at the expense of others by artificially inflating
their resource consumption.
In this work we show that DRFQ may (unintentionally) reward inefficiency by favoring some flows over more efficient flows in a way that increases neither system efficiency nor any kind of fairness among flows. Moreover, we show that by colluding, selfish flows can increase their resource share
at the expense of other flows.
The source of these shortcomings is the fact that it is possible for some
flows to pay X units per service unit2 and occupy on the system Y resource
units per service unit, while others pay X ′ > X units per service unit although they require from the system only Y ′ < Y resource units per service
unit. This happens due to the use of an inaccurate prediction of the amount of
resources a packet will save the system.
In addition, we propose a scheduler called Saved Resources Proportional
Compensation DRFQ (PC-DRFQ), that avoids these shortcomings. Instead of
predicting how many resources a packet saves, it measures the resource units
saved in practice and distributes these saved resources such that the share
(from the saved resources) granted to a flow is proportional to the resources
it helped saving. We show that PC-DRFQ does not reward inefficiency and
is resilient to collusion. In addition, we show that it achieves lower variance
in resource share among flows than DRFQ achieves. That is, although both
follow the DRF principles, PC-DRFQ is fairer than DRFQ from the equalshare fairness perspective.

5.2

Model

In the multi-resource packet scheduling model, a system, such as a router or
IDS, serves a set of N flows, {Fi }N
i=1 . The system has two or more different
2 Service

units are defined later as utilized resource units.
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types of resources, such as memory, processor, and bandwidth, which every
processed packet uses sequentially.
The resource profile of a packet P1 is denoted by P1 :< x1 , x2 , ..., xR >,
where R is the number of resources in the system and xj ≥ 1 is the processing
time P1 requires in resource j, denoted rj . For convenience, we measure the
time as a discrete number of time units that may vary from one system to the
other. For example, consider packet P1 :< 2, 1 > in a system where r1 is the
processor and r2 is the outgoing bandwidth. Then P1 requires two time units
to be processed and one time unit to be transmitted. Every packet is processed
in all resources consecutively from r1 to rR . In addition, there are no buffers
between the resources. Therefore, a resource has to hold the packet until it
finishes processing it and the next resource becomes available3 . Therefore, a
packet cannot be processed in rk before the previous packet has started its
processing in rk+1 . This work focuses on the fairness different schedulers
enforce. Therefore, unless stated otherwise, assume that in this work all flows
joined the system at the same time and have infinite backlogs.
Throughout this work we use the following definitions:
• Resource unit – One time unit in one of the resources of the system.
(out of the total number of resource units available while the flow was
present in the system).
• Utilized Resource units – The resource units that were actually used
to process packets (we refer to the rest as wasted resource units).
• Utilized-Resources Share of flow F – The fraction of the utilized resource units used to process packets of flow F out of the total number
of resource units that were utilized during its present in the system.
• Dominant Resource – The resource in which a packet has the highest
processing requirement. Denoted by DR(P ) = max{xr }R
r=1 , where
P :< x1 , x2 , .., xR >.
$R
• Packet’s Resource Utilization – Denoted by U (P ) = r=1 xr .
• Packet’s Full Version – Denoted by P . P is a packet that requires
in each of the resources the same processing time as P requires in its
dominant resource. That is, P :< DR(P ), DR(P ), .., >.

3 Further

discussion of this constraint can be found in [8].

5.3 Challenges in Multi-resource Scheduling
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Figure 5.1: Time wasted between packets with different resource profiles. W
marks a wasted resource unit. ? symbols mark resource units that might be
used to serve previous and future packets.

Figure 5.1 depicts an example in which a system schedules a < 1, 1 >
packet at time t = 1 and then a < 5, 5 > packet. Consider that the < 1, 1 >
packet in Figure 5.1 belongs to F1 which stayed in the system from time 1 to
11. Assume that the resources marked with ? were wasted (unutilized). Then
in this period, there were 22 resource units available but only 12 of them were
utilized. Two of the 12 resource units were used to process F1 ’s packet. That
is, its utilized resources share is 2/12.

5.3

Challenges in Multi-resource Scheduling

In most resource allocation problems, the role of the scheduler is to balance
between the utilization of the system resources and the fairness among users.
In order to decide whether to schedule one flow or the other, the scheduler
needs not only to know the amount of data or service each flow received so
far but also the expected amount of system resources each of the possible
scheduling decisions will require. In our scheduling problem, the resources
spent on a packet are not only the resource units in which the packet is actually
processed but also the wasted resource units associated with its service. In r1
(resource 1), in the example illustrated in Figure 5.1, the first packet is served
during time t = 1 and the second packet from t = 2 to t = 6. Therefore, the
second packet cannot be processed in r2 before t = 7. However, r2 is already
free at time slot t = 3 after processing the first packet in t = 2. That is, from
t = 2 to t = 6, r2 is idle.
In general, the amount of time that a resource stays idle between the processing of two packets depends on the resource profiles of both. That is, we
cannot attribute the wasted resources to one of the packets alone.
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The DRFQ Solution

In [8] the authors reviewed and ruled out several approaches for multiresource scheduling. These include [9], a work by Egi et al. in which the
proposed scheduler bases its scheduling decisions on the resource profiles
of the packets in the bottleneck resource. This approach follows the same
logic as that behind the traditional packet schedulers, such as WFQ [10]
and GPS [11], which base their scheduling decisions on the bandwidth
requirement of packets.
After the authors of [8] showed that bottleneck scheduling is not strategyproof, they presented three DRF-based schedulers — Memoryless DRFQ,
Dovetailing DRFQ, and ∆-Bounded DRFQ — each fixing a flaw or limitation that exists in the one that preceded it. In the following text we describe
those three schedulers using terminology that differs from that of [8]. This
alternative terminology will allow us to more clearly explain the connection
between a scheduling algorithm and its results.
In our terminology, every packet has a price. For each flow, the scheduler
keeps track of its debt, which is the accumulation of the prices of the packets
from this flow that were scheduled so far. We denote by Ai (t) the debt of
Fi by time t (not including). At time t, the scheduler looks for the minimal
debt Ai∗ (t) = mini∈[1,N ] {Ai (t)} among the N flows and schedules its corresponding flow Fi∗ . When a new flow FN +1 joins the system, its debt is set
by AN +1 (t) = maxi∈[1,N ] {Ai (t)}. Following the scheduling decision, the
debt of Fi∗ is updated based on the price of the packet it was scheduled with
while the debts of the rest of the flows do not change. All the schedulers discussed in this work follow this scheduling algorithm outline. However, they
differ in the particular pricing function they use.

5.4.1

Memoryless DRFQ

In Memoryless DRFQ (ML-DRFQ), the price of a packet P is DR(P ). That
is, Ai∗ (t + 1) = Ai∗ (t) + DR(Pi∗ ,t ), where Pi∗ ,t is the packet that was at the
head of the queue of Fi∗ at time t. In [8] the authors showed that this pricing
method achieves DRF allocations. That is, the scheduler balances between
the shares granted to the different flows in their dominant resources.

5.4 The DRFQ Solution
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5.4.2 Dovetailing DRFQ
For ML-DRFQ the authors showed that it fails to handle packets with dovetailing resource profiles. For example, consider flows F1 :< 1, x >, < x, 1 >
and F2 :< x + 1, x + 1 >. This notation means that F1 consists of packets
with resource profiles < 1, x >, < x, 1 >, < 1, x >, < x, 1 >, ... and so on,
and that all the packets in F2 have the same resource profile: < x+1, x+1 >.
Figure 5.2 depicts an example of dovetailing packets from the flow F1 when
x = 3.
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Figure 5.2: An example for dovetailing packets. P1 (light gray) requires <
1, 3 > and P2 (dark gray) requires < 3, 1 >. The first and the second rows
correspond to the first and second resources respectively.
As opposed to the example given in Figure 5.1, no resource units are
wasted (no idle resources) between the two packets in Figure 5.2, that require
in total 2(x+1) resource units. That is, serving two packets from F1 is similar
to serving one packet from F2 . However, under ML-DRFQ, two packets from
F1 cost together almost twice as much as a packet from F2 (2x compared to
x + 1).
The authors then proposed (in [8]) a modification to the ML-DRFQ algorithm, called Dovetailing DRFQ, in which the debt of a flow is counted
for each resource separately. Let Ai,r (t) be the per-resource debt of Fi in resource r at time t. After a packet from Fi that requires < x1 , x2 , ..., xR > is
scheduled, the counters are updated as follows: ∀r ∈ [1, .., R].Ai,r (t + 1) =
Ai,r (t) + xr (the debts of the rest of the flows is unchanged). The debt of Fi
is given by Ai (t) = maxr {Ai,r (t)}. In the same way as for the ML-DRFQ,
the flow with the minimal value of Ai (t) is the next to be scheduled for transmission. Observe that under Dovetailing DRFQ, F1 :< 1, x >, < x, 1 > is
scheduled with two packets for every packet of F2 :< x + 1, x + 1 >.

5.4.3

∆-Bounded DRFQ

∆-Bounded DRFQ is a modified version of the dove-tailing DRFQ and the
final algorithm recommended by the authors. In Dove-Tailing DRFQ the dif-
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ference between the debt of a flow in one resource to that in another is unbounded. In ∆-Bounded DRFQ the difference is bounded by a predefined
value ∆, since in practice it is not desirable to allow infinite dove tailing. An
example for the negative effects of infinite dove-tailing can be found in [8].
In ∆-Bounded DRFQ, after a packet is scheduled for processing, the debts
of Fi∗ are first updated in the same manner as in Dove-Tailing DRFQ. Now
let AD
i,r (t) be the debt of Fi in resource r at time t after the first update (as in
Dove-Tailing DRFQ) and let r∗ = argmaxr {AD
i,r (t)} be the maximal debt
Fi∗ has in one of the resources. If (after updating the debts as in Dove-Tailing
DRFQ) there is a resource r0 in which Fi∗ has a debt lower than AD
i,r ∗ (t) − ∆
4
D
then this debt is increased to be equal Ai,r (t)−∆. This way the gap between
the maximal and the minimal debts of a flow are kept bounded by ∆.

5.5

Shortcomings of the Dovetailing Algorithms

The shortcomings discussed in this section are shared by both Dovetailing
DRFQ and ∆-Bounded DRFQ, since both of them support dovetailing using
per-resource debt counters. Therefore, in the following, the term Dovetailing
Algorithms refers to both of them.
Under both , consecutive packets of a flow that require < x, 1 > and
< 1, x > are attributed the joint cost of x + 1 rather than 2x (as in MLDRFQ). The reasoning behind this is that the packet that requires < x, 1 >
will fit the < 1, x > packet in a way that no resources are wasted between
them as illustrated in Figure 5.2. However, in reality, it is very likely that
most (if not all) of these packets will not be scheduled consecutively unless
the flow is the only one served by the system. Furthermore, a packet might
fit to packets from other flows that are scheduled before and after it even if
the packet does not fit packets from its own flow. That is, the dovetailing
algorithms sometimes give preferential treatment to flows that do not deserve
it and not to those that do.
We next show that this fundamental drawback allows 1) inefficiency to be
rewarded and, 2) collusion of flows to increase their utilized-resources share
at the expense of other flows.
4 Formally,

D
∀r.Ai,r (t) = max{AD
i,r (t), Ai,r ∗ (t) − ∆}.

5.5 Shortcomings of the Dovetailing Algorithms
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5.5.1 Rewarding inefficiency under Dovetailing DRFQ
In a multi-resource system, every processed packet, say P1 , can
$Rbe associated
with two important attributes: 1) The resources it utilizes ( i=1 ri ) and, 2)
The number of time units it occupies. The latter is equal to the number of
time units by which P1 delays (the end of) the processing of the next packet,
P2 (in comparison to the scenario where P2 is processed immediately after
the previous packet P0 ). For example, in the upper illustration in Fig 5.3, the
middle packet utilizes 6 resource units and occupies 5 time units, and in the
lower illustration the middle packet utilizes 6 resource units and occupies 1
time !unit.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the time wasted before and after a packet scheduled
between two < 6, 1 > packets. W marks a wasted resource unit and ? symbols
mark resources that may be used to process other packets.
Formally, we define Inefficiency Rewarding as follows: Consider a system
consisting of M flows, F1 , ..., FM , and consider two alternative flows, FA and
FB which are to join the system forming alternative scenarios, scenario A and
scenario B respectively. Assume that the resource utiliation of packets from
FA equals to or greater than FB ’s packets in the following sense:
• Identical resource utilization of their packets5 : ∀j.U (PA,j ) = U (PB,j )
where Pi,j is the j-th packet of Fi .
• Identical utilization of their dominant resource: ∀j.DR(PA,j ) =
DR(PB,j ).
We say that a scheduler Rewards Inefficiency if:
• FA occupies more time units - The fraction of unused system resources
is greater under scenario A.
5 See

definition at the end of Section 5.2.
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• FA receives a larger reward - FA is scheduled with a higher packet rate
(and therefore larger utilized-resources share) than FB .

Observe that ML-DRFQ would never treat FA and FB differently since
every packet (under either flow) costs the same under ML-DRFQ.
Theorem 32 Dovetailing DRFQ rewards inefficiency.

Proof: This claim is proved by a family of examples in which Dove-Tailing
DRFQ rewards inefficiency. In the examples, FA is rewarded since its packets
have the potential to waste no resources between them if scheduled one after
the other. However, in these examples, the system never schedules two packets from the same flow one right after the other (This situation becomes more
likely to happen naturally as the number of flows in the system increases).
Therefore, although FA is rewarded, the potential of the packets of FA never
materializes. On the other hand, while the packets of FB do not fit each other,
they do fit the packets of the other flows and hence minimizing the wasted
resources. As part of the example, we describe FA and FB with similar usage profiles. Then, we show that FA causes more waste and finally that FA
receives bigger reward which concludes the proof.
The following is an example for a case in which Dove-Tailing DRFQ
rewards inefficiency. Consider a system with two resources and M flows, all
of the form: < k + 1, 1 > and M ≥ k. Scenario A: add flow FA :< 1, k >
, < k, 1 >. Scenario B: add flow FB :< 1, k >. It is easy to see that both FA
and FB have similar usage profiles as defined earlier.
We now show that FA causes more waste. Note that if t0 is the
time at which the additional flow joins the system, we also define that
(in this example) ∀c ∈ [1, ..., k].∃i ∈ [1, M ].Ai (t0 ) mod k = c
and ∀i ∈ [1, ..., M ]. Ai,1 (t0 ) > Ai,2 (t0 ) where t0 is the time in
which the additional flow joins the system. This condition means that
∀t.A∗ (t + 1) − A∗ (t) ≤ 1 where A∗ (t) is the minimal debt among the
flows at time t. Under this condition it can be shown that the system never
schedules two packets from the same flow (including the additional one) one
right after the other. Therefore, in order to calculate the percentage of wasted
resource units we need to evaluate the waste between packets from different
flows. The resource units wasted between packets from the M flows is the
same (equals k) in both scenarios. Therefore, the differences in the waste
between the two scenarios depend on the time wasted between the packets of
the additional flow to the < k + 1, 1 > packets of the existing ones.

5.5 Shortcomings of the Dovetailing Algorithms
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Figure 5.3 depicts the wasted time between packets from the additional
flows (< 1, k > and < k, 1 >) to the < k + 1, 1 > packets of the existing
flows for k = 5. One can observe that more resources are wasted before
and after a < k, 1 > packet (when scheduled between two < k + 1, 1 >)
compared to the case when a < 1, k > scheduled between such packets.
Since FA :< 1, k >, < k, 1 > and FB :< 1, k >, then the average resource
units wasted before and after every packet of the additional flow is (2k − 1 +
1)/2 = k in scenario A and only 1 in scenario B. We define the relative rate
of the additional flow in each scenario as the number of packets it is scheduled
with for every packet that one of the existing flows is scheduled with. In the
next paragraph we show that the relative rate of the additional flow is higher
in scenario A than in B. Therefore, since FA wastes more time (than FB )
and scheduled in higher relative rate than those of FB , we conclude that FA
causes more waste.
In order to conclude the proof, we now show that FA is scheduled with
a higher packet rate by calculating the relative rates of the additional flow
in each scenario. When scheduled with a packet, the debt of each flow from
the exiting M flows is increased by k + 1. Therefore, they have the same
packet rate. One can easily observe that for all the packets in both FA and FB
the usage is k + 1 and the requirement in the dominant resource is k. When
scheduling a packet from FB , AB is increased with k. That is, in scenario
B, for every k + 1 packets FB is scheduled with, each of the other flows
is scheduled with k packets. Or in other words, for every packet one of the
exiting flows is scheduled with, FB is scheduled with 1 + 1/k packets. In
Scenario A, after FA is scheduled with a < k, 1 > packet, AA,1 is increased
with k and AA,2 with 1. After being scheduled with a < 1, k > packet, AA,1
is increased with 1 and AA,2 with k. Therefore, after FA is scheduled with
two packets (regardless of their order), AA is increased with k + 1. Since
k + 1 is also the cost of one packet for each of the other M flows. Therefore,
for every packet one of the existing flows is scheduled with, FA is scheduled
with two. This proves that the relative rate of FA (in relation to the other M
flows) is greater than the relative rate of FB .
As we showed earlier, the amount of unused resources is greater in scenario A and therefore, in theory, higher relative packet rate of FA alone does
not prove that FA receives higher packet rate than FB . However, it can be
proved that the proportion between the relative rates (2 and 1 + 1/K) is
greater than the proportion between the time wasted in the scenarios. Such
proof uses simple arithmetic to derive the expressions for the packet rate and
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the utilized-resources share of each flow as a function of k. Due to its length
and its lesser importance (only one example is required for the proof), we
bring here a sample result for this example where M = 10 and k = 5. Under
these parameters FA is scheduled with 359 packets in every 10000 time units
while FB only with with 197.

5.5.2 Dovetailing DRFQ is vulnerable to collusion of
selfish users
Dove-Tailing DRFQ and ∆-Bounded DRFQ are vulnerable to cooperation of
users/flows who can get an increased utilized-resources share on the expense
of others.
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Figure 5.4: Without collusion, each flow pays c per packet.
Theorem 33 Two colluding flows can increase their utilized-resources share
at the expense of utilized-resources share of others.
Proof outline Consider a system with two flows, flow FA consisting of packets
that require < 1, c > and the other FB with packets that require < c, 1 >
where c > 1 is a constant. Figure 5.4 illustrates a scenario without collusion
between the flows. Note that EPx1 and EPx2 denote the end points (the parties
exchaning the data) of flow Fx . Without collusion, every flow pays c for each
packet. Assume that EPA1 and EPB1 have a fast connection between them
(for example if both are in the same local network). In addition, assume the
same for EPA2 and EPB2 . Under this setting, a packet from one flow can be
sent through another flow and vice versa. For example, a packet from EPA1
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Figure 5.5: With collusion, each of the flows carries dove tailing packets. The
average cost of each is only c+1
2 .

can be transferred to EPB1 and through FB it will be transferred to EPB2
and from there to EPB2 . Colluding flows would send half of the packets that
were meant to be sent through FB through FA and vice versa as illustrated
in Figure 5.5. In this case, half of the packets in each flow require < 1, c >
while the other require < c, 1 >. That is, in both flows, the average price per
packet is now (c + 1)/2 compared to the scenario in which no packets are
swapped where each packet costs c. That is, by rerouting traffic, both flows
can pay less per packet, and therefore both gain an increased packet rate.
Since dove tailing scheduler does not do any effort to schedule dove tailing
packets from the same flow one after the other and since in both scenarios
(with and without cullusion of the flows) it has to handle the same packets, it
is reasonable to assume6 the percentage of wasted resources stays the same.
That is, the percentage of utilized resource units stays the same. This means
that the increased packet rate of the colluding flows comes on the expense of
the rest Note that this example is also valid under ∆-Bounded DRFQ when
adding the constraint that c − 1 ≤ ∆.

6 In a similar way as in the proof for Theorem 32, one can easily show a system where the
dove-tailing packets are never scheduled one after the other and hence never save resources
regardless through which flow they were sent.
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PC-DRFQ: Share the Contributed Time
Fairly

In the previous section we showed that whether a packet fits other packets
from its flow is a not a good way to predict whether it will save the system
resources or not. In this section we propose the Saved Resources Proportional Compensation DRFQ (PC-DRFQ) algorithm which instead of predicting how many resource units a packet saves, it measures the resource units
saved in practice. It distributes these resources such that the fraction (of saved
resources) every flow receives is proportional to the resources it helped saving. We start with explaining the reasoning behind our proposed scheduler
and then present a formal algorithm.
Under ML-DRFQ, partial packets decrease the utilized-resources share
of the flows to which they belong. However, they can also contribute to a
savings in resource units used by the system. Therefore, it makes sense that
resources saved by the partial packets should be redistributed to the flows
which contributed it.
In order to do that, we face two challenges:
1. How should the resource saved by partial packets be measured?
2. What manner of distributing the saved resources would be both fair and
resilient to selfish and malicious behavior?

5.6.1 Resources saved by partial packets
We cannot count the exact number of resource units saved by the partial packets of an individual flow; However, we can count the total number of time
units saved jointly by the partial packets of all flows. This measurement is the
basis of our proposed algorithm.
In order to identify the resources spared by partial packets, we have to
examine what would have happened if they were not partial. We do this by
comparing our system to a virtual full system in which all the packets that are
partial in our system are replaced with their full versions and operate under
ML-DRFQ. For example, if the scheduler finished processing the k-th packet
after x time units while in the virtual full system it would have taken y ≥ x
time units, then the fact the packets were partial saved y − x time units (That,
saved (y −x)R resource units). In order for that measure to be valid, we prove
in Theorem 34 below that replacing partial packets with their full versions
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does not change the scheduling decisions. Hence, the order of processing the
packets is the same in both systems.
Assume a multi-resource system S using a ML-DRFQ scheduler to serve
a group of flows {Fj }N
j=1 . The full version of a flow F , denoted by F , is
a flow of which the i-th packet is the full version of the i-th packet in flow
F . Define a virtual full system S using the same scheduler to serve the full
versions of the flows in S: {Fj }N
j=1 . Denote by Pi,j,S the i-th packet in the
j-th flow in system S.
′

Theorem 34 Denote by SPks and SPks the k-th packet scheduled for transmission in systems S and S respectively. Then, SPkS = Pi,j,S ⇐⇒ SPkS =
Pi,j,S .
Proof outline – Under ML-DRFQ, both Pi,j,S and its full version Pi,j,S have
the same price. Therefore, the debt of every flow Fj after the k-th scheduling
decision in system S is equal to that of Fj after the k-th scheduling decision
in system S. Therefore, if after the k-th decision Fj0 is the flow with the
minimal debt in S, then Fj0 is the one with the minimal debt in S (after the
k-th scheduling decision). A rigorous proof can be made by induction on k.
As Theorem 34 proves, the scheduling in S and S is the same. However,
since some of the packets in S require more resource units than their parallels
in S, then T ime(SPkS ) ≤ T ime(SPkS ) where T ime(P ) is the finishing time
(of the processing) of packet P . That is, after processing the k-th packet, the
time units the partial packets saved the system is given by T ime(SPkS ) −
T ime(SPkS ). Since there are R resource units in every time unit, we get that
the number of resource units that became available thanks to partial packets
is given by
Saved(k) = (T ime(SPkS ) − T ime(SPkS ))R.

(5.1)

In our proposed scheduling algorithm, a hypothetical system S in which
all the packets are full is simulated in parallel. In order to identify the time
saved by partial packets, we compare the finishing times of the packets in
the system to the finishing time in S. This is done by tagging each packet
(at the head of every flow’s queue) with the time that it was supposed to
be processed in S. This time-tag is used as the deadline by which the packet
must finish its processing under our proposed scheduler as well. During every
scheduling decision, the scheduler is informed to which flow the packet with
nearest deadline — Fd∗ —- belongs and which flow — Fc∗ — has the highest
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priority to receive resource compensation. Our proposed scheduler prefers to
schedule the next packet of Fc∗ as long as it does not prevent compliance with
the deadline of the next packet of Fd∗ . This way, the resources that were saved
by partial packets, are used to compensate the flows to whom they belong. In
the following we describe how we propose to distribute the saved time, that
is, how we choose Fc∗ .

5.6.2

The distribution of the saved resources

In order to decide how to compensate flows with partial packets, we first need
to identify the parameters that make one flow receive a different utilizedresources share than the other. Under ML-DRFQ, different flows can receive
different shares in accordance with the resource profiles of their packets. The
resource utilization U (P ) of packet P is can range from DR(P ) + R − 1 (for
example, P :< 1, 1, ..., 1, DR(P ) >) to DR(P ) · R (when the packet is full
(P :< DR(P ), DR(P ), ..., DR(P ) >)). Therefore, if U (P ) < DR(P ) ·
R we say that$Fi loses DR(P ) · R − U (P ) resource units for packet P .
Denote li = ( P ∈Fi (U (P ) − U (P )/U (P ))/|Fi | (where |Fi | is the number
of packets in Fi ) as the average loss fraction: the fraction of resource units
that Fi loses under ML-DRFQ due to its packets not being full. For example,
in the case of Fi in which all the packets have the same resources profile
< x1 , .., xR >, then li = (DR(P ) · R − U (P ))/(DR(P ) · R). From the
definition of li we get the following corollary.
Corollary 35 Let Fi be a flow served under the ML-DRFQ scheduler (which
may serve other flows as well). Then its throughput at time t is given by
Ti (t) = (1 − li (t))Ai (t)R/t.

(5.2)

In addition, at the steady state,
∀i, j.

Ti /Tj = (1 − li )/(1 − lj ).

(5.3)

From Corollary 35 one can conclude that the smaller the loss fraction (li )
is, the larger is the utilized resource share Fi receives compared to others. In
addition, one can observe that if all flows have the same loss fraction, then
equal throughput is maintained among the flows.
So how should the saved resources be distributed? Always preferring the
flow with the lowest throughput so far might sound fair to many. However, it
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is possible that even when scheduling one flow with all the saved resources, it
will still always be the one with the least throughput. Therefore, other flows
that also lost throughput and increased the amount of saved resources are not
compensated at all. This opens the door to malicious and selfish users who
can engineer the packets in their flows in order to win the saved resources for
themselves at the expense of others.
We believe that the most fair and secure way to distribute the saved resources among the flows is by giving each flow a share (of the saved resources) that is proportional to its contribution, that is, one that is proportional
to the throughput it has lost. Ideally, every flow would be compensated with
the same percentage of the throughput it lost. This percentage depends on the
proportion of the total amount of saved resources to the total throughput that
was lost.

5.6.3 PC-DRFQ Algorithm
For the description of PC-DRFQ we use the following definitions:
• Ai – The debt of Fi until now.
• Gi – Number of resource units Fi received as compensation until now.
• Li – Number of resource units Fi lost until now.
• Ci = Li /Gi – The compensation priority of Fi .
• d – The nearest deadline to finish processing a packet that was not yet
processed.
• α∗ – The index of the flow to which the packet with the nearest deadline
belongs.
• β ∗ – The index of the flow with the highest compensation priority.
• γ ∗ – The index of the flow with the minimal debt.
• Pi – The packet at the head of the queue of Fi .
• S – The current state of the virtual full system.
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When the system begins its operation, the values reset as follows:
∀i.Li , Ci , ← 0 and Gi ← ϵ, where ϵ is an arbitrary small value. When a
new flow FN +1 joins the system, its parameters are reset in the same way
except for the debt7 : AN +1 ← max{Ai }(i̸=N +1) . nextDeadlineT ime(S)
and nextDeadlineF low(S) are functions to retrieve the values of d and α∗
from the virtual full system, whose parameters are saved in the data structure
S as described in Section 5.6.1. More about simulating packet processing,
updating S and retrieving information from the virtual system can be found
in the Appendix. f in(Pa , Pb ) is a function that returns the finishing time
of Pb if the scheduler schedules Pa and then Pb . Using this function the
scheduler makes sure that the deadlines are met. The following pseudo-code
of the PC-DRFQ algorithm is executed for every time t in which r1 is free
and ready for the processing of a new packet. After listing the algorithm we
explain it line by line.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

α∗ ← nextDeadlineF low(S)
β ∗ ← arg maxi {Ci }
γ ∗ ← arg mini {Ai }
d ← nextDeadlineT ime(S)
if Cβ ∗ > 1 and (α∗ = β ∗ or f in(Pβ ∗ , Pα∗ ) ≤ d) then
Gβ ∗ ← Gβ ∗ + U (Pβ ∗ )
i∗ ← β ∗
else
if α∗ = γ ∗ or f in(Pγ ∗ , Pα∗ ) ≤ d then
i∗ ← γ ∗
else
i∗ ← α ∗
end if
Ai∗ ← Ai∗ + DR(Pi∗ )
Li∗ ← Li∗ + U (Pi∗ ) − U (Pi∗ )
end if
Ci∗ ← Li∗ /Gi∗
Update S given that Fi∗ is scheduled.
Schedule Pi∗ for processing

7 Otherwise the scheduler will starve all the existing flows until the debt of the new flow
catches up with theirs.
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In the first three rows, the algorithm identifies the indices of the three candidates for scheduling: Fα∗ , Fβ ∗ , andFγ ∗ . For comparison, recall that under
ML-DRFQ the only candidate (and hence the winner) would be Fγ ∗ . In line
4, the deadline by which the system has to finish Pα∗ is retrieved from the
virtual system. In line 5, if Fβ ∗ deserves compensation (Cβ ∗ > 0) and Pβ ∗
can be processed while still complying with the deadline of Pα∗ , then Fβ ∗
is the flow to be scheduled. Then, in Line 6, the amount of compensation it
received is updated with the resource utilization of its packet. Note that since
Fβ ∗ receives this packet as compensation, it is not paying for it (Aβ ∗ is not
updated). Since it is not paying for it, it is also not losing anything, so also
Lβ ∗ is not updated. Throughout the code, i∗ is the variable which holds the
index of the flow to be scheduled. In line 7 it is set to β ∗ . In lines 9 to 13 the
algorithm checks whether it is possible to schedule Fγ ∗ without conflicting
with the deadline for Fα∗ . If it is, Fγ ∗ is set for transmission (Line 10). Otherwise, Fα∗ is set (Line 12). Regardless of which of the two flows is scheduled,
the debt — Ai∗ — of the scheduled flow is updated (Line 14). In addition,
its loss — Li∗ — is updated with the difference in utilization between the
scheduled packet and its full version (Line 15). Regardless of which of the
three flows was chosen for scheduling, either its Li∗ or its Gi∗ has changed.
Therefore, Ci∗ must be updated (Line 17). Then, the virtual system is updated
about the scheduled flow. This way the nextDeadline functions will know
not to return deadlines for packets that have already been processed. Finally,
the packet of the chosen flow is scheduled.

5.7

Analysis

In this section we prove the desired properties of the PC-DRFQ scheduler.
Before we begin, we define and support the Proportional Resource Utilization Assumption and the Proportional Savings Assumption which lead to the
Proportional Loss-Compensation Ratio Assumption.
These assumptions do not strictly hold in real scenarios but they describe
the behavior that the system approaches. Later on, claims that assist in our understanding of the behavior of PC-DRFQ are proved, using the Proportional
Loss-Compensation Ratio Assumption.
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The proportional resource utilization assumption

The time wasted between consecutively processed packets depends on the resource profiles of both. There is no way to objectively define which fraction
of the waste is caused by each packet. However, one can observe a correlation between the resource utilization of a packet and the average time wasted
between the packet and other packets. In the following we support this observation. We start by calculating the exact waste between two full packets in
Theorem 36. Then, in Lemma 37, we describe an upper bound on the waste
for the general case in which the packets can be partial. In Figure 5.9 we show
a numerical result which demonstrates the linear correlation between the resource utilization of a packet and the average waste it causes. Finally, we give
a formal description of the proportional resource utilization assumption.
Let W (pa , pb ) be the time wasted between a packet pa :< xa1 , .., xaR >
and the succeeding packet pb :< xb1 , .., xbR >. We now analyze the relation
between U (pa ), U (pb ) and W (pa , pb ).
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Figure 5.6: The amount
! of wasted resource unitss between < 1, 1, 1 > and
< 3, 3, 3 > packets increases
from one resource to the next. W marks a wasted
!
resource unit and ? symbols
mark
a resource unit available to other packets.
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Figure 5.6 depicts the wasted resource units between a < 1, 1, 1 > and <
5, 5, 5 > packets in a system with three resources. Notice how the number of
wasted resource units increases from one resource to the next. The following
Theorem generalizes this observation.
Theorem 36 Let pa :< xa , .., xa > and pb :< xb , .., xb > be full packets
scheduled one after the other in a system with R resources. Then the total
number of wasted resource units between them is given by
W (pa , pb ) =

R−1
· |U (pa ) − U (pb )|,
2

(5.4)

where U (pa ) = R · xa and U (pb ) = R · xb denote the resource utilization
of the packets.
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According to Theorem 36, the larger the gap between their resource utilization (|U (pa ) − U (pb )|), the more resource units are wasted between them.
Unlike full packets, the exact number of resource units wasted between partial packets cannot be derived from their resource utilization alone. However,
the same cannot be said for partial packets, as demonstrated in the examples
illustrated in Figure 5.7.
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Figure! 5.7: Waste between partial packets cannot be derived directly from
their usage. Illustrations for examples A to C with c = 4.
Example A is case where Pb :< 1, 1 > is scheduled right after Pa :<
c, 1 > where c is some large number. Then, although the difference in usage
is large (|U (pa ) − U (pb )| = c − 1), there is no waste of resources between
the packets (W (pa , pb ) = 0). Nevertheless, in example B when scheduling Pb :< c, 1 > right after Pa :< c, 1 >, W (pa , pb ) = c − 1 although
|U (pa ) − U (pb )| = 0. This is because the second resource stays idle for c − 1
time units between the processing of the two packets. In addition, one can
observe that, for full packets, according to Lemma 36, the value of W (pa , pb )
is independent of the scheduling order of other packets. Again, it is not true
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for partial packets as depicted in example C Pa :< c, 1 > and Pb :< 1, 1 >).
To conclude, the case of partial packets is more complex, and the exact number of resource units wasted between such packets cannot be derived
from their usage alone. However, as the following Theorem shows, the maximal value of W (pa , pb ) can be derived from U (pa ) and U (pb ).
Theorem 37 Let pa :< xa1 , .., xaR > and pb :< xb1 , .., xbR > be partial packets scheduled one after the other in a system with R resources. The maximum
number of resource units they waste is given by
W (pa , pb ) ≤ (R − 1)(max{U (pa ), U (pb )} − R).

(5.5)

The proof of Theorem 37 is based on the worst case, where pa :<
1, ..1, U (pa ) − R + 1 > and pb :< 1, ..1, U (pb ) − R + 1 >, which gives the
limit. An example for the worst case is illustrated in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: An example! for a worst case scenario which proves Theorem 37
in which W (pa , pb ) = 8.
!
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From the results so far we can see that the waste caused by a packet grows
as its resource utilization increases. In order to calculate the average waste a
packet with a certain resource utilization u causes, we calculated the average
waste over all possible combinations of packet pairs in which one packet has
a resource utilization u. Our results show the near-linear correlation between
the average waste a packet causes to its resource utilization (Figure 5.9.)
The Proportional Resource Utilization Assumption is the assumption that
the amount of resources spent by the system following a decision to schedule
a certain packet is proportional to its resource utilization. The spent resources
refer to the resources used directly to process the packet and the additional
resources wasted due to the decision to process it. We denote this proportion
by α ≥ 1, which means that when scheduling a packet that requires in total X
resource units, it takes in practice αX resource units. That is, scheduling the
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Figure 5.9: An example of the near-linear correlation between the average
waste a packet causes to its resource utilization. The Y-axis is the average
waste between pa and another random packet (W (pa , pb )), where pa is a
random packet with a resource utilization as marked in the X-axis.
packet is expected to cause the waste of (α − 1)X resource units in addition
to the X resource units required to process it.
Remark 9 (Average Waste Evaluation) In order to calculate the average
time wasted between a packet and another random packet that may be scheduled next to it, one needs to know the distribution of the resource profiles of
all packets in the system which differ between different system and different
times. Therefore, in the production of the numerical results, we used a simple
distribution in which all possible resource profiles have equal probability to
appear in the scheduling decisions.

5.7.2

The proportional savings assumption

By requiring fewer resource units (compared to its full version), a partial
packet can allow future packets to be processed earlier. Proportional Saving
Assumption is the assumption that the number of resources saved by a partial
packet P is proportional to the difference in resource utilization between the
packet to its full version U (P ) − U (P ). We denote this saving proportion by
s ≥ 0.
Figure 5.10 illustrates two scenarios, one with a partial packet and one
with its full version. It shows that the fact the first packet is partial and not
full, saves the system 1 time unit.
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Figure 5.10: An example for the time saved by a partial packet compared to
its full version. ? marks resource units that are available to process future
scheduled packet.
In general, if the partial packet saved x time units, it saved the system xR
resource units. (Note that in the full version scenario, Pb could be processed
in r1 during time 4 and 5 rather than 5 and 6 as illustrated. However, it will
still not make r1 available to the next packet, since r1 has to hold pb until r2
becomes available at time 7.)
Figure 5.11 illustrates the case in which Pb :< 4, 4 > and the partial
packet does not save any resource units.
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Figure 5.11: An example for a case in which partial packet does not allow
earlier processing of future packets. The ? symbols mark resource units used
to process other packets.
Formally, denote by T S(Pa , Pb ) ≥ 0 the time saved by Pa (compared to
Pa ) given that Pb is the packet that follows it. Let P1 and P2 be two partial
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packets such that U (P1 ) − U (P1 ) > U (P2 ) − U (P2 ). That is, the difference
in usage between P1 and its full version is greater than between P2 and P2 .
It is only natural to assume that P1 saves more time (compared to P1 ) than
P2 (compared to P2 ). Our numerical results not only support this assumption, but also show there is a near-linear correlation between the difference in
requirements of the packet to the resources it saves.
Let Z(M, R) = {P :< x1 , .., xR > |∀r.xr < M } be the set of all
possible requirements of packets in a system with R resources in which the
maximal processing time a packet can require in one resource is M . Let
Q(M, R, l) = {P :< x1 , ..xR > |U (P1 ) − U (P1 ) = l ∧ P ∈ Z(M, R)}.
That is, Q(M, R, l) is the group of all the requirements of packets that require
l resource units less than their full version. Note that there are no duplicate
requirement set in Z(M, R) or Q(M, R, l).
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Figure 5.12: This graph depicts AS(l) in a system where R = 3 and M = 8.
The curve demonstrated the near-linear correlation between the average time
a packet saves to the difference in resource usage between the packet and its
full version.
$
$
Let AS(l) =
pa ∈Q(M,R,l)
pb ∈Q(M,R,l) T S(Pa , Pb ) be the average
time saved by a packet that uses l resource units less than its full version.
Figure 5.12 shows the near-linear correlation between the difference in usage
to the time saved.
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Proportional Loss-Compensation Ratio Assumption

The Proportional Loss-Compensation Ratio Assumption is the assumption
that the amount of resources saved by flows is proportional to the amount of
resource units that are granted to the users as compensation. From the proportional saving assumption we $
can derive that the total number of the lost
N
resources by all packets L(t) = i=1 Li (t) is proportional to the amount of
resources saved by the all the partial packets until time t. In addition, from
the proportional resource utilization assumption we can derive that the total
amount of saved resources is proportional to the $
total amount of compensaN
tion granted to the flows who deserve it G(t) = i=1 Gi (t). Therefore, we
can derive from both assumptions that the amount of compensation G(t) is
proportional to Li (t). Formally, there exists a constant 1 ≥ θ ≥ 0 such that
∀i.Gi (t) = θLi (t). Note that θ = 1 means the system manages to compensate all the flows for their lost resource units.

5.7.4 Analysis of Proportional Compensation DRFQ
According to the algorithm, the scheduler balances the Li (t)/Gi (t) proportion among the different flows. In addition, it also balances the debts among
all flows. Therefore, in order to draw conclusions about the behavior of the
scheduler, we need to analyze the results of the scheduling decisions at a balance point: a time t where ∀i, j.Ai (t) = Aj (t) = a(t), where a(t) is a constant. Note that unless stated otherwise, the proofs for the following theorems
use the proportional loss-compensation ratio assumption.
Theorem 38 At a balance point under PC-DRFQ, the fraction of the compensation the scheduler grants Fi is Li (t)/L(t). That is, Fi is granted
Gi (t) = (Li (t)/L(t))G(t)

(5.6)

resource units.

Proof: According to the proportional loss-compensation ratio assumption,
L(t) can be replaced with θG(t) and we get that Li (t) = θGi (t), as the
assumption states.
Recall that under PC-DRFQ a flow can be scheduled with a packet because it deserves compensation; We refer to such a packet as scheduled by
compensation priority and to the rest of the packets as scheduled by debt priority. In the following theorem we sum the resources a flow receives in both
types of scheduling to express the total number of resource units it receives.
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Theorem 39 Under PC-DRFQ, the number of resource units allocated to Fi
by time t is
Ti (t) = Ai (t)R − (1 − θ)Li (t),

(5.7)

where θ = Gi (t)/Li (t) is the fraction of the lost resources that Fi received
as compensation.

Proof: First we calculate the number of resource units scheduled by debt priority. The resource utilization of a full packet that cost x is xR resource units.
Therefore, if Fi consists only of full packets, by time t it would have gotten Ai (t)R resource units. According to the definition of Li (t), by time t, Fi
loses Li (t) resource units compared to the case in which all its packets are
full. Hence, we get that the flow receives Ai (t)R − Li (t) under debt-priority
scheduling. To that we add the resources received under compensation priority Gi (t) = θLi (t), which yields Equation 5.7.
Corollary 40 From Equation 5.7 one can immediately conclude that the
higher the value of Li (t) is, the lower Ti (t) is.
Note that under ML-DRFQ,
Ti (t) = Ai (t)R − Li (t).

(5.8)

Therefore, the observation in Corollary 40 pretains to ML-DRFQ and to PCDRFQ . Although PC-DRFQ compensates flows for some of the throughput
they have lost, they can never get in return more than what they lost. Therefore, under PC-DRFQ as well as under ML-DRFQ, it is more beneficial for a
flow not lose anything in the first place.
Corollary 41 An immediate result from Equation 5.7, is that when θ = 1, the
PC-DRFQ scheduler achieves equal throughput fairness. That is, if θ = 1,
then at a balanced point t,
∀i, j.

Ti (t) = Tj (t) = a(t)R

(5.9)

regardless of the values of Li (t) of the different flows.
Note that when the scheduler is not able to give any compensation (θ =
0), we get that Ti (t) = Ai (t)R − Li (t), which is also the expression for Ti (t)
under ML-DRFQ.
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Theorem 42 PC-DRFQ does not reward inefficiency.

Proof: Assume by contradiction that PC-DRFQ rewards inefficiency. Then
there must exist a set of flows (FA , FB and F1 , ..., FM ) that fulfills the requirements as described in section 5.5.1. Let tk,A be the time at which the k-th
packet of FA has finished its processing (under scenario A). In a similar way,
tk,B is defined for FB . According to the assumption, FA receives a higher
packet rate and creates more waste in the system than FA . Therefore, there
must be a k0 ≥ 1 such tk0 ,A < tk0 ,B . For notational simplicity we write from
now on tX instead of tk0 ,X . According to Equation 5.7, we get that TA (tA ) =
AA (tA )R − (1 − θA )LA (tA ) and TB (tB ) = AB (tB )R − (1 − θB )LB (tB ).
Note that the value of θ can be different in the different scenarios. Recall that
the packets from both flows have the same resource utilization and similar requirements in the dominant resource utlization (see Section 5.5.1). Therefore,
TA (tA ) = TB (tk0 ,B ) and LA (tA ) = LB (tB ) = l0 , where l0 is a constant we
use for the notational simplicity. From the above expressions we get that
(AB (tB ) − AA (tA ))R = (θB − θA )l0 .

(5.10)

First we show that l0 ̸= 0 contradicts the initial assumption. If l0 = 0, then
the first k0 packets in both flows are full. Since the resource utilization of their
packets is identical, both flows are identical. Since the rest of the flows in both
scenarios are also the same, then both scenarios are identical and therefore it
must be that tk0 ,A = tk0 ,B , which contradicts the assumption. All that is left
is to show that the following cases contradict the initial assumtion: θB ≥ θA
and θB < θA . If θB ≥ θA then AB (tB ) ≥ AA (tA ) as well. Using Equation
5.7 it can be shown that the$
total number of resource units that were utilized in
scenario A until time tk,A ( i TiA (tk,A )) is greater or equal to that in scenario
B. Since tk0 ,A < tk0 ,B , fewer resources are wasted in scenario A, which
contradicts the waste property of FA . If θB < θA , then AB (tB ) < AA (tA )
as well. According to Equation 5.7, we get that TA (tA ) < TB (tB ), which
contradicts the initial assumption. Therefore we conclude the contradiction is
false and the theorem holds.
Theorem 43 Proportional Compensation DRFQ is a strategy-proof scheduler. That is, there is no strategy for a single selfish flow or colluding selfish
flows to gain throughput at the expense of others.

Proof: According to Theorem 39, at a balance point, ∀i.Ti (t) = a(t)R −
(1 − θ)Li (t). The proof is based on the observation that Li (t) is the only
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parameter in this expression that can increase the number of resource units Fi
receives without increasing the number of resource units other users receive.
Consider a scenario in which a user decides to inflate the resource utilization
of his packets such that its loss appears to be smaller: L′i (t) = f Li (t), where
1 > f ≥ 0. Then the resource units it receives by time t is Ti′ (t) = a(t)R −
(1 − θ)f Li (t). If we deduct from Ti′ (t) the resource units that were used for
inflating the resource utilization of its packets, Li (t) − L′i (t) = (1 − f )Li (t),
we get that by time t the user actually received Ti′ (t) − (1 − f )Li (t) useful
resource units. Therefore, Ti′ (t) − (1 − f )Li (t) = a(t)R − (1 − θ)f Li (t) =
a(t)R−(1−θf )Li (t) < Ti (t). Hence, the flow receives more useful resource
units without inflating its resources Ti (t).
A group of selfish colluding flows F1 , ..., FK can influence one another’s
Li values. Let L′i (t) and L′i (t) be the new loss function and allocated resource
functions of the$
K flows when$following some strategy that is assumed to
K
K
benefit them. If i=1 Li (t) = i=1 L′i (t), then it can be derived from The$K
$K
orem 39 that i=1 Ti (t) = i=1 Ti′ (t). That is, they didn’t get additional
$K
$K
′
resources. If i=1 Li (t) <
i=1 Li (t), it means the resource profiles of
some packets were inflated and it can be proven that it is not beneficial in the
same manner as for a single selfish user.
Theorem 44 Under PC-DRFQ, the difference in resource allocation between every pair of flows is smaller than under ML-DRFQ (at a balance
point t). When comparing the resources allocated to the same set of flows,
once under PC-DRFQ and once under ML-DRFQ, we get that
∀i, j.

TiM L ≥ TjM L → TiP C ≥ TjP C

(5.11)

and
∀i, j.

TiM L ≥ TjM L → (TiM L /TjM L ≥ TiP C /TjP C ),

(5.12)

where TiM L and TiP C are the throughput of Fi by time8 t under ML-DRFQ
and PC-DRFQ respectively.
Proof outline: The motivation for the proof is that under both schedulers, if
Li (t) > Lj (t), then Ti (t) ≤ Tj (t). However, since under PC-DRFQ Fi may
receive compensation for part of the lost resources, the differences in the alloL
L
C
PC
cated resources are smaller. Let AM
(t), LM
(t) and AP
i
i
i (t), Li (t) be the
8 The

annotation (t) is omitted for the sake of readability.
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debt and the lossat time t of flow Fi under ML-DRFQ and PC-DRFQ respectively. We give here a short version of the proof (which uses the same princiL
ples as the full proof) to prove the claim for the case in which ∀t.LM
(t) >
i
ML
PC
PC
Lj (t) ⇐⇒ Li (t) > Lj (t).
M L(P C)

M L(P C)

Recall that in a balanced point ∀i.Aj
(t) = Ai
(t) =
M L(P C)
a
(t). Then, from Equation 5.8 (appears earlier in this section) we get
L
L
TiM L (t) = AM
(t)R − LM
(t).
i
i

(5.13)

L
L
TiM L > TjM L ⇐⇒ LM
> LM
.
i
j

(5.14)

Therefore,

According to Theorem 39, under PC-DRFQ, Fi would get
TiP C = aP C (t)R − (1 − θ)Li (t).

(5.15)

C
PC
TiP C ≥ TjP C ⇐⇒ LP
i (t) ≥ Lj (t).

(5.16)

Therefore,

From statements 5.13 and 5.16 we get Statement 5.11.
According to Eq. 5.14
L
aM
(t)R − Li (t)
i
M
L
aj (t)R − Lj (t)

(5.17)

L
aM
(t)R − (1 − θ)Li (t)
i
.
L (t)R − (1 − θ)L (t)
aM
j
j

(5.18)

TiM L /TjM L =
and according to 5.15
TiP C /TjP C =

Since θ ≥ 0, we get Statement 5.12.
Corollary 45 (Share Guarantees and Strategy-Proofness in PC-DRFQ)
Theorem 44 shows that in terms of resource-share equality, PC-DRFQ
performs at least as well as ML-DRFQ, which was already proven in [8]
to provide Share Guarantees to the flows it serves. Theorem 43 shows the
strategy proofness of PC-DRFQ.
From the above theorems we can conclude that PC-DRFQ maintains the
properties of share guarantees and strategy-proofness without suffering from
the shortcomings of ∆-Bounded DRFQ.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We showed that the previously proposed DRFQ solution may favor some
flows over others in a way that increases neither the efficiency of the system
nor its fairness. Moreover, we showed that by colluding, selfish flows can gain
additional throughput at the expense of other flows. We proposed the Proportional Compensation DRFQ (PC-DRFQ) scheduler, that overcomes these
shortcomings by taking into account past contributions of flows. We showed
that PC-DRFQ does not reward inefficiency and is strategy-proof, even for
colluding flows. In addition, we showed that it decreases the throughput variance among flows (compared to DRFQ). That is, although both follow the
Dominant Resource Fairness principles, PC-DRFQ is fairer than DRFQ from
the throughput-fairness perspective.
This work, like [8], focused on designing a fair scheduler for multiresource system. Our next step is to design a scheduler, based on PC-DRFQ,
which improves the overall performance by minimizing waste in the system
together with maintaining fairness among flows.

5.9

Appendix: Virtual Full-System Simulation

In this appendix we propose an implementation outline for the virtual system
state S. In the algorithm, S is a data structure which represents the current
state of the full virtual system. It holds for every flow (that is served by the real
scheduler) a queue of virtual packets to be virtually transmitted in a virtual
set of resources under ML-DRFQ. Therefore, it also holds a debt account Ai
for each of the virtual flows. Each virtual packet is a data structure which
holds its resource profile and a tag isP rocessed which states whether it was
processed already in reality or not and packetID which holds the index of
the flow to which it belongs and its ordinal number in the queue. All the
virtual packets are full packets, that is, require the same amount of resources
in each of the profiles. Hence, their resource profile is represented by a simple
number variable dr.
There are three main operations that can be performed on S: 1.
getN extDeadlide(S); 2. InsertP acket(S, packetID, dr) and 3.
P acketScheduled(S, packetID); getN extDeadlide(S) returns both
the index of the flow with the nearest deadline α∗ and the deadline itself d.
Note that in the pseudo code above we split getN extDeadlide to different
procedures (lines 1 and 4) to make the code clearer. When called, the virtual
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scheduler picks up for scheduling the virtual packet of the virtual flow with
the lowest Ai and simulate its processing in the virtual set of resources.
Then it increases its virtual debt by dr (as ML-DRFQ does). If the packet
was not already processed in the real system, the function returns its ID
and the time in the virtual system in which it finished processing. If it is
a virtual packet that corresponds to a packet that was already processed in
reality (isP rocessed = T RU E) then the virtual scheduler keeps scheduling
packets until a packet with isP rocessed = F ALSE is processed (and then
returns its ID and finishing time).
InsertP acket is used to insert a new virtual packet into a queue in
S based on a real packet. Both real and virtual packets share the same
packetID. The virtual packet is the full version of the real packet. That
is, dr equals the dominant resource of the real packet. InsertP acket is
called every time packet that advances to the head a queue in the real
scheduler. It creates a virtual packet which is added to the end of the virtual
queue in S which belongs to the same flow as the real packet it is based
on. P acketScheduled is a simple procedure which updates the value of
isP rocessed to T RU E of virtual packet which matches packetID. The
methods are called when update S about a real scheduling decision (line 19).
P acketScheduled is called with the ID of the packet that was chosen to
scheduling and InsertP acket is called to add the packet that took the place
of the scheduled packet at the head of the queue.
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Abstract — Peacock and Cuckoo hashing schemes are currently
the most studied hash implementations for hardware network systems
(such as NIDS, Firewalls, etc.). In this work we evaluate their vulnerability to sophisticated complexity Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. We
show that an attacker can use insertion of carefully selected keys to hit
the Peacock and Cuckoo hashing schemes at their weakest points. For
the Peacock Hashing, we show that after the attacker fills up only a fraction (typically 5% − 10%) of the buckets, the table completely loses
its ability to handle collisions, causing the discard rate (of new keys)
to increase dramatically (100 − 1, 800 times higher). For the Cuckoo
Hashing, we show an attack that can impose on the system an excessive
number of memory accesses and degrade its performance. We analyze
the vulnerability of the system as a function of the critical parameters
and provide simulations results as well.

6.1

Introduction

Modern high speed networks pose a challenge for routers, Firewalls, NIDS
(Network Intrusion Detection System) or any other network devices that have
to route, measure or monitor a network without slowing it down. Such network hardware elements are highly preferable targets for DDoS (Distributed
Denial of Service) attacks since their failure can severely slow the network
and, in the case of security systems, their failure can allow an attacker to
conduct an attack on a critical system they are meant to protect. Equipped
with knowledge about how the system works, an attacker can perform a lowbandwidth sophisticated DDoS attack, targeting weak points in the system,
rather than just flooding it (which takes more efforts and can be detected and
countered more easily).
For example, Crosby and Wallach [2] demonstrated attacks on Open Hash
table implementations in the Squid web proxy and in the Bro intrusion detection system. They showed that an attacker can design an attack that achieves
worst case complexity of O(n) elementary operations per insert operation
(instead of the average case complexity of O(1)), causing, for example, the
Bro server to drop 71% of the traffic (without increasing the volume of the
traffic).
In another example, Smith et al. [1] describe a low bandwidth sophisticated attack on a NIDS system, in which the attack disables the NIDS of
the network by exploiting the behavior of the rule matching mechanism and
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sending packets which require very long inspection times.
Hash tables play an important role in the operations of the most important and time consuming tasks these systems have to perform. Using hashing
techniques which allow constant operation complexity is therefore highly desirable. Multiple-choice Hash Tables (MHT), and in particular Peacock [3]
and Cuckoo [4] Hashing, are easy to implement and are currently the most
efficient and studied implementations for hardware network systems such
as routers for IP lookup (for example [5], [6] and [7]), network monitoring
and measurement (for example, [16]) and Network Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems (NIDS/NIPS) [8]. For more information about hardwaretailored hash tables we recommend the recent survey by Kirsch et al. [9].
A Peacock hash table consists of a large main table (which typically holds
90% of the buckets) and a series of additional small sub-tables where collisions caused during insertions are resolved. Its structure is based on the observation that only a small fraction of the keys inserted into a hash table collide
with existing keys (that is, hashed into an occupied bucket) and even a smaller
fraction will collide again, etc. These backup tables are usually small enough
for their summary (implemented by bloom filters) to be saved on fast on-chip
memory which dramatically increases the overall operation performance in
Peacock Hashing.
A Cuckoo Hashing is made of two (or more) sub-tables of the same size.
Every key can be placed in one bucket (to which it hashes) in each sub-table.
When a key k finds all its buckets occupied, one of the keys residing in those
buckets is then moved to one of its alternate locations to free the bucket for
k. Cuckoo Hashing, therefore, allows achieving a higher table utilization than
that achieved by alternative MHT schemes that do not allow moves, while
maintaining O(1) amortized complexity of an Insert operation (although the
complexity of a single Insertion is not bounded by a constant).
In this work we expose the weak points of the Peacock and Cuckoo Hashing and the system parameters that affect them. To evaluate the vulnerability
of Peacock and Cuckoo we refer to [10] which observed that an attack on a
hash table data structure can damage the performance of the system in two
ways: 1. In-attack damage - Insertions of keys that require excessive number
of memory accesses; 2. Post-attack damage - Insertion of keys that are placed
in the table in a way that causes future insertions of keys to take excessive
memory accesses and/or reduce their probability to find an empty bucket.
Using this classification, we show that Peacock is resilient against in-attack
damage and explain how such an attack can be countered easily. On the other
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hand we show that it is vulnerable to post-attack damage. We propose a sophisticated attack that can dramatically increase the discard probability of a
newly inserted key after the attack has ended. We show that after the attacker
inserts keys into the table, it brings the table into an irreversible state in which
the discard probability for a newly inserted key can be 100 to 1, 800 times
higher than the discard probability after the same amount of keys are inserted
by regular users.
For Cuckoo hashing we explain why post-attack damage is irrelevant and
analyze its in-attack vulnerability. We show that an attacker can slow the system by inserting keys that require 4 times more memory accesses than regular
keys in a typical settings. We further analyze the vulnerability with respect to
two key design parameters – the number of sub-tables and the number of
moves allowed per insertion; we show that while the utilization in the table
increases with either of these parameters, the vulnerability decreases with the
former while increases with the latter. In addition to mathematical analysis,
we also provide simulation results for a use case in which a system designer
plans to design Cuckoo and Peacock hash tables which comply with the same
requirements. In addition, we discuss the feasibility of the attack by evaluating the complexity of finding keys suitable for a sophisticated attack and
show for both Peacock and Cuckoo Hashing that high number of sub-tables
makes it harder for the attacker to find suitable keys.
The structure of the rest of the work is as follows: In Section 6.2 we
explain the nature of sophisticated attacks against hash tables and the Vulnerability metric used in this work. Then, the main body of the work consists of
sections 6.3 and 6.4 which are dedicated to the Peacock and Cuckoo Hashing, respectively. Both sections have a similar structure. Each is divided into
five parts covering the following topics: 1. The hashing algorithm; 2. Attack
strategy; 3. Feasibility of the attack; 4. Vulnerability analysis and simulation
results and 5. The resilience to in-attack (Peacock) or post-attack (Cuckoo)
damage. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes the key results. In addition, a glossary
of the key notations used throughout the work can be found at the Appendix.

6.2

Sophisticated Attacks on Multiple Hash
Tables

In multiple hash table schemes, such as Peacock and Cuckoo Hashing, every key can be placed only in a small fraction of the buckets. While it allows
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performing Search and Delete operation with no more than a predefined constant number of memory references, it also poses a challenge: As the load in
the table grows, both the insertion complexity (measured by the number of
probed buckets) and the discard probability - the probability for an inserted
key to not find an available bucket to be stored in - increases. In order to keep
these variables bounded by acceptable values, the utilization (maximal load)
in the table is limited. Therefore, a simple flooding attack where the attacker
simply inserts a large number of (random) keys cannot degrade the system
performance beyond its acceptable limits. Note that a flooding attack can be
handled by forwarding the keys to another table/device or by blocking the
attacker since it can then be detected. Using knowledge about the table, an
attacker can perform a sophisticated attack that degrades the system performance beyond its acceptable values (with which it was designed to comply)
using just a small number of keys and hence avoid reaching the maximal load
in the system.
The vulnerability metric we use in this work has been proposed in [10]
and is defined as the maximal performance degradation (damage) that malicious users can inflict on the system using a specific amount of resources
(budget) normalized by the performance degradation attributed to regular
users using the same amount of resources. Formally, according to [10], the
effectiveness of an attack is defined by
Est (budget = K) =

∆Perf (Mst , K)
,
∆Perf (R, K)

(6.1)

where ∆Perf (Mst , K) and ∆Perf (R, K) are the performance degradations caused by inserting additional K keys to the table (in the context of
hash tables) by malicious and regular users, respectively, where st is the attack strategy used by the attacker. Then, the Vulnerability V of a system is
defined by the effectiveness of the strategy that causes the maximal damage:
V (budget = K) = maxst {Est (K)}.

(6.2)

Therefore, when an attack strategy is not proved to be the optimal, its effectiveness is considered as a lower bound for the vulnerability of the system.
Note that in order to perform the sophisticated attacks analyzed in this
work, the attacker is assumed to gain knowledge of the structure of the table
(number of tables and their sizes, but not how many keys are already stored
in the table and where). In addition, the attacker is assumed to be able to
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compute or guess the hash values of keys. This knowledge can be achieved
by reverse engineering of similar products acquired by the attacker, various
guessing methods or due to the use of open source algorithms. For more information see [10].

6.3

Peacock Hashing

6.3.1 Insertion Algorithm
In Peacock Hashing [3] the buckets are divided into d sub-tables {Ti }di=1 and
d corresponding hash functions {hi }di=1 . The sizes of the sub-tables follow
a decreasing geometric sequence Mi+1 = Mi /r where r is the proportion
between the table sizes2 . The first sub-table T1 is called the main table, while
the rest are called the backup tables. T1 is the largest table and it is where the
insertion algorithm first tries to store a key. Every backup table handles the
collisions in the sub-table that precedes it. The insertion algorithm probes the
sub-tables {Ti }di=1 one after the other until finding a table where the bucket to
which the key hashes is free. In the rare case where a key cannot find its place
in any of the tables - it is dropped. In addition, a summary of the keys stored in
every backup table is maintained (implemented by Bloom filters stored on the
on-chip memory). It is used to avoid checking all the sub-tables when making
sure an inserted key does not already exist in the table. Note that due to lack
of space, in this work we follow the original Peacock and Cuckoo models and
exclude the case in which a bucket can hold more than one key; this case is
discussed in a technical report [11].
After a long series of insertions and deletions (of keys) from the hash
table, it becomes unbalanced. That is, the load in the smaller sub-tables is
higher than in the bigger tables and this increases the discard probability of a
new insertion [3]. This state can be prevented by re-balancing the table after
a key is deleted as follows. After a key was deleted from bucket b in Ti , if
there is a key k that is stored in Tj>i such that hi (k) = b, then k is moved
back from Tj to the now-free bucket in Ti . The attack we propose and analyze
below brings the hash table to an unbalanced state that cannot be solved by
re-balancing (unlike a natural unbalanced state that occurs over time).
2 In

[3] the authors recommended to use r = 10.
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Figure 6.1: An insertion of key k into a small Peacock hash table with r = 2
and d = 4. Gray buckets are occupied with existing keys and white buckets
are free. The black bucket marks the bucket where k is finally placed.

6.3.2 Post-Attack Damage: Attack on Peacock Hashing
As already explained, [3] showed that when the keys are concentrated in the
backup tables (the table is unbalanced) the discard probability increases. The
malicious user can artificially create an extreme case of this scenario by flooding the backup tables. A simple example of such an attack can be done by
inserting K keys that all hash into the same bucket b at T1 . Every inserted
key (except possibly for the first one) will collide with an existing key in b
and then, according to the insertion algorithm, will be rehashed into a bucket
in one of the backup tables. After the attack has ended the table is unbalanced, because the keys inserted by the malicious user are concentrated in the
backup table while almost none are in the main table. This causes Post-Attack
damage, measured by the increase in the discard probability.
Normally, Peacock hash table maintains a desired low discard probability
by limiting the maximal load in the table. Nevertheless, an attacker using
the above sophisticated attack algorithm can cause the discard probability to
exceed its desired value by inserting only a small number of keys that do
not cause the table to reach its maximal load. Unlike a Peacock table which
became unbalanced naturally, a re-balancing routine cannot bring items back
into the main table after such an attack, because the bucket to which they all
hash in T1 can contain only one of them but not all. So not only the table
becomes unbalanced, there is also no way to re-balance it until the keys are
flushed out from the table or the table is reconstructed with a new set of hash
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functions3 .
Denote the set of buckets to which a key is hashed in all sub-tables as the
pool of the key in the table. The insertion algorithm discards a new key only if
all the buckets in its pool are already occupied. Every key is hashed into one
bucket in each table, therefore, a bucket b in a table of size Mi , belongs to the
pools of 1/Mi of the keys in the key space. In simple words, a key placed in a
high table Ti ”gets in the way” of more potential keys than if it was placed in a
bucket in a lower table Tj (j < i) (since 1/Mi > 1/Mj ). Therefore, the basic
idea behind the attack is to insert keys that will be placed in the upper tables.
Following is the formal description of the attack algorithm, generalizing the
simple attack described earlier. An attack in depth j is an attack to which the
attacker inserts keys that not only hash into the same bucket in T1 , but also
hash into the same buckets in T2 , ..., Tj . This will lead to the flooding of the
most upper tables Tj+1 , ..., Td . That is, the simple attack we described above
is an attack in depth 1. Due to lack of space, the complexity of finding the
keys is excluded from this work (and can be found in [11]). Note just that for
large tables (M ) and for deeper attacks (larger j) - it is harder for the attacker
to find the keys for the attack.

6.3.3 Post-Attack Damage: Vulnerability of Peacock
Hashing
We use the Vulnerability factor (described in Section 6.2) to measure the proportion between the increase in the discard probability caused by additional
keys inserted by an attacker and regular users. Let DPI , DPR and DPA (’I’
- Initial, ’R’ - Regular, ’A’ - Attacker) be the expected discard probabilities
of newly inserted keys at the following states: 1. DPI - when the load in the
table is α, before any additional key is inserted; 2. DPR - after K regular
(random) additional keys were inserted; 3. DPA - after K additional keys
were inserted by a sophisticated attacker. Note that due to their length, we
exclude from this work the proofs and the full discussion of the following
claims and they can be found in our technical report [11].
Lemma 8 The drop probability after regular key insertion is approximated
by
DPR (K) ∼ (α + RIN /M )d ,
(6.3)
$
$
K
i−1
where RIN = s=1 ps , p1 = 1 − αd and pi = 1 − (α + s=1 ps /M )d .
3 Which

if possible at all, will undoubtedly consume a huge amount of resources.
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Lemma 9 The drop probability after a sophisticated attack is approximated
by
j
5
′
DPA (K) ∼ [ (α + (1 − α)/Ml )](α + AIN /M ′ )d ,
(6.4)
l=1

$d
p′s , K ′ = K − ⌊(1 − α)j⌋, M ′ = i=j+1 Mi , d′ =
$i−1
′
d − j, p′1 = 1 − α and p′i = 1 − (α + ( s=1 p′s )/M ′ )d .
where AIN =

$K ′

s=1
d′

Theorem 46 The vulnerability of the discard probability is given by
VDP (K) =

DPA (K) − DPI
,
DPR (K) − DPI

(6.5)

where DPI = αd .
RIN (Eq. 6.3) and AIN (Eq. 6.4) can be roughly described as the number of keys that remain in table after the K keys were inserted by regular
users and an attacker, respectively. Practically, the values of RIN and AIN
are very close to each other and to K. The major factor that makes the value
of DPA (K) (Eq. 6.4) significantly higher than DPR (K) (Eq. 6.3) is that
RIN is divided by M while AIN is divided only by M ′ . This is because keys
inserted by attacker are spread among the M ′ of the attacked backup tables
while keys inserted by regular users are spread among all the M buckets in
$d
the table. Since Mi = rd−i , M ′ = i=j+1 Mi is only a small fraction of
$d
M = i=1 Mi and this is the major factor behind the differences between
DPA (K) and DPR (K) as seen in Figure 6.2(a).
Evaluation of the Vulnerability and the Analysis: To evaluate the vulnerability of the system as a function of the system parameters and to evaluate
the quality of the approximations (lemmas 8 and 9) we next conduct a set of
simulations. The simulations we conducted follow a scenario in which the
system designer examines the option of using Peacock Hashing for hardware
that can support approximately 105 buckets in the table. Building a table consisted of d = 5 sub-tables with sub-tables proportion of r = 10 results in a
table of size M = 11, 111 buckets. As mentioned before, in Peacock Hashing
(as well in Cuckoo Hashing and other modern hashing schemes) the probability for a key to be dropped during an insertion increases with the load in the
table. Therefore, the maximal load in the table is decided by the Acceptable
Loss Fraction, that is, the maximal percentage of inserted keys that the system can afford to lose. It is important to note that Discard Probability (Figure
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6.2(a)) that is used to measure the vulnerability and Loss Fraction that is used
to set the maximal load are two different metrics. Discard Probability measures the probability to drop an inserted regular key after additional keys were
inserted by malicious or regular users while Loss Fraction measures the percentage of the inserted (regular) keys that are dropped during an insertion and
is used to set the maximal load of the table. In this example, we assume that
the desired maximal Loss Fraction allowed is 1%. Our simulations showed
that such a Peacock table with d = 5, r = 10 and M = 11, 111 is suitable
for the insertion of up to 0.3M = 3, 333 keys (the table utilization is 30%)
before exceeding loss fraction of %1.
Discard Rate: Attacker Vs. Regular
4

Peacock Hashing
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Figure 6.2: Figure (a): The discard probability after insertions by regular
(DPR ) and malicious (DPA ) users as a function of the load they add (K/M ).
Figure (b): The vulnerability simulation results (V ) of a table with proportion
r = 10 and d = 4 with an existing load of 10% as a function of the additional
load.
In the simulations, the attack was conducted on a table with an existing
load α = 0.1 and the attack by the malicious user is in depth j = 1. Recall
that an attack in depth j = 1 on target the upper 4 tables that hold together
only 1, 111/11, 111 = 9.9% of the buckets that some of which are already
occupied prior the attack. Therefore, an attacker would insert no more than
10% of additional load. Therefore, the range of the x-axis in Figures 6.2(a)
and (b) was chosen accordingly. Note that the additional 0.1 load together
with the existing load α = 0.1 does not exceed the maximal load in the table which is 0.3. We can see in Figure 6.2(a) that when the additional load
is 7%, the discard probability remains very low (below 0.1%), while the sophisticated attack causes the discard probability to increase to values between
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5.5% (when the additional load is 0.07) and 7.2% (when the additional load
is 0.1), a discard probability that is achieved by regular insertions only with
load which is 3.5 times larger. In addition we can see that, as expected, the
approximation curves in Figure 6.2(a) reflect the behavior of DPR and DPA
although do not imitate them precisely (see [11] for more details).
We can see a significant difference in the discard probability after a malicious attack and after regular insertions. This difference is expressed by the
extremely high vulnerability values, depicted in Figure 6.2(b), where the results show that the discard probability after the attack has ended caused by
the attacker is between 100 and 1, 800 times larger than the discard probability after the insertion of the same load of keys by regular users. This drives
the discard probability of the hash table far beyond the discard probability in
which it is assumed to be operating. This result emphasizes the fundamental
vulnerability of Hashing schemes, such as the Peacock Hashing, that dedicate
specific range of buckets (the upper sub-tables) for collision resolution.

6.3.4 Resilience to In-Attack Damage (and Improving
Performance Using Bitmaps)
As already mentioned in Section 6.1, we analyze an attack focused at creating post-attack damage. We avoided analyzing attacks aiming at in-attack
damage by inserting keys that require excessive number of memory accesses
during the attack, since we believe such attacks can be countered easily. Our
suggestion is to keep a bitmap summary of the occupied buckets for every
backup table. Since the total size of the backup tables is small (about 10%
of M when r = 10), these bitmaps are compact enough to be stored in the
fast on-chip memory. Hence, the complexity of accessing a key is negligible.
Then, when handling an insertion of a new key which cannot find its place
in the main table, its final bucket (in a backup table) can be found directly
by checking its hash values against the fast bitmap summary. This way, no
insertion has to probe more than two buckets (one in the main table, and one
in the final destination). Note that it will not cause a mistaken insertion of a
key that already exists, since (as mentioned earlier) in addition to the bitmap
summary, there are also on-chip key summaries (commonly implemented in
bloom filters [3]) which are used to make sure the key does not already exist
in the sub-tables (before checking the bitmap summary to locate a free bucket
for the key).
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6.4

Cuckoo Hashing

6.4.1 Algorithm Description
According to the original definition by Pagh and Rodler [4] a Cuckoo hash
table is made of two sub-tables, equal in size. Every key k hashes into one
bucket in each of them using two hash functions h1 (k), h2 (k). If during an
insertion, both of the possible buckets are occupied, the key is placed in one of
them, causing the key placed in the occupied bucket to move to its alternative
bucket in the same manner. Therefore, every insertion of a new key consists of
a series of one or more moves. The complexity of a new insertion is measured
by the number of moves it triggers. The expected complexity of an insertion is
proved to be bounded by O(1) as long the maximal capacity of the table is not
reached. Figure 7.7 depicts an example of an insertion of k2 into a Cuckoo
hash table with 4 sub-tables. When k2 is inserted, the buckets into which
it hashes (dark left arrows) are all occupied. Then, the insertion algorithm
chooses to eject k1 (from T4 ) and place k2 in its place. k1 is then relocated
to an alternative free bucket to which it hashes in T3 . Note that as already
explained in Section 6.3.1, we discuss the model in which a bucket can hold
only one key.

T

T

T

T

k

Key
k

Key
k

Figure 6.3: A move of key k1 during the insertion of k2 into a Cuckoo hash
table with 4 sub-tables. The white (right) and the dark (left) arrows mark the
hash values of k1 and k2 in the different sub-tables, respectively.
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For the original Cuckoo hash table consisting of two sub-tables, Pagh
and Rodler [4] showed that the complexity of an insertion is O(1 + 1/ϵ)
where M = 2N (1 + ϵ), M is the total number of buckets (in both tables)
and N is the maximal number of keys the table is meant to hold. In [13]
Fotakis, Pagh et al. generalized Cuckoo Hashing to d-ary Cuckoo Hashing
where d ≥ 2 sub-tables are used. They showed how N keys can be stored
in M = (1 − ϵ)N buckets for any constant ϵ > 0. They showed that Search
and Delete operations take4 O(ln(1/ϵ)) and proved the generalized Cuckoo
Hashing has a constant amortized insertion time. Following [13], Frieze and
Mitzenmacher [14] suggested a more efficient insertion method with a polylogarithmic upper bound. In later studies (such as [14], [13] and [15]) different insertion algorithms have been proposed. They mainly differ in the way
they choose the key that will be relocated (in order to free a bucket for an inserted key that all his possible d locations are occupied). Note that the attack
efficiency is independent of the way the key (to be moved) is chosen, hence
we do not discuss here the variations of the insertion algorithm and for our
work one can assume the moved key is chosen randomly. In addition, since
the exact insertion complexity of the various insertion algorithms is not fully
analyzed, we use the fact that it is proved to take an amortized O(1) time
when we approximate the vulnerability. In addition, we use simulations to
give precise results for selected examples.

6.4.2 In-Attack Damage: Attack on Cuckoo Hashing
The basic idea behind the attack is to insert K keys that all hash into the same
small set of buckets B, such that K > |B|. Except for the first |B| keys, every attack key causes an insertion loop in which every move triggers another.
Formally, the attacker inserts K keys such for every key k, {hi (k)}di=1 ⊂ B
where B is a set of buckets such that K > |B|. Such attack creates insertion
loops and cause the insertion algorithm to require excessive number of memory accesses. Note that the size of B can be is as low as d (when B contains
exactly one bucket from each sub-table) but a large bucket set B allows the
attacker to find keys for the attack more easily. Note that a general algorithm
that will detect every possible loop can be proved impractical, especially in
hardware. Therefore, the most popular approach to address this issue is to
limit the number of moves to a predefined fixed value W since their vast
4 Their

experiments showed that 4 probes suffice for ϵ ≈ 0.03.
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majority is very low5 .
In our technical report [11] we describe the algorithm used by the attacker
to find the keys for the attack and its complexity is analyzed. Our main result
on this subject is that it is harder to find Cuckoo attack keys than to find the
Peacock attack keys6 . However, on the other hand, in contrast to the Peacock
attack, the attacker can use the same keys over and over again and sustain his
attack until it is mitigated, if at all.

6.4.3 In-Attack Damage: Vulnerability of Cuckoo Hashing
Using the vulnerability measure described in Section 6.2, we now evaluate the
system vulnerability due to new-key insertion complexity (measured by the
number of moves it triggers). Let ICR and ICA (’R’ - Regular, ’A’ - Attacker)
denote the overall number of operations performed during the insertion of K
keys, by the attacker and by regular users, respectively. Note that regardless
of the strategy of the attacker, the vulnerability cannot exceeds W (VIC(K) =
ICA (K)
ICR (K) ≤ W ) since trivially ICR (K) >= K and since the system enforces
ICA (K) <= KW .
Theorem 47 The system vulnerability due to insertion complexity is
VIC(K) =

W
ICA (K)
= |B|/K + (1 − |B|/K) ,
ICR (K)
c

(6.6)

where c ≥ 1 is the average time complexity of a regular key insertion and B
is the group of buckets into which all the attack keys hash.

Proof: Since the insertion time of a random regular key has an amortized
O(1) complexity we can conclude that ICR (K) = Kc where c ≥ 1 is a
constant (very close to 1 in practice) denoting the insertion complexity of
a random key. The first |B| keys inserted by the attacker might not cause
insertion loops since they all can possibly find an empty bucket. Therefore
the complexity of their insertion is |B|c. Each of the remaining K − |B| keys
inserted by the attacker triggers an insertion loop that is terminated only after
W moves. Then ICA (K) = |B|c + (K − |B|)W . To conclude, the values of
ICR (K) and ICA (K) lead to the result in Eq. 6.6.
5 W suppose to be set to alog(n) where n is the number of keys the table can hold and a is
appropriately chosen constant [14].
6 Since keys have to hash to the same buckets in all sub-tables.
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Evaluation of the Vulnerability and the Analysis: In the same way as
we did for Peacock Hashing, we aim to construct (and then attack) hash table
that can hold up to 3333 keys with an Acceptable Loss Fraction of 1%. As a
system designer would do, we used simulations to measure the loss fraction
with different values of d, W and M and decided to use a system with d = 3,
W = 4 and M = 6000. Note that higher values of d and W allow higher
utilization of the table7 . That is, smaller value of M is required in order to
accommodate up to 3333 keys with the required loss fraction.
Cuckoo Hashing
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Figure 6.4: Plot (a): The average insertion complexity of keys inserted by
an attacker ICA (K)/K and a regular user ICR (K)/K in a system with
W = 4. Plot (b): The vulnerability (V = ICA (K)/ICR (K)) as a function
of the additional load (K/M ). In both plots the existing load is α = 0.1.
Figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) depict the simulation results on a table with
(arbitrarily chosen) existing load of α = 0.1. The x-axis in both figures corresponds to the additional load of keys that was added to the table. The x-axis
ends at 0.45 since the maximal allowed load in the table is 3333/6000 =
0.55% (and it already contains 0.1).
According Theorem 47 the vulnerability is mainly defined by W/c (since
|B|/K is expected to be very small, especially when |B| = d). Note that
using c = 1 gives an upper bound on the estimated vulnerability which is
then approximated by W . As we can see in Figure 6.4(a), the lower curve
which depicts ICR (K)/K (the average complexity of regular insertion) - c
is indeed very close to 1 in the simulation results. Therefore, as also shown in
7 However, high values of d and W also increase the complexity of the different operations in
the table.
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Figure 6.4(b), setting the moves limit W practically decides the vulnerability
of the system. In addition, one can observe that, unlike Peacock Hashing,
in Cuckoo Hashing the size of the table M has no role in the vulnerability
(Theorem 47).
The following table summarize the results so far, including those from
the attack feasibility analysis which is excluded from this paper and can be
found in a technical report [11]. The arrows marks how different properties of
a Cuckoo hash table are affected when increasing W , d and M . ⇑, ⇓ and ⇔
mark that a property is increased, decreased or do not chance (respectively).
Table Utilization
Vulnerability
Attack Feasibility

High W
⇑
⇑
⇔

High d
⇑
⇓
⇓

High M
⇓
⇔
⇓

As explained above, from the efficiency point of view the system designer
has to choose between higher complexity of the hash operations (high values
of d and W ) and lower utilization (large M ). Our work, shows through the
above analysis and simulation results the security implications of setting W
and d. The results show that W is a key factor in the vulnerability of Cuckoo
Hashing. Therefore, from the vulnerability point of view, it is preferable to
increase the number of sub-tables d in order to keep the moves limit W as
low as possible. Increasing d not only decreases the vulnerability but also
decrease the feasibility by forcing the attacker to invest more effort in finding
a suitable attack keys set (see [11]).

6.4.4 Resilience to Post-Attack Damage
There is no general way to cause post attack damage (In contrast to Peacock
Hashing, see Section 6.3.2) since there is no specific layout of elements in
the table that Cuckoo is vulnerable to more than other; This is true since it is
impractical to assume the attacker knows where new keys will hashed to after
the attack has ended.

6.5

Summary

In this work we exposed the weak points of the Peacock and Cuckoo Hashing.
We showed that Peacock is resilient against in-attack damage. Nevertheless,
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we showed that it is highly vulnerable to an attack that aims at driving the
system to high post-attack discard rates; such an attack can increase these
rates by a factor of 100−1, 800 in comparison to normal behavior. For Cuckoo
hashing we showed that an attacker can slow the system by inserting keys that
require 4 times more memory accesses than regular keys in a typical settings.
We also provided simulation results for a use case in which a system designer
plans to design a Cuckoo and Peacock hash tables which comply with the
same requirements.
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Appendix
Glossary of Notations
Sub-table # i
Number of sub-tables
Number of buckets in Ti (Mi = |Ti |)
$d
Total number of buckets (M = i=1 Mi )
The existing load (keys/buckets) in the table (prior an attack)
Number of additional keys inserted by a malicious/regular user
r = Mi /Mi+1 (in Peacock Hashing)
Attack depth (in Peacock Hashing)
The maximal number of moves allowed (in Cuckoo Hashing)
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7 Network Performance: Graduating from the “Age of Innocence”
Abstract — Performance analysis has been used for over half a
century for the design and operations of computer systems and communications networks. This methodology, mostly stochastic in nature, has
been based on the underlying paradigm that users are innocent and ”well
behaving”. Following the flourish of the internet and the subsequent rise
of malicious incidents, research started investigating the effect of malicious attacks aimed at degrading system performance.
The objective of this work is to understand how system performance is affected by malicious behavior and how performance evaluation should account for it. We do so by considering an array of ”classical” systems taken from the literature and examining their degree of
vulnerability. These can also serve in providing some initial insights into
what makes a system design vulnerable or resilient.

7.1

Introduction

Half a century ago L. Kleinrock published [1] where he presented a methodology for evaluating packet based networks performance using the theory of
queueing networks. The succeeding 50 years have seen a flourish of research
in the areas of computer and network performance. These have been triggered by the fast advances in computer design and computer networks, and
were propelled by the continuous needs of the industry for efficient design of
their systems and networks.
During most of this period performance analysis of these systems, as
well as their design, has been based, to a large extent, on stochastic analysis. The underlying assumption behind this methodology is that customers
(alternatively requests, messages sent, etc.) behave as a stochastic process
which drives the overall system performance. Such analysis commonly leads
to stochastic-type results such as expected values (average/mean), variances
and distribution tails. For example, in [1] the interest is in the expected delay
experienced by packets traveling across a Wide Area Network. Also, Kleinrock’s textbook [2], which is one of the first textbooks dealing with computer
performance and computer networks analysis, is based on that approach; Similar representative examples are Bertsekas and Gallager’s computer networks
textbook [3], in its network analysis parts, and Harchol-Balter’s Computer
performance textbook [4].
This methodology, shared by many researchers as well as system designers, has been inherently based on the underlying paradigm that all users are
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innocent, aiming merely at improving their own performance. Perhaps equivalently, the whole incubation, design and birth of the Internet has implicitly
shared this “user innocence” underlying assumption.
The Internet, however, not only grew much faster than anyone could imagine2 , it also matured as fast, and recent years have shown that the Internet’s
“age of innocence” is over. In the recent period the welfare of the Internet has
been threatened by malicious Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks as
well as Cyber attacks. DDoS attackers consume the resources of the victim,
a server or a network, causing a performance degradation or even the total
failure of the victim. The ease with which such attacks are generated makes
them very popular ( [5, 6]). In performance evaluation terms, this has broken
the underlying paradigm by which all users are ”innocent”.
It took quite some time for the performance community to react to these
changes. During that time period computer attacks have been solely under
the research domain of ”computer and network security”; an area that is quite
disconnected and remote from the area of performance evaluation. The focus
of that community has been on attack identification and mitigation, while
disregarding the quantitative evaluation of their impact on performance.
The paradigm shift has finally lead to the introduction of a new research
direction based on combining knowledge from these two fields: Security and
Performance. This research venue has been aiming at viewing the attacks
through ”performance eyes”, that is, evaluating system performance in the
presence of malicious users. In other words, studying ”malice-based performance”. The findings of these studies have been that the effect of malicious
behavior on system performance and design can be, in some cases, quite drastic.
The purpose of this work is to explore the traditional computer and network performance paradigms, and examine them under this new light, namely
in the presence of “malicious” behavior. Our objective is to present this new
malice-based performance analysis, to contrast it with the traditional analysis,
and to demonstrate its impact through reviewing a collection of representative
cases (most presented in recent years literature) from the areas of computer
and network performance. The approaches presented in this work can assist
system designers in evaluating their design subject to malicious behavior as
well as in understanding how a system should be designed to be resilient to
such attacks. In theoretical terms, we would like to give an insight into what
2 Had anyone imagined this tremendous growth, we would not be struggling today with the
32 bit limited address space of the Internet.
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makes a design more or less vulnerable.
We start this work with briefly enlisting a sample of performance attacks
taken from the literature and classifying them according to the vulnerability
point they address (Section 2). We then (Section 3) describe several methodologies for quantitatively evaluating the impact of the attacks on performance.
We then (Section 4) move into an in-detail presentation, portraying a representative sample of test cases. For these cases we review their performance
under normal conditions, describe the malicious behavior, examine the quantitative effect of the the malicious behavior on the system, and propose how
to modify the design to diminish the malice impact on performance. In Section 5 we briefly discuss possible solutions. Finally, concluding remarks are
provided in Section 6.

7.2

How your Performance can be Attacked:
Attack Survey and Classification

In this section we review the literature and enlist a representative set of performance attacks.
Roughly speaking, we can classify the methods of launching sophisticated
DDoS attacks into four classes: Algorithmic Worst-Case Exploit, Traffic Pattern Exploit, System Architecture Worst-Case Exploit and Protocol Deviation
Exploit. We explain and demonstrate below each of the categories.
1) Algorithmic Worst-Case Exploit or Complexity Attack - Attacker
exploits the worst-case performance of the system algorithm which differs
from the average-case under which the algorithm was designed. Crosby and
Wallach [7] were the first to demonstrate the complexity attack on the commonly used Open Hash data structure. They showed that an attacker can design an attack that achieves worst-case complexity of O(n) elementary operations per insert operation instead of the average-case complexity of O(1).
Examples of algorithms that are vulnerable to complexity attacks are Closed
Hash [8], Quicksort [9], regular expression matcher [10], Intrusion Detection
Systems [11, 12] and Linux route-table cache [13]. 2) Traffic Pattern Exploit - Attacker exploits the (stochastic) worst-case traffic pattern that can be
applied to the system. This category is similar to the first one with the distinction that the worst-case scenario involves a specific traffic pattern of requests
from multiple users. This type of attack is demonstrated in the Reduction of
Quality (RoQ) attacks papers [12, 14, 15]. RoQ attacks target the adaptation
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mechanisms by hindering the adaptive component from converging to steadystate. This is done by sending - from time to time - a very short burst of surge
demand imitating many users and thus pushing the system into an overload
condition. Using a similar technique, Kuzmanovic and Knightly [16] presented the Shrew Attack which is tailored and designed to exploit TCP’s deterministic retransmission timeout mechanism. Another example of an attack
exploiting the stochastic worst-case is given in [17,18]. There it is shown that
Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ), a commonly deployed mechanism to protect traffic from DDoS attacks, is ineffective in an environment consisting of
bursting applications such as the Web client application. [19] shows an attack
on the SSL handshake, conducted by repeatedly making requests that require
costly decryption operations on the server side.
3) System Architecture Worst-Case Exploit - While the previous categories exploit a weak point in the algorithm, attacks belonging to this category
exploit a weak point in the specific architecture of the system the algorithm
runs on, mainly the interaction of the hardware with the software implementation of the algorithm. For example: Moscibroda and Multu [20] discuss a
sophisticated DDoS attack which degrades the performance of a Multi-Core
System. The attack is conducted by one process (running on one core) targeting the weakest point in such a system - the DRAM shared memory and degrading the performance of other processes in the system. [21] shows
the vulnerability of the pattern matching algorithm of NIDS to traffic which
causes high cache miss rate and thus decreases the performance to 14% of the
original rate.
4) Protocol Deviation Exploit - Attacker deviates from the protocol
rules, exploiting the fact that the protocol design is based on the assumption
that all the users obey the rules of the protocol. Most traditional DDoS attacks [22], like SYN attacks and DNS attacks, belong to this category. These
attacks exploit the fact that performing only part of the flow protocol but not
finishing it correctly harms the performance of the protocol significantly. For
example, in the SYN attack the attacker sends many SYN requests but does
not send the FIN. Another weak point can be found in the protocol specification. The papers [23, 24] identify a number of vulnerabilities in the authentication phase in 802.11 standard that can be used by an attacker to deauthenticate other legitimate users.
Another type of protocol deviation attack consists of obeying the protocol flows while ”cheating” in the contents of the protocol messages. Recent
works in the context of wireless scheduling [25–28], show that ”cheating” by
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misreporting the channel capacity can harm the system performance significantly.

7.3

Modeling Methodologies for
Malice-Accounting Performance Evaluation

In this section we deal with how one can quantify the damage created by
an attack. We start with discussing what is malice-accounting performance.
We then describe a performance accounting methodology (Section 7.3.2) and
describe in detail a concrete performance accounting metrics (Section 7.3.3).
We finalize with describing related evaluation methodologies not based on
performance accounting (Section 7.3.4).

7.3.1

Malice-Accounting Performance

How does ”Mal-case” performance differ from worst-case performance and
average-case performance? An underlying assumption behind both worstcase and average-case analysis is that in reality there are many cases and
realizations; the worst-case performance will evaluate the worst of these realizations while the average-case will average all of them. The mal-case performance can be thought as some type of intermediate paradigm. It assumes that
the majority of the population behaves ”normally” (”innocently”) and thus its
own performance can be measured via the normal average-case performance.
However, this performance is affected by having a fraction of the population
(malicious users) behaving as to drive the system into a worst-case realization.
How mal-case performance is defined? Isn’t a malicious user like an adversary? To make it a practical measure, one cannot attribute the malicious
user(s) with ”super-powers” and therefore cannot relate to it as an adversary
(as commonly done in worst-case analysis). Rather – one has to bind the
malicious user to practical limitations. Such limitations can be of several categories: 1) Knowledge of System Operations – The attacker may or may not
know some of the system internals. For example it may know that the system
uses a hash table, but possibly not know the exact hash function. 2) Knowledge of system state and other users state – The internal temporal system
state (e.g. which buckets in the hash table are occupied at this moment) is
commonly hidden from the malicious user. Similarly, knowledge about the
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temporal behavior of the other users (e.g. which buckets will they address
in future requests) is hidden as well. 3) Resource Limitations – The attacker
has limited ”budget” expressed in limits on the size of the attack he/she can
launch.

7.3.2

Malice-Accounting Performance: Sophisticated
Attacks

From performance point of view, our mere interest is in the so-called sophisticated attacks. Under such attacks the attacker sends traffic aiming to hurt
a weak point in the system design in order to significantly degrade its performance. The sophistication lies in the fact that the attack is tailored to the
system design, aiming to increase the attack effectiveness.
The attacker’s incentive is to increase the attack’s performance effect
while minimizing the amount of traffic it sends. The use of sophisticated attacks reduces the cost of attacks, i.e., reduces the number of zombie computers the attacker has to operate and and the complexity of attack coordination.
Moreover, the use of sophisticated attacks increases the likelihood that the
attack will succeed in going unnoticed (going under the radar) by DDoS mitigation mechanisms, which are usually based on detecting higher-than-normal
traffic volume.

7.3.3

A Performance Vulnerability Metric

How the vulnerability of a system to attacks (malicious behavior) can be evaluated? It is desired that such evaluation will account for the performance
effect (damage) caused by the attack as well as for the efforts required in
launching the attack. A measure of vulnerability factor has been proposed
and defined [8] as the maximal performance degradation (damage) that malicious users can inflict on the system using a specific amount of resources
(cost) normalized by the performance degradation attributed to regular users
using the same amount of resources. In a sense, this evaluates how many innocent users are prevented accommodation in the system due to the activity
of one malicious user. In other words, this is the number of innocent users the
malicious user ”worth”.
Formally, the Vulnerability Factor can be defined as follows: Let the
usersType parameter be equal to either regular users (R) or malicious
attackers (Mst ) with strategy st. Note that we use the plural terms since some
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of the attack types occur only in specific scenarios of multiple coordinated
access of users to the system [14]. Let budget be the amount of resources
that the users of usersType spend on producing the additional traffic to
the system, i.e., the cost of producing the attack is limited by the budget
parameter. The budget can be measured differently in the various models,
e.g. as the required bandwidth, or the number of required computers, or as
the required amount of CPU and so on. Let ∆Perf (usersType, budget)
be the performance degradation caused by the additional traffic generated
by the additional users (of type usersType with a budget resource limit).
The performance can be measured by different means such as the CPU
consumption, the delay experienced by a regular user, the number of users
the system can handle and so on.
We define the Effectiveness of a malicious strategy st on the system as
Est (budget = b) =

∆Perf (Mst , b)
,
∆Perf (R, b)

(7.1)

and the Vulnerability Factor V of the system as:
V (budget = b) = maxst {Est (b)}.

(7.2)

In evaluating attack effectiveness one may distinguish between two types of
effects: 1) In-attack performance, and 2) Post-attack performance. In the former one measures the attack’s performance effects while the attack is carried
on. In the latter one evaluates the effects on system performance once the
attack has completed.
Sophisticated DDoS
Hurting a weak link of
the system design
DoS - NOT DDoS

Basic DDoS

Application bug

Brute Force - flooding

1

Amount of traffic that is required to overload the server

Infinity

K

A lot

1

Vulnerability factor

Figure 7.1: Attack Effectiveness and Corresponding Vulnerability.
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Figure 7.1 qualitatively demonstrates attack effectiveness in relation to
attack sophistication. Brute force attacks (no sophistication) are depicted on
the right where a huge amount of traffic is needed to overload the system
since the load placed by an attacker operation is identical to that of an innocent user operation (vulnerability is 1). On the left we depict attacks that
completely shut down a system and thus the corresponding vulnerability is
infinity. The range in between the extreme points belongs to sophisticated attacks (vulnerability is K) where an attacker operation is performance-wise K
times more effective than that of an innocent user.
We note that [14] concentrates on related performance measurement, the
attack potency. The attack potency, is defined to be the ratio between the damage caused by an attack and the cost of mounting such an attack. Specifically,
the paper defined potency = damage
1 . The goal of the attacker is to maximize
cost Ω
the potency of the attack. Note that the definition for Ω = 1 is basically the
∆Perf (Mst , budget) in the vulnerability factor, without normalizing it to the
performance degradation caused by a regular user. In this definition the Ω is
introduced to model the aggressiveness of the attacker. A large Ω reflects the
highest level of aggression, i.e., an attacker bent on inflicting the most damage and for whom cost is not a concern. Mounting a regular DDoS attack is
an example of such behaviour. A small Ω reflects an attacker whose goal is to
maximize damage with minimal exposure.

7.3.4

Alternative Methodologies: Economics Based and
Traffic Based Evaluation Methodologies

Evaluating the financial impact of a DDoS attack is mainly meant to help
service providing companies to evaluate their risk and assess the profitability
of purchasing and maintaining security measures, backup systems and insurance.
In [29] the authors present a model and methodology to calculate the expected financial loss for a variety of scenarios involving Internet DDoS attacks. The financial damage is divided to four categories: Downtime Loss,
Disaster Recovery, Liability and Customer Loss. The evaluation requires to
predict various parameteres such as the down time of the system, cost of the
recovery team, productivity degradation during outage, number of actual and
potential customers lost and so on.
In [30] the authors aimed at creating DDoS impact-measure factor called
MIDAS factor, equals (Cost of DDoS attack) /(Total provider yearly rev-
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enue) where Cost of a DDoS attack = Cost of SLA violations + Cost/Risk
of customers leaving. This metric captures the relative economical impact of
a DDoS attack which can be compared between networks of different sizes.
This measure is made simple enough to be evaluated by real-time network
measurements.
Another metric which uses traffic trace is DoS impact proposed by
Mirkovic et al. in [31]. The traffic is associated with different user tasks
called transactions. These transactions are then classified to different categories, each with its own unique QoS requirements. The metric is defined as
the percentage of transactions in each category which failed to achieve their
QoS goals.

7.4

Computer and Network Vulnerability - Test
Cases

7.4.1

Computer Performance and Scheduling: Theory

How can the performance of a computer system be attacked? Computer performance in general, and scheduling specifically, have been studied extensively as early as the 60’s of the prior century; A common modeling paradigm
is a system consisting of an arrival stream of requests, where the processing
requirement made by a request is a random variable reflecting the processing times of typical users. For example, for packet networks it is common
to assume that the processing time is proportional to the packets length. The
overall system performance then depends on this distribution and on the processing policy.
For example, using the First Come First Served policy, the expected delay
experienced by an arbitrary request (assuming an M/G/1 model) is given by
the well known formula:
E[W ] =

λb(2)
,
2(1 − ρ)

(7.3)

where λ is the (Poisson) arrival rate, ρ = λb is the system utilization and b,
b(2) are the first two moments of the processing time distribution. Under this
policy, long jobs and short jobs experience the same delay.
In contrast, the processor sharing (PS) policy, whose first analysis was
provided in [32], favors short jobs and (partially) protects them from long
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jobs; Under PS, the expected delay of a job of size x depends linearly on the
job length :
E[W (x)] = x/(1 − ρ),
(7.4)
where the partial effect of long jobs on short jobs is through the denominator.
Note that Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS), which provides sharing
between classes of customers, and the corresponding well known practical
implementation Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ), are known to fully protect
short jobs from long jobs (or low load flows from high load flows).
How can malicious users attack the performance of a computer system?
Equations (7.3), (7.4) suggest that this can be done by either increasing the
arrival rate (λ) or the moments of the service times b, b(2) . Increasing the
arrival rate is done by sending a large number of requests; this forms an ”unsophisticated” attack which is easy to detect and requires great effort from the
attackers, and is out of scope for this study.
The alternative approach is to increase the processing time experienced by
either the attacker’s jobs or by innocent users’ jobs. The resulting theoretical
question is how the performance equations (7.3), (7.4) can be affected by
controlling the processing requirements of individual jobs or of a group of
jobs.
In the next section we deal with this approach, focusing on attacks performed on Hash Tables, which are common and critical data structures used in
computer systems as well as networking components (e.g. routers). Our discussion below starts with the traditional (linear) hash tables and then moves
to more advanced tables (Peacock, Cuckoo) which became popular in networking technology in recent years.
What makes a system design vulnerable to performance attacks? Our exploration of the various hash systems aims at shedding some light on this
design problem.

7.4.2 Computer Performance and Scheduling - Attacks on
Hash Tables
Vulnerability of ”Simple” Hash Tables
Many network applications use the common Hash data structure. A Hash table is based on an array of buckets of size M meant to store keys from a space
larger than M . A hash function h(s) is used to identify the bucket in which
the key s should reside. In [8] the authors analyzed attacks on Open Hash
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(a.k.a Closed Addressing) and Closed Hash (a.k.a Open Addressing). In the
Hash data structure, the Insert operation of a new element is the most time
consuming operation. We summarize here the attack on Closed Hash tables
with linear probing as an example for an attack that causes both in-attack and
post-attack damage.
A Closed Hash consists of an array of size N for storing the keys of
the elements. During a key insertion, if the key is hashed into an occupied
bucket, then the neighboring bucket is probed, and this process repeats until
an empty bucket is found [33] (this is called linear probing; other probings are
not analyzed here). The average complexity of performing an insert operation
under regular operation of the Hash is O(1) memory accesses. K insertions
can trigger worst-case behavior by having all K keys hashed into the same
bucket.
An attacker with the ability to compute the hash function, can produce
this behavior and cause in-attack damage by requiring O(K) memory accesses per insertion and increase the load on the system [8]. This is compared
to O(1) memory accesses per insertion by regular users, as the traditional
complexity analysis predicts. Therefore, the in-attack vulnerability is O(K).
!
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Figure
7.2: Closed Hash: Attack creates a vulnerable region.

In addition, after the attack has ended, a cluster (see Figure 7.2) of at least
K consecutive occupied buckets is formed (by the buckets holding the key
used in the attack). The existence of such a long cluster increases the insertion complexity of keys searched-for after the attack; therefore, this attack
causes also post-attack damage. The analysis in [8] shows that the vulnerability metric of the post-attack insertion-complexity increases linearly with
the budget of the attacker and can reach values around V ≈ 90. That is, the
insertions by a malicious user can make the system 90 times slower than after
the same amount of insertions by a regular user.
Remark 10 (Malice-Based System Design) The importance of malicebased performance analysis for system design can be appreciated by noting
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Figure 7.3: Open Hash: Vulnerable region is not highly accessible.

that while Closed Hash is extremely vulnerable to post-attack damage, Open
Hash is not vulnerable to such damage at all (see [8]) and thus is highly
preferred. This major difference is in contrast to the view taken by traditional
performance analysis which finds the two hash strategies to be equivalent.
The malice-based performance difference results from the inherent structure of these hash tables: An attacker inserting all keys into the same bucket
produces a long chain under Open Hash and a cluster under Closed Hash.
Under Open Hash this increases the complexity only of the hash operations
targeting a single bucket, namely forming a ”vulnerable region” of one bucket
only (see Figure 7.3). In contrast, under Closed Hash it increases the complexity of the operations accessing all of the adjacent buckets, namely forming
a ”vulnerable region” whose size is O(K) (see Figure 7.2).
The average operation complexity in Open Hash depends only on the average chain-length, which depends only on the number of keys stored in the
table rather than their distribution in the table. Therefore, regardless of its
insertion-strategy, an attacker cannot cause greater damage than a regular
user which inserts the same amount of keys.
It is important to note that while the expected post-attack chain-length
practically does not change under Open Hash, the second moment of the
chain length does change significantly (since the attacker increased the length
of one chain). Thus, if the jobs that access an Open Hash conduct this access
by first queueing in an M/G/1 queue, their expected delay will be significantly
affected due to the second moment of the Hash processing time (see numerator of Equation 7.3).
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Multiple Choice Hash Tables (MHT)
Multiple-choice Hash Tables (MHT), and in particular Peacock Hash [34]
and Cuckoo Hash [35], are easy to implement and are currently the most efficient and most studied implementations for hardware network systems such
as routers for IP lookup ( [36], [37] and [38]), network monitoring and measurement [39] and Network Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems (NIDS/NIPS) [40]. For more information about hardware-tailored hash tables we
recommend the recent survey by Kirsch et al. [41]. In the following text we
bring a summary of the results in [42] where the authors described malicious
attacks on Peackok and Cuckoo Hash and evaluated their Vulnerability.
Peacock Hash Tables:

T4
M 4=1

d=4

T3
M 3=2

h4(k)
h3(k)
h2(k)

Key
k

T2
M 2=4

h1(k)

T1
M 1=8

Figure 7.4: An insertion of key k into a small Peacock hash table with four
tables. Gray buckets are occupied with existing keys and white buckets are
free. The black bucket marks the bucket where k is finally placed.
A Peacock hash table consists of one large main table T1 (which typically holds 90% of the buckets) and a series of additional sub-tables where
collisions caused during insertions are resolved. Its structure is based on the
observation that only a small fraction of the keys inserted into a hash table
collide with existing keys (that is, hashed into an occupied bucket) and even a
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Figure 7.5: Peacock Hash Attack Damage: The discard probability after insertions by regular (DPR ) and malicious (DPA ) users as a function of the
load they add (K/M ).
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Figure 7.6: Peacock Hash Vulnerability: Vulnerability simulation results (V )
as a function of the additional load for a table with four subtables, each 10
times smaller than the previous one. Each sub-table has a load of 10% before
the insertion of the additional keys.
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smaller fraction will collide again, etc. These backup tables are usually small
enough for their summary (implemented by bloom filters) to be saved on fast
on-chip memory which dramatically improves the overall operation performance in Peacock Hash. Starting from T1 , the insertion algorithm probes the
sub-tables one after the other until finding a table where the bucket to which
the key hashes into is free (see Fig. 7.4).
An attacker capable of predicting hash values to some degree, can insert
small number of keys colliding with each other in the first table(s), flooding the smallest backup tables. Since the backup tables are stored on a fast
memory, the in-attack damage is negligible. However, it causes a substantial
post-attack damage, since when the backup tables are flooded, the probability
for a key to be dropped is much higher than in the normal state (in which all
sub-tables have similar load). In [42] the authors evaluated the vulnerability
of the drop probability in Peacock hash tables. Figure 7.5 depicts the damage malicious users can cause in a sample scenario. Based on these results,
Figure 7.6 depicts the vulnerability results for these scenario, demonstrating
very high vulnerability, ranging between 102 to 103 .
Cuckoo Hash Tables:
A Cuckoo Hash table (see Figure 7.7) is made of two (or more) subtables of the same size . A key is assigned with one hash value in each of
the sub-tables and can be placed in any of the corresponding buckets. When
a key k finds all its buckets occupied, one of the keys k ′ residing in those
buckets is then kicked out. Then, in the same manner, the algorithm searches
a bucket for k ′ . Note that the number of moves allowed during one insertion
is limited to W moves. It is done to avoid (rare) cases in which the insertion is
in a loop state. Cuckoo Hash allows achieving a higher table utilization than
that achieved by alternative MHT schemes that do not allow moves, while
maintaining O(1) amortized complexity of an Insert operation (although the
complexity of a single insertion is not bounded by a constant).
The basic idea behind the attack is to insert K keys that all hash into the
same small set of buckets B, such that K > |B|. Except for the first |B|
keys, every attack key causes an insertion loop in which every move triggers
another. Note that [42] states that unlike Peacock Hash, Cuckoo Hash is immune to post attack damage, since there is no specific layout of elements in
the table that Cuckoo is vulnerable to more than any another.
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 depict simulation results of such an attack. It shows
that the average insertion-complexity of a malicious key is close to W while
that of a regular key is very close to 1. This is an important result since the
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Figure 7.7: A move of key k1 during the insertion of k2 into a Cuckoo hash
table with 4 sub-tables. The white (right) and the dark (left) arrows mark the
hash values of k1 and k2 in the different sub-tables, respectively.
maximal load of a Cuckoo Hash table can be extended either by increasing
the number of sub-tables d or by increasing W (both options lead to lower
key-dropping probability on the expense of performance). However, as shown
in [42], increasing W , which means increasing the system vulnerability, is
less safe than increasing d.
Discussion and Comparison
What makes one hash table more vulnerable than the other? While we do
not have an analytic quantifiable answer, we try to provide an intuitive qualitative reasoning. Structures which are characterized by ”uniform design”,
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Attacker Vs. Regular Inserion Complexity
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Figure 7.8: Cuckoo Hash Attack Damage: The average insertion complexity
of a key insertion by an attacker ICA and by a regular user ICR in a system
with W = 4.
such as Open Hash and Cuckoo Hash, seem to be significantly less vulnerable than those with ”non-uniform design”, such as Peacock Hash. In the
latter, the non-uniformity creates vulnerable regions (such as the top part of
the Peacock tables) at which the attack can concentrate its efforts, causing
much damage in little effort. In the former, such ”special” regions do not exist, implying that the attack cannot create more damage than innocent users.
Note that in the Closed Hash, whose design looks ”uniform” under regular
operation, the attacker creates a ”non uniform” structure (a region of ≥ K
consecutive occupied cells, see Fig. 7.2) thus making the hash vulnerable at
post-attack time.

7.4.3 Flow Control in Networks
Flow control is one of the basic and most influential mechanism in computer
networks. Using this mechanism the network controls the temporal rate by
which each flow can send its data. TCP, the common transport layer in the
Internet, defines a smart flow control mechanism, that aims to prevent the
endpoints from sending traffic which overwhelms the network, or the other
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Figure 7.9: Cuckoo Hash Vulnerability: The vulnerability (V = ICA /ICR )
as a function of the additional load (K/M ). In both plots the existing load is
α = 0.1.

endpoint.
Kuzmanovic and Knightly [16] presented the Shrew Attack which is
tailored and designed to exploit TCP’s deterministic retransmission timeout
(RTO) mechanism, under which a flow has to wait RTO seconds before
retransmitting a packet that was not acknowledged. By using well timed
attack-bursts, an attacker can perform an effective low-rate attack on TCP
flows. The attack begins with a burst of traffic which causes packet losses
to the TCP flows in a network, causing them to enter a timeout. This will
cause TCP flows to reset the congestion window size and wait RTO seconds
before retransmitting. The first retransmission marks the beginning of the
slow start phase in which TCP flows gradually increase their congestion
window in order to recover the same throughput they achieved before the
attack. Then, just when the flows are about to saturate the link, the attacker
strikes again with another attack burst, long enough to cause the flows to
return to RTO state once again. This is a low-rate attack since the bursts are
well spaced in time (scale of seconds, based on minRTO, the minimal RTO
used by the flows) and because they are conducted when the link is already
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close to saturation. In their Internet experiments, the authors show that a
remote attacker with an average rate of only 909 kb/sec can reduce a victim’s
throughput from 9.8Mb/sec to 1.2Mb.
In their work, Kuzmanovic and Knightly [16] explored different mechanisms to counter malicious flows conducting Shrew attacks in both end-points
and routers. For router-assisted mechanisms, the authors reviewed several perflow treatment mechanisms and concluded it is a hard task and they did not
find an adequate solution. One of the weak points abused by the attacker is the
fact that the value of minRTO is similar among the flows and hence they all
recover from the RTO at a relatively similar and short time interval. By using
a randomized value for minRTO, the length of this interval increases which
reduces the effectiveness of the attack. However, the authors show that increasing the range of the minRTO values means decreasing the TCP throughput. Therefore, the authors conclude that while there are measures to mitigate
the attack, there is an inherent trade-off between the TCP performance and
the vulnerability to Shrew attacks remains.
Another related avenue of attacking the TCP is the RoQ attack [14]. RoQ
attacks present a general framework for targeting adaptation mechanisms
employed in current computing systems and networks. The attacks keep an
adaptive mechanism oscillating between over-load and under-load conditions.
While Shrew attacks exploit the timeout mechanism of TCP, the RoQ attacks
do not target this specific protocol setting, but they are a general class of dynamic exploits that target adaptation mechanisms wherever they are present:
transport layer [14], admission controls [15], Moblie ad hoc network [43]
and so on. Specifically to TCP, [14] focuses on attack techniques that would
hinder an Active Queue Management (AQM), such as RED and drop-tail,
from stabilizing its queue. Thus, resulting in a noisy feedback signal to the
end-system transmission controllers, which in turn lead to high jitters due to
oscillations, as well as inefficiencies which result in lower TCP throughput.
Moreover it was shown [44] that RoQ can be used not only for attacks, but
also for flows to acquire an unfair share of bandwidth.

7.4.4

Multiple Access Protocols

Multiple Access Protocols [45] deal with a shared channel, where a set of
nodes sends and receives packets over the same channel. All the nodes can
distinguish between an idle and a busy link, and have a “collision detect”
mechanism implying that a node listens as it transmits, and can therefore de-
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tect whether a packet it transmits collides with a frame transmitted by another
node. The multiple access protocols deal with controlling the access to the
channel, namely with the ”decision” of which node uses the channel when.
Applications include satellite networks, packet radio networks and wired local area networks.
Research started with the early papers of Abramson [46] who introduced
Pure Aloha and offered the well known throughput formula (as a function
of the offered load) S = Ge−2G , and Roberts [47] who introduced Slotted
Aloha; Under both schemes users use very simple access and collision
resolution schemes. Later, research moved to more sophisticated schemes accounting for carrier sensing and other access improvements (e.g. CSMA/CD
by Kleinrock and Tobagi [48] and other studies). Sophisticated techniques
for collision resolution have started with the work of Capetanakis [49] who
offered a tree based collision resolution algorithm, leading to significant
throughput improvements.
Vulnerability of Simplistic Collision Resolution - Aloha
In Slotted Aloha time is divided into fixed length time-slots, each suitable
for one packet transmission. If a collision between two or more users occurs
at slot k, all the users whose packets collide, independently schedule their
retransmission of the packet to a random time in the future.
In a multiple access network a sophisticated attacker will try to disturb
the network by sending traffic aiming at creating new collisions. However,
due to the simplicity of Aloha, there is no information or knowledge of the
system that the attacker can exploit for her benefit. Therefore, a sophisticated
attacker has the same effect as a regular user and the vulnerability of Aloha
can be shown to be 1.
Note that under Slotted Aloha the maximal achievable throughput is
0.368, namely 63.2% of the channel bandwidth is wasted due to packet
collision losses.
Vulnerability of Sophisticated Binary-Tree Based Resolution
In sophisticated collision resolution protocols users base their future transmissions on past collisions they observed. Therefore, collisions are resolved
more efficiently and throughput can reach values of up to 0.5. Under such
protocols the sophisticated attacker can observe the history of collisions and
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predict, with high probability, other users behavior, namely their retransmission attempts. It can use this knowledge to create more collisions than a regular user. We show here that by using a very simple strategy the malicious
attackers can conduct effective sophisticated attack (with effectiveness ranging between 2.5 to 5).
In the following text we show an attack which targets the coin-flipping
mechanism of the Binary Tree Protocol. This mechanism is also the basis for
many of the enhanced protocols3 , which makes them vulnerable to such an
attack as well. For ease of presentation we concentrate on the Binary Tree
Protocol.
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Figure 7.10: Collisions resolution under Binary Tree Protocol. The circled
number denotes the number of transmissions in each time slot. The arrows
point when should users retransmit based on their coin-flipping.
In the Binary Tree Protocol [49] [45] the underlying model and the assumptions used are identical to those assumed for Slotted Aloha. Let Sk denote the k-th time slot. If a collision between two or more users occurs in Sk ,
all the users not involved in the collision wait until the collision is resolved.
The users involved split randomly into two subsets, by each flipping a coin.
The users that flipped 0 retransmit in Sk+1 while those that flipped 1 wait
until all those in the first subset transmit successfully their packets. If Sk+1
is either idle or contains a successful transmission, the users of the second
subset retransmit at Sk+2 . If Sk+1 contains another collision, then the procedure is repeated, i.e., the users whose packets collided in slot Sk+1 flip a coin
again and operate according to the outcome of the coin flipping, and so on.
3 The basic Binary Tree Protocol has a throughput of 0.34, and the optimized binary tree protocol has throughput of 0.43 [49]. The Modified Binary Tree protocol and the Clipped Modified
Binary Tree Protocol have throughput values of 0.381 and 0.487 respectively.
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In Figure 7.10, a collision of four packets in S1 is resolved in time slots S1 to
S11 .
A malicious user in this model will try to collide with an otherwise successful packet transmission of an innocent user. In the strategy we consider,
to be denoted the LEAF strategy, the attacker transmit in Sk+1 only in two
cases:
• Pattern A: Sk−1 contains a collision of existing users (the malicious
users were not involved) and Sk contains a successful packet transmission.
• Pattern B: Sk−1 contains a collision where the malicious users were
involved and Sk is idle.
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Figure 7.11: An attack on coin-flipping based collision resolution. The attacker transmits in time slots with high probability for an otherwise successful
transmission (by a regular user).
Figure 7.11 depicts an attack on the collision resolution of two packets.
The attacker disrupts otherwise successful transmissions of User 2 in time
slots 3 and 5 after identifying Pattern A in time S1 and S2 and identifying
Pattern B in time slots S3 and S4 . Observe that due to the attack, User 2
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transmits its packet 4 times instead of 2 and the collision resolution takes 7
time slots instead of 3.
The basic idea behind the LEAF strategy is that a large fraction of the
collisions consist of exactly two packets. Patterns A and B provide good indication that there was indeed a collision of two packets, and that in the next
slot a packet will be transmitted successfully if the attacker would not disturb.
The LEAF strategy is not proved to be the most effective attack strategy.
Therefore, its Effectiveness provides a lower bound for the Vulnerability value
of this model. Our preliminary analytic results and simulations (omitted from
this text) show that the probability for a malicious transmission to collide with
an otherwise successful transmission (by another user) in larger than 82%. At
rates below 0.2 packets/time-slot this probability increases to more than 90%.
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Figure 7.12: Average transmissions per packet in the presence of additional
malicious users (NET MAL), additional regular users (NET REG) and before
the arrival of additional users (NET).
We will use the number of transmissions per packet, indicating the efforts
to be spent by regular users to reach successful transmission, as the performance metric by which we measure the vulnerability of the system. Note that
the performance degradation in throughput and delay is derived directly from
this metric.
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Let NET be a scenario when the system serves regular users with arrival
rate λ. Let NET REG and NET MAL be scenarios in which we add to NET
transmissions at rate γ of regular and malicious user respectively. Figure 7.12
depicts the average number of transmissions per packet in each of the scenarios. The effectiveness of the attack (for a certain λ) is given by the proportion
between the the difference between NET MAL and NET to the difference between NET REG and NET. Our simulations demonstrate that the effectiveness
of the LEAF strategy is quite significant, ranging between 2.5 to 5.
Discussion and Comparison
the reader may note an inherent difference between the vulnerability of Slotted Aloha and the Binary Tree protocol. While the former is not vulnerable
at all, the latter is highly vulnerable. The resilience of Aloha seems to stem
from its simplicity and ”uniform structure”. Since all points of the protocol
are identical to each other, the attack cannot address a specific, more vulnerable point, and thus an attacker is as harmful as an innocent user. In contrast,
the Binary tree protocol is characterized by highly ”structured” process, resulting with specific points which are more vulnerable than others, allowing a
sophisticated attacker to be more effective than an innocent user, making the
system highly vulnerable.

7.4.5 Network Routing - Amplified Vulnerability
Routing protocols are the protocols by which routers communicate with each
other, disseminating information that allows them to select paths between any
two nodes on the network. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), is the de facto
standard and the only inter-domain routing protocol of the internet.
A stable routing protocol is critical to the performance of the whole network, and any period of disfunction can lead to dramatic network performance degradation. As such, a routing protocol can be used as an amplifier of
performance attacks: Hurting the performance of the traffic carrying the routing messages, even mildly, can cause routing disfunction and drastic network
performance degradation.
Such amplification can be achieved by exploiting The vulnerability of
TCP to a low-rate TCP-targeted DoS attack. The Shrew attack [16], can be
used to attack many protocols that use TCP as their underlying transport
protocol, such as the BGP routing protocol [50]. Zhang [50] shows empir-
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ically that the default configurations of routers are vulnerable to conducting
the Shrew attack on the TCP session of BGP. The attack can reset the BGP
session, thus the router loses the routing information, until the attack is ended.
Specifically, [50] shows that the attackers can bring down the targeted BGP
session in less than 216 seconds. While the attack raises the utilization of the
bottleneck link only to 42%, it’s effect is highly amplified since it can increase
the BGP session reset probability to as high as 30%.
Note that the TCP session of BGP is vulnerable also to conventional attacks such as TCP RST and SYN flood attacks. However, router vendors have
provided protection against these known attacks [51–53]. Note that these attacks are easier to mitigate since the destination of the attacked traffic in this
case must be the router itself, and the traffic attacked must be the BGP session specifically. Therefore, a simple useful remedy is to allow the router to
receive traffic only from a neighbor router [53]; this remedy works since under E-BGP information is commonly exchanged only between neighboring
routers.
In contrast, Shrew attacks on BGP sessions are harder to mitigate due to
the fact that the attack can be launched using any packets passing through
the routers without the need to send packets destined to the router, and to the
BGP session specifically.
The amplifying effect, whereby mild attack on arbitrary traffic of the link
hurts BGP drastically, serves also as the key for mitigating the attack. A simple queueing prioritization mechanism which will protect the BGP session
resources from being affected by the other traffic will do the job. This can be
easily portrayed by considering an M/G/1 queueing system with two traffic
classes where non-preemptive priority is given to class 2 over class 1, and
where the mean delay, Wp , of class p is given, as a function of the utilization
of the classes ρp , p = 1, 2, by [54] (see Equation (3.31) in [2]):
Wp =

W0
, p = 1, 2;
(1 − σp )(1 − σp+1 )

σp =

2
%

ρi

(7.5)

i=p

The equation shows that the BGP traffic whose volume/utilizaion (ρ) is low
would experience negligible delay if served at high priority and significant
delay if served at low priority.
Note that under the common deployments [50], routing protocols usually
receive no priority over other traffic ( [55]) – from which this amplified vulnerability results.
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7.4.6 Wireless Network Scheduling
Channel-aware scheduling strategies - such as the CDF Scheduler (CS) [56]
and the popular Proportional Fairness Scheduler (PFS) [57] - provide an effective mechanism for utilizing the channel data rate for improving throughput performance in wireless data networks by exploiting channel fluctuations.
In the down-link wireless scheduling model, the users are waiting for their
data to be sent from a base station. Assume that time is slotted and that only
one user can be served in each time slot. Before each time slot, each user
reports to the base station his channel condition, which determines the data
transfer speed from the base station to the user. Based on this information and
different statistics from the past, the wireless scheduler decides on the user to
be scheduled for transmission in the next time slot.
Attacks on channel aware schedulers were investigated in recent studies
such as [25] and [58] which revealed the vulnerability of PFS to delays/jitter
and loss of throughput and time share caused to regular users by malicious
users providing false channel capacity reports.
In the following text we outline two attacks on CS and on PFS.
CDF Scheduler and Coordinated Attacks
The CS algorithm [56] schedules (for transmission) the user whose transfer
speed is the most exceptional among all users (compared to his past reports).
The scheduler uses the CDF value of the current reported speed to determine
how exceptional it is. Formally, let ri (t) be the data transfer speed of user i at
time t and let Ri be a random variable of the transfer speeds of user i. Before
time slot t, the scheduler calculates for each user Fi (t) = P rob(ri (t) > Ri ).
The user with the highest CDF value Fi (t) is scheduled. The fairness CS
enforces is derived from a fundamental property of CDF functions which
states that regardless of the distribution of a random variable, its CDF function is distributed uniformly between zero and one. Since in every time slot
the probability to be scheduled is equal among all users, CS enforces time
share fairness. This unique property of CS also immunes it to malicious or
selfish behavior, since regardless of the rates a user reports, his CDF value
will always be uniformly distributed between zero and one as for all the others.
In [27] the authors show that while CS is immune to an attack by a single user, it is vulnerable to attacks by a coordinated group of malicious and
selfish users. The vulnerability abused by the attack is based on the following
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observation: A malicious user who can predict the scheduling decisions, can
report a fake low channel condition in time slots where he knows that he is
not going to be scheduled anyway. These fake reports make his future reports,
where he report his real channel condition, look more exceptional (his Ri is
lower and therefore his Fi is higher) and thus increase his probability to be the
one scheduled for transmission. While it is not assumed that a malicious user
can predict the future, by cooperating with other users that share their future
CDF value (in the next time slot) the user can predict some of the time slots
where he is not going to be scheduled anyway. This way, such user breaks the
fairness CS tries to enforce and gains a larger time share on the expense of
other users (who are not in the group). One of the results presented in [27] is
that when there are malicious users and regular users in equal numbers, the
ratio of allocated time slots between a coordinated user and a regular one converges to e − 1 ≈ 1.7 (instead of 1, since they are in equal numbers and CS
maintains time share fairness). This attack belongs to the category of Traffic
Pattern Exploit and causes in-attack damage. The fact that the time share of
a malicious user can be 70% larger than this of a regular one, demonstrate
the importance of the vulnerability analysis since it exposed the fact that CS
allows large deviation from time share fairness while traditional performance
analysis (which does not consider malicious environment) claims it is completely fair.
PFS and Retransmission Attack
Under PFS, before time slot t, the scheduler calculates a priority value for
each user and schedules the one with the maximal priority. The priority value
is given by ri (t)/Ai (t), where Ai (t) is the throughput average of user i until
time slot t (not including) measured in bits/slot (and ri (t) is its channel rate
as defined before).
A malicious user can use false reports in order to achieve a very high priority value in consecutive time slots. It is done by reporting a low channel
rate ri (t) which leads to a low Ai (t) value and then reporting a high channel rate. This allows the malicious user to obtain the highest priority value
ri (t)/Ai (t) for consecutive time slots (until the growth of Ai (t) reduces its
priority value below those of others). This attack causes short term starvation of innocent users, that even if they will be compensated later for it, they
suffer from delays that decrease their overall throughput. Such an attack can
decrease TCP throughput by 25%-30% [25] and leave VoIP applications unable to operate [58].
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The retransmission algorithm defines how the scheduler handles a report
of a lost frame (NACK). While PFS describes how to transmit new pending
transmissions, the way it should schedule retransmissions is open to interpretations. Should the scheduler retransmit the frame immediately? Should a
transmission that was reported by a user as lost count in his throughut average Ai (t)? The vast majority of existing studies on wireless schedulers ignore
the retransmission mechanism by simplifying the model to one where packet
losses do not occur, while the rest adopt straight forward implementations of
the retransmission algorithm.
In [28], the authors present the common straight forward retransmission
algorithms for PFS, expose their vulnerability to malicious attacks and
present an immune variation that maintain the original fairness of PFS. The
vulnerability common to these algorithms lies in the assumption that a user
will never report a failed transmission if he received it successfully. After
all, even a selfish user cannot benefit from receiving the same data frame
twice. The problem is that malicious users can abuse that and require more
retransmission than others, hence occupying more transmission time on
the expense of others. This attack belongs to the category of Algorithmic
Worst-Case Exploit since the number of retransmissions required by the
attacker is the maximal number of retransmissions allowed (which is the
worst-case). The attack hurts other users only during the attack itself, hence
it causes in-attack damage. The analysis in [28] of the vulnerability to this
malicious behavior shows that in typical settings4 with malicious and regular
users in equal numbers, the regular users lose 50% of their time share.
Discussion and Comparison
From the retrasnsmission attack on PFS we can learn that it is not enough to
make a system immune only to selfish behavior, but also a malicious behavior
must be mitigated. Unlike PFS, CS is proved to be immune to malicious attacker as well. However, as shown earlier, coordination between malicious or
selfish users can enable new attack capabalities and should not be overlooked.
In addition, the PFS case shows how analyzing an algorithm in a simplified model, while leaving the some of its aspects open to interpretations, can
open the door to unexpected attack strategies. Since CS does not keep track
of the throughput average a user receives, one does not have to decide if and
how to count restransmissions that were reported as lost. Therefore, CS can
4 Where

the maximal number of frame retransmissions is 5.
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be proved to be immune to such an attack (in the steady state). However, this
unique property (of scheduling without keeping track of the scheduling history) allows attacks, such as the coordinated attack we described, in which
users can gain additional time share and througput on the expense of others.

7.5

Solutions

In this section we discuss general approaches to sophisticated DDoS. We note
that many of the specific attacks mentioned above have tailor made solutions
[59–61]. However, due to diversity of possible attacks, we are more interested
here in understanding whether there are general approaches that take the bull
by the horns.
A key factor in all the attacks discussed earlier, is the fact that there is a
huge difference between the common case performance to the worst-case of
the system/protocol/algorithm. An obvious solution approach is to design a
better algorithm, system or protocol that avoids this worst-case performance.
However, this is not always feasible. In many cases problems seem to be
characterized by inherent trade-offs, where algorithmic solutions that work
the best in the worst-case, under-perform in the common case (in comparison to algorithms that were designed to deal best with the common case).
Thus in many cases it might be reasonable to prefer the common-case good
performance, at the expense of leaving the system vulnerable to attack as a
calculated risk.
One solution to this dilemma is to design a system that gets the best of
both worlds, by running different algorithms in the different cases. M CA2
[62], is a such solution. The paper takes advantage of the emerging multi-core
computer architecture to design a general framework for mitigating networkbased complexity attacks. In this architecture, cores quickly identify packets
with packets crafted as heavy that aim hurting the system performance, and
divert them to a fraction of the cores that are dedicated to handle all the heavy
messages. These cores run algorithms that handle the worst-case efficiently.
Thus, the rest of the cores remain relatively unaffected and free to provide the
legitimate traffic with the same quality of service as if no attack took place.
We note that detecting whether an algorithm/system/protocol is vulnerable is not so easy in many cases. Complexity attack is easy to discover, since
it exploits in a straight forward manner the the difference between the worstcase and the average-case complexity. However, finding the worst-case traffic
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pattern (or the system weakest point or the protocol worst-case) - is a more
challenging task.
The paper [63] deals with this problem and develops a method to help
discover manipulation attacks in protocol implementations, using compilation tools. The method is based on a novel combination of static analysis
with symbolic execution and dynamic analysis with concrete execution. The
former finds code paths that are likely vulnerable, and the latter emulates adversarial actions that lead to effective attacks. By discovering the potential
protocol attacks, the paper performs the first step towards finding solutions to
the attack.

7.6

Concluding remarks and Discussion

We presented the subject of system performance under malicious behavior
and argued that such performance may differ drastically from that derived using the traditional approaches. We explored an array of traditional computer
and network systems and demonstrated their vulnerability to performance attacks, which, depending on the system involved, could be quite drastic.
Our work tried to convey some insights into the important question of
what distinguishes one design from another, making the former highly vulnerable and the latter resilient. The cases we addressed suggest the following
insight: A ”simple” design whose rules are ”simple” and whose structure is
”uniform” is likely to be more resilient. The reason is that all transactions under such a structure are usually simple and identical to each other and therefore an attacker cannot benefit (in comparison to a regular user) from conducting specific transactions. Examples include the Open Hash and the Aloha
system which are quite resilient and whose transactions are very simple and
uniform.
In contrast, a more ”sophisticated design” may make the system more
vulnerable since the attacker can hand-pick the expensive transactions (or an
expensive series of transactions). An example is the Binary Tree algorithm
where the transaction sequencing is sophisticated and is exploited by the attacker.
It remains as an open research question, whether a more exact characterization of system design could be made to assist in predicting the vulnerability
level of the design, and guidelines can be provided to yield resilient designs.
Another open question is how one can benefit from all worlds by making a
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design whose average-case performance as well as malice-case performance
are both good.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
The design of computer and communication systems has been based, for
decades, on the fundamental assumption that the objective of all users is to
improve their own performance. In recent years we have experienced a wave
of DDoS attacks threatening the welfare of the Internet. These are launched
by malicious users whose pure incentive is to degrade the performance of
other, innocent, users. The traditional systems turn out to be quite vulnerable
to these attacks.
To address this problem, we offered a vulnerability metric to address the
main reason security is not receiving the attention it deserves - the lack of
metric that measures it. Then, we expose vulnerabilities in various systems
and discuss them in detail. Finally we offer a high level approach to categorize and understand the causes different types of vulnerabilities in different
systems. In the following text we summarize our contributions and provide
our observations and outlook.

8.1

Contributions Summary

8.1.1

Evaluating the Vulnerability of Network
Mechanisms to Sophisticated DDoS Attacks

Our main contribution in Section 2 is the proposal of a new metric that evaluates the vulnerability of a system to sophisticated attacks. In the case that
multiple algorithms/designs are available for the same problem, it helps in
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selecting the most resilient one. Our approach is based on proposing a Vulnerability Metric that accounts for the maximal performance degradation
(damage) that sophisticated malicious users can inflict on the system using a
specific amount of resources (cost) normalized by the performance degradation attributed to regular users, using the same resources.
Using the Vulnerability measure we made interesting observations regarding the vulnerability of Hash systems: 1) The Closed Hash system is much
more vulnerable to DDoS attacks than the Open Hash system. 2) After an
attack has ended, regular users still suffer from performance degradation. 3)
This performance degradation may reach the level of a total denial of service;
we can calculate the exact magnitude of attack that can cause it. 4) An application which uses a Hash table in the Internet, where there is a queue in
front of the Hash Table, is highly vulnerable. In this case the waiting time
the regular users suffer is proportional to the second moment, and hence the
attack size has a duplicate effect on the Vulnerability.

8.1.2

On the Exploitation of CDF based Wireless
Scheduling

In Section 3, based on scheme which targets the very fundamental principle of
the CDF scheduler, we showed that non-conforming opportunistic users can
increase their share and destabilize the scheduler’s notion of fairness by misreporting their channel rates. In addition we studied the loss for regular users
inflicted by malicious users focused on degrading the system performance.
We showed that for large populations consisting of regular and coordinated
users in equal numbers, the ratio of allocated time slots between a coordinated and a regular user converges to e − 1 ≈ 1.7 (instead of 1). After researches proved the vulnerability of the Proportional Fairness scheduler, our
work demonstrates the vulnerability of its alternative – the CDF scheduler.
We recommend that this vulnerability, together with the solution we outlined,
should be taken into consideration by system designers when choosing and
deploying a scheduler for modern wireless networks.

8.1.3 On the Vulnerability of the Proportional Fairness
Scheduler to Retransmission Attacks
Proportional Fairness Scheduler (PFS) is a popular scheduler in state of the
art cellular networks. However, PFS was introduced and vastly investigated
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in a model where frame losses do not occur, which is of course not the case
in practical wireless networks. As far as we know, in our work (Section 4) we
are the first to address the consequences of PFS in the context of a real system,
in which packet losses occur. We show that the two common approaches for
straight forward adaptation of PFS to frame losses exposes the system to a
malicious attacks (which can alternatively be caused by malfunctioning user
equipment) that can drastically degrade the performance of innocent users.
We show that one approach can lead to performance degradation by attackers and that the other approach breaches the fairness PFS is meant to
enforce. Finally we suggest a new approach which maintains Proportional
Fairness while keeping the scheduler immune to attacks.

8.1.4

Fair and Secure Queueing for Multi-Resource Packet
Processing

In Section 5 we showed that DRFQ can (unintentionally) reward inefficiency.
That is, in some cases it favors some flows over other, more efficient flows in a
way that increases neither the efficiency of the system nor any kind of fairness
among flows. Moreover, we showed that selfish flows can use cooperation to
gain additional resource share on the expense of other flows. In addition, we
propose a scheduler called Proportional Compensation DRFQ (PC-DRFQ)
which avoids these vulnerabilities by taking into account the past scheduling
decisions and contribution of flows to the efficiency of the system. We showed
that PC-DRFQ does not reward inefficiency and is strategy-proof, even for
cooperating flows. In addition, we showed that it decreases the variance in
resources share among flows (compared to DRFQ). That is, although both
follow the DRF principles, PC-DRFQ is more fair than DRFQ from the equalshare fairness perspective.

8.1.5 On the Vulnerability of Hardware Hash Tables to
Sophisticated Attacks
In Section 6 we expose the weak points of the Peacock and Cuckoo Hashing.
We show that Peacock is resilient to in-attack damage. Nevertheless, we show
that it is highly vulnerable to an attack that aims at driving the system to high
post-attack discard rates; such an attack can increase these rates by a factor
of 100 − 1, 800 in comparison to normal behavior. For Cuckoo hashing we
show that an attacker can slow the system by inserting keys that require 4
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times more memory accesses than regular keys in a typical settings. We also
provide simulation results for a use case in which a system designer plans
to design a Cuckoo and Peacock hash tables which comply with the same
requirements.

8.1.6 Computer and Network Performance: Graduating
from the ”Age of Innocence”
In Section 7 we presented the subject of system performance under malicious
behavior and argued that such performance may differ drastically from that
derived using the traditional approaches. We explored an array of traditional
computer and network systems and demonstrated their vulnerability to performance attacks, which, depending on the system involved, could be quite
drastic.
Our work tried to convey some insights into the important question of
what distinguishes one design from another, making the former highly vulnerable and the latter resilient. The cases we addressed suggest the following
insight: A ”simple” design whose rules are ”simple” and whose structure is
”uniform” is likely to be more resilient. The reason is that all transactions under such a structure are usually simple and identical to each other and therefore an attacker cannot benefit (in comparison to a regular user) from conducting specific transactions. Examples include the Open Hash and the Aloha
system which are quite resilient and whose transactions are very simple and
uniform.
In contrast, a more ”sophisticated design” may make the system more
vulnerable since the attacker can hand-pick the expensive transactions (or an
expensive series of transactions). An example is the Binary Tree algorithm
where the transaction sequencing is sophisticated and is exploited by the attacker.
It remains as an open research question, whether a more exact characterization of system design could be made to assist in predicting the vulnerability
level of the design, and guidelines can be provided to yield resilient designs.
Another open question is how one can benefit from all worlds by making a
design whose average-case performance as well as malice-case performance
are both good.

8.2 The Vulnerability Detection and Evaluation Process

8.2
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The Vulnerability Detection and Evaluation
Process

In this work we exposed very different vulnerabilities in very different systems. Naturally, the processes of exposing them were very different as well.
However, there are several key guidelines that should be followed during every vulnerability analysis regardless of the system in question. In this section
we outline the guidelines to be followed and the questions that should be
investigated during a vulnerability analysis.

8.2.1 Attacker’s Capabilities - Keep It Real
Traditional performance-analysis approaches assume an omnipotent knowit-all adversary to calculate the worst-case performance of a system. This
assumption is good for a general analysis of data structures and algorithms
detached from the conext in which they are used. Nevertheless, we believe
that when analyzing a state-of-the-art system in a realistic deployment context, the evaluation should not consider knowledge and capabilities that are
impossible for the attacker to obtain. This way we keep the evaluation and
its results as close to reality as possible. Otherwise, we may conclude that a
certain system is very vulnerable compared to its alternatives while in reality
it would be the least vulnerable when considering only feasible attacks. Note
that also non-traditional capabilities should be considered, such as a group
of selfish users synchronizing and coordinating their actions to achieve their
goals.

8.2.2

Attacker’s Motives

Throughout this work we mentioned two types of users that would manipulate
the system if they could – selfish and malicious. Recall that a selfish user tries
to maximize the service he receives while a malicious user tries to maximize
the performance degradation he causes. Note that different selfish users might
want to maximize different service properties. For example, in a case of a
selfish users served by a scheduler, one may try to increase his throughput
while the other aims at reducing his delay.
By definition, the damage caused by malicious users is equal or greater
to the damage selfish users would cause. Therefore, it would be enough to
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calculate the damage caused by malicious users in order to derive the vulnerability metric of the system. However, we believe that both types of attackers
should be considered during a vulnerability analysis. We believe it is important since almost all users share the desire to increase the service they receive
while only few are motivated to manipulate the system only for the sake of
degrading its performance. That is, we believe that although malicious users
are more harmful, selfish users are more common and hence no less important. Therefore, if we have a system that is hard or impossible to immune
against malicious behavior – we should at least make sure it is immune to
selfish behavior. Note that in order to claim that a system is immune to selfish behavior, it should be proved that the most beneficial strategy for a user
is to behave normally. For example, in Section 4 we proved that the strategy
that maximizes the throughput of a user is to always report its real channel
condition to the cellular scheduler (any attempt of manipulation will result in
reduced throughput).
In addition, evaluating the impact of selfish users can be useful in some
closed environments where users are trusted to not be malicious. Note that
even in such environments, users can unintentionally behave like malicious
users. For example, a mobile user can report false information (channel condition or transmission acknowledgement) to the base station due to a faulty
device.

8.2.3 Attacker’s Knowledge
In order to find weaknesses in a system we have to put ourselves in the attacker’s shoes. To do that, we first have to understand how the system looks
like from his point of view. The information about a system is a huge set of
properties. For example, if we are analyzing a wireless scheduler, the properties could be the scheduling algorithm itself, different data structures and
thresholds it uses for decision making and their current state, the number of
users in the system, their channel condition and the throughput they received
so far and so on.
The first step would be to understand what information is publicly available to attackers through white papers, open-source codes and so on. For
example, information about multiple-access protocols for sharing a wireless
channel must be public so the users sharing it would know how to behave. In
this example one should analyze whether an attacker could use this information to cause collisions. In addition, one should also consider what informa-
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tion the attacker can deduct by interception, probing, reverse engineering or
any other creative approach. For example, an attacker can deduct the maximal
number of frame-retransmissions a cellular base stations allows by repeatedly
replying with negative ACKs to every transmission.
The next step would be to look at the information we concluded that the
attacker could never obtain, and investigate whether the attacker can guess
it with probability which is high enough to mount a feasible and effective
attack. The attack on the Binary-Tree Protocol described in Section 7 is a
good example for that. While the attacker cannot predict in what time slot a
successful transmission is going to take place, he can guess it with a very high
probability and cause collisions with a very high hit-miss ratio.

8.2.4

Performance Metrics and Attack Strategies

The next step would be to list all the performance metrics that are important
to the system designer. Beyond the fundamental performance metrics such
as throughput and delay (when evaluating a scheduler), one should consider
other performance metrics that might seem completely unrelated to the attack
but they may be exactly what the attacker is after.
In Section 6 we described an attack in which an attacker inserts colliding
keys into a Cuckoo Hash table. It is easy to observe that such an attack will
require an excessive number of memory references in the effort to resolve the
collisions the attack causes. However, this attack is a good example that one
should evaluate the impact of the attack also after it has ended. We showed
that after the attack has ended, the small fraction of buckets dedicated for collision resolution is now flooded, which increases dramatically the probability
for an inserted key to be dropped due to the lack of space. While the impact
during the attack (excessive number of memory references) can be countered
by using a faster memory, it will not solve the post-attack impact (increased
drop probability).
The next step is to evaluate what would be the optimal attack strategy
(from the attacker’s point of view) for each performance metric. Note that in
many cases the same strategy is the optimal strategy for several performance
metrics. Ideally, one should find an attack strategy and prove it is indeed the
optimal one given the realistic capabilities of the attacker. If no strategy can be
proved to be the optimal, then one should consider the most effective attack he
can find as the lower bound of the potential damage incurred by an attacker.
In addition, an upper bound can be obtained by the impact of the optimal
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strategy of an attacker that posses some unrealistic capabilities.

8.3

Avoiding Vulnerabilities in Future System
Designs

Analyzing the vulnerability of different systems in different contexts allowed
us to make several general observations on how to prevent or at least minimize
vulnerabilities in future designs of network algorithms and protocols.

8.3.1

Vulnerability Measure Should Be a Key Performance
Metric

The performance of today’s networks and computers is highly affected by
DDoS attacks launched by malicious users. This work originated in the recognition that in order to properly evaluate the performance and qualities of these
systems one must bridge between the world of security and that of quality of
service, and add to the traditional performance measures a metric that accounts for the resilience of the system to malicious users.
Once security can be measured it can be maintained and improved. Having a vulnerability metric also brings back the security evaluation to the mission plan of system designers that are typically focused on performance metrics. We proposed this metric in Section 2 and also promoted vulnerability
evaluation in other works. Instead of simply ticking a checkbox-test of ”vulnerable” or ”not vulnerable”, our proposed vulnerability metric forces the
designer to examine all possible attack vectors and evaluate the role of each
of the system parameters in its vulnerability.
Our proposed metric is not meant to be only a formula with which one
can measure vulnerability but also to convey the message that vulnerability to
sophisticated DDoS attacks is not a matter of black and white and should be
evaluated carefully in order to understand how to minimize it.

8.3.2

Lack of Coordination between Components in the
System Can Create Vulnerabilities

In our work on the vulnerability of PFS to retransmissions attacks (Section 4)
the vulnerability that we showed caused by the lack of coordination between
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the multiple access (MAC) layer to which the scheduler belongs and the Link
layer which traditionally handles retransmissions independently of the MAC
layer. Our work showed that the fact that traditional thinking separates between link layer and MAC layer in cellular scheduling can lead to a vulnerability of the system as a whole. The idea of these two layers acting independently and uncoordinated allows malicious users or simply malfunctioning
handsets to cause unfairness in the system and degrade its performance.
The solution we provided utilizes a cross layer approach to mitigate such
vulnerability. From that we can draw a conclusion that system designers evaluating the vulnerability of a system, should aspire to look at the system as a
whole instead of just examining each component independently, exactly the
same way malicious users would.
Another reason for this vulnerability is that the standard does not specify the implementation of the retransmission mechanism. It is hard to expect
from system designers as workers of a commercial company, focused on traditional performance metrics, to discover such vulnerability. We expect that
future standards would also write some advice and warning about possible
combinations of implementations in the different layers that make the system vulnerable. This way, instead of hoping that each system designer will
identify the vulnerability on his own, they have the power to prevent these
vulnerabilities to appear in the first place. To conclude, we demonstrated that
in the same way that cross-layer information can be used to enhance the performance of new scheduler schedulers, it should also be used to enhance its
immunity to sophisticated attacks.

8.3.3 Vulnerability of Sophisticated Schedulers
Although they were designed for completely different systems, it is easy to
notice the resemblance between the vulnerabilities we exposed in the CDF
scheduler (Section 4) and the DRFQ scheduler (Section 5). In both cases, additional information is used to make smart scheduling decisions that increase
both performance and fairness. In multi-resource scheduling it is the resource
profile of a packet and in wireless scheduling it is the channel condition of
the user. In both cases, the use of additional information opens the door for
attackers that shape this information to influence the scheduling decisions in
a way that benefits them and/or harms the system.
Besides exposing the vulnerabilities of these two specific schedulers, our
work points out the pattern which caused these vulnerabilities in the first
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place, so we can avoid them in the future. No doubt that future hardware,
protocols and standards will allow even more sophisticated schedulers which
base their decisions on more and more information that is supplied or influenced by the users. The main conclusions from our works in this topic is that
system designers should analyze very carefully the vulnerability that may be
caused by the way in which the scheduling decisions depend on information
provided by the users. In addition, as our works prove, this analysis should not
be limited to the traditional case of a single, selfish user, but also to the cases
of malicious users (aiming to hurt the system regardless of their performance
gain) and a group of colluding selfish users.

8.4

Future Work and Outlook

If to simplify the outline of our work , it consists of 1. Proposing a measure
for the vulnerability of a system to sophisticated attacks; and 2. Analyzing
the vulnerability of various state of the art network algorithms and protocols.
The vulnerability metric is a general measure that can be applied to various systems to measure the vulnerability of various performance metrics.
Mathematical analysis of system vulnerability can precisely express the influence of different system parameters on its vulnerability. However, many
network algorithms and protocols are operating in a very complex environments that are very hard to model accurately. Unfortunately, some simplifying
assumptions on the model in which the system operates can hide real vulnerabilities that the system will be exposed to in reality. Therefore, we believe
a desired complement to our work would be further research which provides
vulnerability measurement based on realistic simulations. That is, calculating the vulnerability measure based on results from attack simulations on real
system mechanisms or from network simulators that realistically simulates
real flows/users behavior based on recorded traffic traces.
In the perspective of the whole landscape of modern networks mechanisms, the systems covered in this dissertation are only a demonstration of
vulnerability evaluation on selected examples rather than a true attempt to
cover and rank all the existing systems. We hope that the research community
in both academy and industry will keep up with the rapid speed in which new
systems and protocols are introduced. We hope our work will serve as a basis
for a vulnerability evaluation in different areas and hope that with time it will
evolve into structured vulnerability assessment process that will be inseparable part of the development process of future systems and protocols.
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